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PREFACE 

THESE dialogues for the most part explain themselves. They 
deal more with character and personality than with doctrine 
and history. 
The first was part of a lecture given in the London School of 
Economics, 19th January, 1926, on Adam Smith and the 
Classical Economists. 
The second was written for an Adam Smith club founded in 
the 'Tower Hamlets' in 1880 and now meeting in the 
Friends' Meeting House, Euston Road. It was read there on 
14th October,1930. 
The third was a contribution to the volume of Economic Essu,ys 
prepared in honour of the doyen of American economists, 
John Baus Clark, in 1927, and printed for the American 
Economic Association, who have kindly allowed republica
.tion. 
The fourth may be taken as a sequel to the third. It was 
written in the present year. . 
The fifth was written in 1927, and appeared this year, 1930, 
in the April number of the Indian Journal of Economics, Vol. X. 
Part 4. It is republished by the courtesy of the Indian 
Economic Association, Allahabad. 
The writer has made use of a similar form of dialogue, 
Shaftesbury taking the chief place, in Moral Sense (Library of 
Philosophy, Allen and Unwin, 1930, Appendix). 

J. B. 
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THE TABLES TURNED 

LET US leave our living contemporaries out of the game and 
fancy ADAM SMITH in Elysium. He believed in Elysium for 
such as himselfand in a Tartarus for bad characters.1 Let us 
suppose him cross-examined by his own followers there, with
out passion or prejudice, such things being left behind them. 
Let us believe with MAETERLINCK that they are wakened into 
speech by our remembrance of them. 

Suppose a Tory Crusader or Anti-Gallican, of the type of 
renegade SOUTHEY, to challenge the very first paragraphs of 
the Wealth of Nations: 'DR. SMITH, you say that labour is the 
cause of all wealth; is not this a very incendiary statement? 
One of your editors, PLAYFAIR, has tried to show that, unlike 
the Physiocrats, you mean no mischief; but he clearly thinks 
you are touching pitch. You ought not to have praised those 
Frenchmen so much. You said they never did any harm in 
the world. It is more than has been said of your own School, 

1 Adam Smith: M",ol SIIIlimmIs, Part II. Sect. II. MIriI and D""';I, 6th ed.: 
'790, Vol. I. OO~. 
Tacitus: Ann. I. 1. : 'Sine ira et ltudio quorum causas procul habco.' 
Maeterlinck: BIOI Bird, II. iii. 
Playfair (William), '759-,803. See his edition ofWeoltk Df Natimu, ,80S, Vol. I. 
pp. xvii, etc. The offending and other passages: W. qf N. IV. ix. MacCulloch'. 
edition, 0g8; M",. S., ed. '790, VoL ll. 105; EdinbUTgh RnUw, '755, closing letter 
in Part U. 
See TIl, ~ Ei<menl ill Adam Smitk, an Address to the National Liheral 
Club, '904, dealing with ~rd Acton'. and Prof....,r Foxwell', .tatement of the 
case. 
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THE TABLES TURNED 
Sir, by English philanthropists. But it is the French philan
thropists that give me my cue now. It is reported among the 
Jacobins that you are one of themselves, or, worse, a Sans
culotte. Later generations will have it that you are not even 
a Marxian, you are a Bolshevist. . 
'You yourself condemn a "dangerous spirit of innovation." 
Does it not lurk in your text? Is there not a revolutionary 
element in yourself? Was ADAM SMITH, who once (let me say 
too mildly) censured ROUSSEAU, himself a ROUSSEAU?' 
The Sage might answer calmly: 'Some of you gentlemen 
[probably intending Mn.L and MARsHALL] think it quite 
right to make a pointed statement in your first sentence, and 
then blunt the point by expanding, expounding, and alter
ing, in the next sentences. I did no more. Perhaps I did less, 
for look at my text and context; observe what I really said, 
not simpliciter "labour supplies," but "labour originally sup
plies" the fund of all wealth. By and by I go on to show that 
in early times and savage places independent labour can in
deed make both ends meet and keep all that it produces, but 
under this same "original state of things" there would never 
be a Wealth of Nations to consider at all. Humanity makes 
progress through suffering. The independence is suppressed 
for a time if progress is to be made and abundance is to come 
for us all. The suppression need not mean oppression, still 
less slavery, slavery being bad economy.l The "natural 
liberty" I desire is a "simple system" of which the completed 
accomplishment is the good of all. I think that the workman 
in civilized countries, in spite of his subjection to an em
ployer, has always more than a bare living, and the greater 
the wealth of the nation the farther he is from that border 
line of mere necessaries. I wrote a great part of a long chap-

I Slave~: W. q{N.III. !i. ,,2 (MacCulloch'. eel.). . 
Wages: lb. I. VIII. 33. Ricardo, W ... ks, r. 52. Marx, ".pII4I,I. 156. 
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THE TABLES TURNED 
ter to show that in my time wages in England were decidedly 
above the line of bare living.' 
'I said much the same in my own time,' interposed DAVID 
RICARDO, 'but people make the charge against me too.' 
'I allow that you did say that,' said KARL MARx, 'and what 
is more I followed you, even though it blunted my point a 
little. But you let the employer's power remain.' 
'In granting that wages tend to rise above bare living,' said 
MALTHUS, at last successful, 'DR. SMITH was really adopting 
my principle1 that the standard of living stands behind the 
standard of wages and determines it even in the short run. 
You did not seem fully to recognize, DR. SMITH, that there 
was a constant need of control of the growth of population 
lest it should pull down both standards.' 
'At least,' the Sage might answer, 'I stated your problem for 
you without mincing matters: "The demand for men, like' 
that for any other commodity, necessarily regulates the pro
duction of men." "Men, like all other animals, naturally 
multiply in proportion to the means of their subsistence." It 
was not I but one of my "admirers" who WTote that mar
riages had no connection with personal feelings but were 
simply regulated by average earrungs. I never went so far as 
that, myself.' 
'Still,' interposes modestly a son of our own times, 'you seem 
to make it all a question of Quantity. I find no Eugenics in 
your book., One of our later writers praised the much-abused 
Physiocrats for seeking in their Political Economy such know-
1 Population: Wealth .f Nalions, I. viii. 36 and I. xi. 67. 
'Average earnings': H. T. Buckle (ISo.-,S60), Hislory qf Civilis.,ion in EngltWl 
(IS57-;,86,), Ch. I. p. 3" (~. 'S~8). 
Eugeruc:': Manhall, ~onomaa:,. I. lV. § 2. . 
Talents, WeGllh qf N.,wns, I. u. 7. ' 
Race:J. S. Mill, Polilie.1 EeolUllllY, II. ix. § 3. 
Workmen's Combinations: Wealth of NalUms, I. viii. 30, 36. 
Wages: Rie",do 10 Trown, XU!. 139. 
Strong cases: Rieardo 10 M.l",us, LXXI. ,67. 
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THE TA.B~ TURNED 
ledge as would raise the Quality of human life, the quality Df 
the race; but you on the contrary never seem to consider the 
improvement of the race at all.' 
'To some extent you are right,' would our hero answer; 
'I never heard of a germplasm till you talked of it. I was 
strongly impressed, as you know, with the power of Division 
of Labour even over human character. I thought accordingly 
that high quality was not inborn but acquired,that the differ
ence of talent between man and man at birth was very small. 
The philosopher and the street-porter differ chiefly because 
of their employment, surroundings and education, a dictum 
that ought to please such "followers" of mine as explain away 
all history by economic causes,-which I myself never did.' 
'I went farther than you,' exclaimed JOHN STUART MILL, 'I 
said that it was a vulgar error to attribute diversities of con
duct and character to inherent natural differences, and I in
cluded those of Race.' 
'But, DR. SMITH,' said voices on all sides, 'you denied to the 
working-man the advantage of combining with his fellows, 
thereby reducing his chances of success in any surroundings 
and his chances of improving the surroundings themselves. 
MR. MILL never did that.' . 
'Remember,' might be the answer, 'my book came out in 
1776, a date still remembered by you in connection with the 
American Colonies, as well as with such pigmies (homunculi) 
as HUME, GmBoN and myself. At that time most combina
tions were unlawful and nearly all of them unfortunate and 
mischievous. You have had a happier experience since. In 
my time the masters' combinations were worse than the 
men's. You will allow that, ifl had any prejudices, they were 
in favour of the men.' 
'So say we all of us,' chanted the School in chorus, and one 
added, 'It was true in most cases, all appearances to the con
trary notwithstanding. We deplored the condition of the 

[4] 
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worker and with better reason than you, for in the next 
generation it became worse. The Factory System was hardly 
a simple system of natural liberty for the workpeople. The 
liberty was little in evidence, even after 1824, when the 
muzzle was removed. It was regard for your first principle of 
fluid competition that made us unwilling for a time to mter
fere with things as they were.' 
'You were bewailing; what hel1;led your bewailing? Person
ally I went farther than that,' sald RICARDO. 'When the mar
ket was driving down wages everywhere, in November 1820, 
I, as a gentleman I suppose, always paid the same. Though 
in my study I imagined strong cases in order to elucidate 
principles, and reasoned about Wages on the basis of what 
you call fluid competition, I did not scruple to undermine 
that basis on my own estate among my own labourers.' 
Laughter ensued at this, and MARx, remembering his Mac
aulay, whispered, 'See the despot Charles Stuart takin~ his 
boys on his knees and kissing them.' Then, more audibly, 
'Be content, MR. RICARDO; your economics, such as they are, 
make the foundation of my politics such as they are!' 
'Not content,' was the retort, 'you turn my Cost into mere 
Labour, and my Profits into Surplus Labour. Was I inhu
mane? Did I not strive with MACCULLOCH1 over the effects 
of Machinery, saying, "the same cause which may increase 
the net revenue of the country may at the same time render 
the population redundant and deteriorate the condition of 
the labourer"? WILKES was not a Wilkite, and I am not an 
unqualified Ricardian. The Political Economy Club under-

1 Ricardo never a Ricardian? Works, XXXI. p. 236. 
Political &onom..l' Club of 1821, His/Qry, cd. by Henry Higgs, C.B., "', 'g4, .68, 
.7' (Diary ofJ. L. Mallet). 
W,alth qf No/ions, I. x., esp. p. 45, on trades. 
J. S. M. on non-competing groups: Pol. &., cd. Ashley, p. g88; do p. '9' (grd 
ed., .85', II. xiv. § .). 
Cairn .. (John Elliot) •• 8.:!-.875. Prineiplu (.874). I. iii. 70 II'. 
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stood that very well. The stones have cried out since I was 
there, and betrayed our open secret.' 
'They talk of fluid competition,' said JOHN Mn.L and 
CAIRNES in a breath, though CAIRNES had the longer breath. 
'In your scheme of trades, DR. SMITH, you seem to forget 
economic friction. Even "in the same neighbourhood" it was 
not easy, even in your day, after feudalism and the guilds had 
gone, for men to {low from one trade to another, like water 
trying to find a level, with every chan&"e in the "net advan
tages." Trades are often self-contaIned non-competing 
groups.' 
'Yes,' said a late Victorian, 'you were not alive to MR. Mn.L'S 
Variations, MR. CAIRNEs, and did not observe that he had 
faced right about between 1848 and 1852 and forestalled 
you. Small blame to either of you, but the one point of you 
twain is not the whole matter. Our time is not very different 
from yours in Competition for Goods and Competition for 
Capital-your "higgling of the market," DR. SMITH, has still 
a meaning for us there-but what worlds away as regards 
Labour! Many eager discussions in ancient circles between 
eminent men a hundred years ago seem to us to-day entirely 
unreal. In our days the ball does not go simply ri~ht or left 
as strikes the player; unlike "any other commodity' it is alive 
and has a will ofits own.l Levelling of net advantages might. 
be brought about under your "natural liberty," and it would 
work very well with the Theory of the Wages Fund, of which 
there are seeds, Sir, in your Wealth of Nations. The theory 
died when MR. Mn.L, after confessing far too much, gave it 
up to MR. THORNTON. Unlike our brave MALTHUS, MR. 

1 The ball 'bas a will of its own' : Mrs. Bernard Bosanquet'. happy application of 
AI.,. in Wanthrkmd, Ch. VIII. pp. 121, ,.2 ofed. 187" 
Wages Fund: WlGltII qf Nalions, I. ix'13• MUs Ell .. on the Variations in Mill: 
Ec"""""'Joumal, 1906, 295, .g6. Amley. ed. ofMill'sP.liti<al Eeononu, II. iv. § I, 
'4" [6] 
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MILL did not do his penance in the white sheets of anew edi
tion. He was equally shy when he recanted his concession 
about Infant Industries. He still asserts, too, that Political 
Economy cannot move without the principle of Competition. 
With all his reservations and variations he does not seem fully 
to understand how much the scene has shifted.' 
'Peace,' said the Sage. 'Remember where you are.1 I was in
consistent myself about Rent and Prices. If I remember 
rightly, I told someone that BENTHAM had proved me wrong 
about Usury. My dear friend HUME was against me on Rent, 
and ought to have warned me sooner. You see my repent
ance, too, was clandestine. But I clung to "natural liberty," 
which some of you tell me is farther off than ever. Tell me 
the unvarnished truth about it. Is there no competition now 
at all? Does potter no longer strive with potter, and joiner 
with joiner? Perhaps I was in my own way a visionary. I 
may have believed men cleverer than they really are, just as 
Utopians think they are more moral and reasonable. MR.. 
MARx says he is no Utopian, but from all I hear he and his 
friends have a touch of that weakness. Their Utopias come 
in at the end like the Myths in PLATO'S Dialogues. For my
self, did I not write that we have never yet had perfect liberty 
and justice on the earth?2 Of course I meant it would be 
heaven if we did have it. If people were either all perfectly 
good or all perfectly shrewd, then either my system or his 
would indifferently result in the Best of All Possible Worlds. 
Meanwhile we are both short of our postulate. The world is 
evil enough to spoil the Utopian postulate, and stupid enough 
to spoil mine. Ordinary men even in your twentieth century 

1 Rent: Wealthqf Ntztions, I. vi. 23, rent enters into price; I. xi. 67, rent is an effect 
of price . 
• Utopias: WID/til qf NalUms, IV. ix. 3"4; IV. ii. 199, etc. 
Reforms: WIQ/th qf N.,Ums, I. x. 63 (Poor Law). 
Coercive education: Herbert Spen~r, S~ SIIlIics, Ch. XVII. p. '00, M"" ....... 
Slim, 24Scq.: contra, W,allh qf NtJhons, V.l. art. 2, p. 352. 
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are neither very good nor very wise. Perhaps the second 
drawback is the more serious. We do not need your German 
poets to teach us that the gods themselves fight a losing battle 
against dulness. What else are we in the world for but to 
mend that and other drawbacks, with the help perhaps of 
your "Eugenists," or in more old-fashioned ways? As a 
matter of fact I did not in my book expect too much of ku.
mani91 but rather (in all reverence be it spoken) of Provi
dence; I thought Providence would overrule or o'er inform 
the stupidity and the sinfulness, so that all should work to
gether for good, without intending it.' 
To which long rel?ly someone, perhaps a Cambridge pro
fessor of our own urnes, makes an equally long rejoinder. 
'Frankly spoken, DR. SMITH, since you want a plain, unvar
nished tale, Combination has been lawful for 100 years in our 
country since your days. It is as powerful and prominent 
now as ever Competition was in your time. The Al?:tericans, 
of the United States, which you Just lived to see established, 
tell us that the one necessarily grows out of the other. Even 
apart from Combination, Interference has grown in ways 
that would be strange to you. We have found it necessary to 
protect permanent feebleness by permanent regulation. Be
sides the weakness of children and young people and women, 
we have found a general weakness of men under certain con
ditions oflabour. There is a stratum of the people unable to 
help itself even by Combination against odds, the odds show
ing no tendency to disappear of themselves by any automatic 
progress of the species. We get the Government to counter
act them instead. You left the Poor Law for MR.. MALTHUS to 
consider; you hardly mention it, I dare not say because you 
had none In Scotland in your time. MR.. MALTHUS took it in 
hand and tried hard to keep it within the lines of your natural 
liberty, making at the same time concessions, wiser than he 
could then foresee. His desire to see the Poor Law abolished 

[8] 
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altogether seems near to fulfilment now, but hardly in the 
way he intended or for the reasons he used. We have set up 
Factory Acts and Trade Boards and Old Age Pensions, and 
finally aids, regular and irregular, to workpeople, not only 
unskilled, but skilled-measures that would bewilder you but 
are now taken for granted and warranted even by your own 
followers. A prominent Philosopher, MR. HERBERT SPEN
CER, made a stand but no impression. He might have ap
pealed to your authority. Yet I think you would have sup
ported some of our State institutions that he decries, say the 
Board Schools, which he calls "coercive education." I appeal 
to your fifth book, where you allow to the State that, and a 
good deal besides that.' 
'We have done more for womenl than protect them by Fac
tory Acts,' said another, perhaps a courageous lady-econo
mist. 'We have given the political rights claimed for them by 
MR. BENTHAM, and in industry they are now free to try what 
they are fit for. You will observe, too, that the topic is no 
longer treated jocosely.' 
'For myself,' said the Sage, 'when did I treat that or any 
other subject jocosely, on my guard in a book? Witness what 
I say in 1;lraise of women's education as better than men's. I 
am told It is even better now. I wrote perhaps less seriously 
than usual to DR. CULLEN about witch-doctors, but that was 
not in a book. Neither was my Saratoga joke about ruin in a 
nation, which I am told has been taken literally. The Anglo
Indian joke about the earthquake is no joke at all, but grim 
earnest. But, tell me, what do the men say when the women 
compete with them?' 
'My dear Sir, the men profess to be little alarmed, thinking 
their own Unions ~trong enough to hold the fort. You must 

, Women: Wealth of Nations, V. i. 350; cf. IV. vii. 089. Rae (John), Lif. 'If Mam 
Smith. 18g5. p. 076. date '774.; d. p. 343. date '777. 
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know, DR. SMITH, that not only has practically every trade its 
Union with its minimum of wages below which competition 
is not allowed to drive them down, but the men do their bar
gaining with the employers collectively, not individually. Ai; 
once in face of the employer, the individual is now helpless 
before the face of his Union, forgiving it as it is acting for his 
benefit along with his fellows'.' 
'A bright idea strikes me,' interposes another; 'competition 
for leadership is left.' 
'Yes,' is the rejoinder, 'but that is not a desperate struggle 
for existence; it is a polite elbowing for room at the top. 
There may be more of the unemployed, too, from this power 
of the Unions. Better so, it is argued,. than that the rate 
should fall down, and the normal standard of life with it. 
Instead of letting the unemployed bring wages down, we 
support them at the }?ublic expense and without the old 
drawbacks. The new 'Combination" has carried away the 
Poor Law, to most intents and purposes.' 
'You must already see,' said another, 'that to what was in 
your days a paradox the time has given proo£ But you have 
not had the whole story even yet. There are now not only 
Unions but Federations of Unions, and when they act in con
cert, which is not always easy, they can shake all England. 
You will also be surprised to hear that there is now in Parlia
ment a Labour Party and a strong one, once in place of 
power for a whole session, and likely to be so again, for a 
longer time of office. There are still, it is true, many work
men outside all Unions and even outside the Labour Party; 
but it is not these outsiders that determine the event. In 
short, the total result is a stiffening of wages, tending to make 
the labourers press the employer harder than in your day.' 
'Then,' said the Sage, musingly, 'they can go on raising 
wages just to that point where the employer has too small 
profits left to make the business worth while to keep up?' 

[10] 
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'That is so, Sir, and an Austrian successor ofyours,1 just be
fore he left the earth, tried to show the limits. They will be 
settled rudely in practice on the earth's surface presently, and 
most probably in Britain.' 
'Combination is not confined to workmen and employers,' 
said another. 'A very great part of the competition of traders 
in goods is the competition of companies against companies ; 
and companies increase their strength against each other by 
combinations and federations, under new names.' 
'I should have expected perhaps,' sai!i the Sage, 'that com
bination might necessarily grow out of competition (as you 
told me was said), but in the way of resistance to a monopoly 
gained by an unfair or too fortunate competitor. Till there is 
monopoly, I incline to cure competition by more competi
tion.' 
The reply might be: 'To many reformers in our day mono
poly seems nothing exceptional; they think competition tends 
normally to pass into combination, and the combination into 
a practical monopoly-and the remedy, they think, is that 
the State should take over the monopoly. Men are tired of 
waiting for the long run, which might mean waiting for the 
generation after us. The least patient are the youths, who are 
precisely the most likely to see it arrive. It is not the old men 
who are in a hurry.' 
'You open a new chapter to me,' said the Sage. 'I thought I 
had shown the unfitness of Governments to conduct trade. 
They are more profitable for obstruction than for creation, 
for negative rather than positive action. If you reply that 
they can own the property and hire the management, I am 
disposed to point out that, where there is owning, there is 
always the risk of meddling. In your politics I believe you 
call it lobbying; or at least the two go together. At present, in 

'lIObm Bawcrk: MadIl ot/". OlkDrrmnisdus GIS'~> 1914-
[n] 
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spite of the change you describe, my country seems to be still 
in the progressive state of wealth and trade.' 
'Most of us think so, DR. SMITH, and are glad of it, all except 
MR. JOHN MILL, who prefers the stationary for reasons that 
would appeal to a lover oflearned leisure like yourself. Yet 
it is the same MR. MILL who says that only through the prin
ciple of competitionl is Political Economy a science, and he 
reminds the workmen that it is competition that gets them 
high wages when they have them. He saw that combination 
was hindering the tendency of wages to fall; but he did not 
give a very certain sound on the whole transformation, which 
had gone very far even in his day, ifwe call his day 70 years 
ago.' -
'It might be put in another way,' said another theorist. 'Our 
economic method allows us to abstract from the plurality of 
causes and deal with one that is easily conceived predominant 
.in the circumstances known to us. The abstraction might 
mean a sort of allowance for "reasonable wear and tear,"-a 
neglecting of say I 0 per cent. for the other causes and a get
ting go per cent. of the truth. Most of us would allow that 
this happens for example in wholesale prices. The imperfec
tion or untruthfulness would be more than 10 per cent. for 
retail prices. Now, it is argued that, with lab,our fully organ
ized, go per cent. might be actually the exceptional element 
and 10 per cent. the "normal," to the horror of our friend 
DR. WHATELY here, who knows something about Logic. No 
method of abstraction could survive this disproportion. It 
exists strikingly for the "sheltered" trades, whose market is a 
home market kept safe for them by the structure of the earth 
and the things on it. But it is tending to arise for the rest in 
little less degree. Now abstractions are only tolerable when it 

1 Competition: Mill, Politieal Economy, II. i. I, and II. iv. I. 
70 years, roughly the interval between the 'Liberty' which he himself valued 
above the rest orhis works and. the present time. See Autobiography J 253. 
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is highly probable that they help us to arrive at the truth; 
when this result is highly improbable, even a wise man will 
say the abstraction is unreal. 
'Give the statement another turn. In a right and proper ab
straction, the OTUlS probandi lies on the fractional and frictional 
causes, to prove if they can that they are not exceptions to a 
general rule. Now, where the exceptions,pace DR. WHATELY, 
become the rule, non probant regulam, they do not test the rule. 
Being no longer exceptions, they have ushered in a different 
rule under which they are the normal cases, the others the 
exceptions. 
'This, it is said, will become true very soon for our reasonings 
about Wages, in all civilized countries, no doubt in the main 
at first about low wages. The theories of the old economists 
were excusable, since their supposed facts, the facts of their 
hypothesis, were not nearly so far from'the real ones as they 
would be now.' 
'You spoke of wholesale prices,' said the Sage, 'MR. MILL 
might still hold by his postulate in their case; there you have 
a large field of trade outsideofthetrade inhuman services,not 
direct{y in the market along with them but exerting a powerful 
effect on them, and all under the sway of competition in the 
old way.' 
'Yes, Sir, MR. EMERSON of the United States said truly: 
"Things are in the saddle and ride mankind." The best 
leaders of the working-men are under no delusion on this 
matter. They know that the market is indispensable; goods 
are in the saddle and ride mankind. The world oflabour and 
of business may be controlled 1i'om the inside as much as our 
friends desire, and even by the State assisting them, but our 
friends depend after all on the market for goods. If the only 
competition left is between groups of producers instead of in
dividuals, it is still competition, as it would be even if only the 
largest groups were left, the nations striving against nations. 
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What you say yourself, Sir, of workmen may be said oftra
ders like these, trading on the large scale; their real discip
line is still that of their customers.'l 
The Sage might answer, 'All is changed since my time evi
dently, in the outer world, during my oblivion ofit for a cen
tury and more. Tell me, is there less or is there more change 
in doctrines of political economy? How much is left of my 
own?' 
'You are a philosopher, DR. SMITH,' would be the rejoinder, 
'or I should have said better not ask. There is something 
left, but there have been many amendments and censures, 
some serious and some petty. People say for example, rather 
pettily, that your arrangement of your books and chapters is 
not what it should be. Though most of them add that RI
CARDO'S is far worse, they defend him by saying you had been 
at a University and he had not. Perhaps it never occurs to 
them that lucid order is a minor virtue left for smaller men.' 
'One of you,' composedly answers the Sage, 'declared that 
RICARDO was a better man than I, except in the power of il
lustration. We certainly had a different notion of illustration, 
and I think my own was the better. He "imagined strong 
cases" ; my own illustrations were nearly always actual inci
dents. I deduced much from the measurable dominating 
passion of civilized men to better their own condition. I 
found actual examples of this right and left, and I could give 
chapter and verse.'z 
'Well, DR. SMITH, another ruling passion, of like measurable
ness, was set beside yours by MR. MALTHus-not that you had 
neglected it, but you had not, he thought, seen as clearly as 
he how masterful it was and how worthy to have a seat be-

I DUcipline of customers: W,alth of Ntdions, I. x. 59. 
Ricardo and Adam Smith: History of Pol. Be. Club, 206; cf. Dugald Stewart's eel. 
of EsS4YS, [795, p. xviii. 
• Exception: W,allh of Notions,lI. iv. 156 tillustration by letters of the alphabet). 
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side your favourite among measurable motives. MR. MAL
THUS has set it there once for all. We are even told that the 
latest fashion of 20th-century speculation finds it lurking in 
all sorts of unsuspected hiding places, where neither you nor 
MR. MALTHUS would ever have looked for it. 
'Then in detail the theories of rent, exchange, value, prices, 
currency, profits and interest, foreign trade, taxation, have 
not remained exactly as you left them, not because you were 
narrow-minded but because, though one of the clearest 
souled of men, you were only a pioneer, and the economic 
world was young at the end of the 18th century.' 
'1 do not think 1 was narrow,' said the Sage, '1 think 1 saw 
most of what was there to see. The world has changed since 
my time; it is a larger and very different world, you all tell 
me. 1 could not predict the changes. Like other men reck
oned wise, 1 had more insight than foresight. But how wrong 
to say that I, of all human beings, was limited by my sur
roundings! (BAGEHOT has said it.) How false, too, that a City 
man sees the City everywhere! (MARsHALL has said it.) 
They will tell me next that a Professor never sees beyond his 
lecture-room. 1 think nobly of the soul and in no way ap
prove this opinion. As my friend GmBoN says,l the man of 
learning multiplies his own experience. Thought is free; it 
takes us above ourselves, out of our near surroundings, 
physical or spiritual, into the larger world which is to some of 
us our real surroundings. Belonging as 1 do to a somewhat 
large and undistinguished family, 1 think less of birth than 
some of you. But, if there are born fools, there are also men 
born for the universe, who do not narrow their minds to what 
my friend BURKE calls their little platoon or subdivision. 
Otherwise men could never rise to general principles and no 
science could come into being. Confined by surroundings 

• Gibbon: D",litu anti Fall, Chapter IX. 
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fessors who are too much buried in the details of a world not 
their own. All depends on the will and quality of the thinker 
himself. His near surroundings are only the hedge of his gar
den, a very small part of the raw material of his thinking. 
Nor ought he to be limited by his audience. I did not write 
the Wealth of Nations to please the public but to tell them the 
truth, which they might take or leave. Absent-minded, was 
I? Like SOPHOCLES, I appeal to my book; could that have 
been written by a man not compos mentis and able to keep ac
counts? BURKE'S countrymen would say that, if I was unlike 
other men in small matters, they were unlike me in big. 
'I am not equally touched when you say I was not exhaus
tive and final. Few of us can do more than make a beginning. 
1 am sorry I did so little, "but I meant to have done more"
indeed, 1 began more and left it for destruction as imperfect.1 

1 am told some lectures of 1763 survived in spite of my pre
cautions. You may have found some of my beginnings useful 
-which most useful on the whole?' 
'Master,' exclaims an admiring disciple, 'all your beginnings 
are useful, if I should not say equally so. We were dwelling 
so much on one of them, the idea of an all-conquering natural 
liberty, simply because to us, your spiritual great grand
children, it marked the greatest of all the differences between· 
your time and ours. Labour, once downtrodden, then de
fiant, now dominant or even at times domineering,--{;auses a 
vast body of economic questions to be reconsidered. In other 
subjects, your problems were more nearly our own, and we 
judged of the solutions you gave as from essentially the same 
basis off acts for starting-point. Not so in that subject.' 

1 Remains: see Dugald S_. Bwgraphieal Mmwirs. 1811. p. 110. 
L,./rJrll qf 1';63. ed. Cannan. C1ar. P ...... 18g6. 
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burst iii a Cobdenite, 'was the British adoption of Free Trade 
just seventy years after your book first appeared. All the 
champions of that measure, or the foremost of them, belonged 
to your School and were proud of their Headmaster. You 
yourself thought it was as unlikely to come as any political 
Utopia.1 Your French Treaty (1786)-for I may call it 
yours--did not last long; but COBDEN, following you, got 
another made (1860) that lasted a little longer and did more 
good in Europe generally. In the United States, within their 
frontiers, back and forward, free trade prevails between the 
IIO millions of people, without regard for infancy or matur
ity of the industries. Free trade does them no harm taken 
internally. But the States will not take our economic doc
trines for external application any more readily than our in
ternational Leagues. They fend for themselves. They keep 
the simple system of natural liberty for themselves alone, and 
a wilful nation, like a wilful man, must have its way. Except 
inside the political boundaries, free trade, I am sorry to say, 
is still matter of debate everywhere, even, somewhat shame
facedly, in the British Parliament. Yet in a recent Warit was 
hardly questioned that we had owed much of our fighting 
strength-military, naval, financial-to our free trade policy 
of the previous years. In Peace, I believe, we owe it to the 
same policy that we are still the world's emporium and the 
world's money market. It is true that rivals have made pro
gress in their stem chase of us; and, as we now share trade, 
we share studies, economic included. Most of our brother 
economists, whether in Europe, America, Africa, or Japan, 
make their bow to you, Sir, and are of one mind with you on 

1 Fn;e tr.ade a Ut?pia: ~,allh of Xalions, IV. ii. 207. 
NaVl8"tlon Act: ii. IV. u. 2<>+ 
Cosmopolitan: ii. V. ii. 383. 
Waggon way through the air: ii. II. ii. '4" See p. ,8 following. 
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free trade. Even statesmen, when they create obstacles, and 
call them Safeguards, usually acknowledge the sacrifice they 
are making, and quote you, Sir, as praising the now defunct 
Navigation Act (repealed 1849) : "Defence," you said of it, 
"is of more importance than opulence." , 
'If goods are obstructed,' said another, 'there is more of a free 
trade in Capital than ever before. You told us truly, "The 
proprietor of stock is a citizen of the world." It goes over the 
whole world by fluid competition with every ~hange of ad
vantage and even far-off hope of such. In this respect the 
world is more nearly One City than ever it was under the 
Roman Empire. Governments interfere sometimes, but sel
dom. The Immigration of men, too •. is, as a physical possi
bility, much easier than in your day, and we have literally 
what you spoke of in a figure, "a waggon way through the 
air." But the competition is not fluid, in either element. 
There is interference of governments, even of republican 
commonwealths and free self-governing Dominions.1 The 
trading nations of the earth are not "one great mercantile re
public" yet; they do not yet resemble "the different provinces 
ofa great empire." This is the more surprising because they 
are coming to have more and more in common as the years 
go on. At present even Europe in respect of trade cannot be 
considered to be what you called it "one country." It is 
sometimes called one country when there is a desire to "pro
tect" it against American competition. I do not think, Sir, 
you can approve of that attitude. A wealthy neighbour, you 
tell us, is a good thing in trade. Now in the 20th century all 
nations are neighbours. You can put a girdle round about 
the earth in less than forty minutes." 

I O~~cl .. : WI4lIh of NaJions, IV. i. '94; IV. v. '4'; II. vii. Part III. 265; 
IV. III. 219. Strakosch: Europa als Tluummgs-grund, '9.6, Ch. VII. Max Waech
ter: FtthraJitm 'If Europ_ NaJions, '924, 
Two capitala: W,allk 'If NaJwns, II. v. ,~; IV. i. '90, '99, 
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'I conceded perhaps more than I ought to the doubters,' said 
the Sage, 'when I declared the inland trade much more im
portant than the foreign, and talked rather obscurely about 
the two British capitals employed by the inland. But I de
fended a free and unfettered foreign trade because if the tra
ders are left to themselves they will only take it up when it is 
relatively profitable, and it is always best to leave them and 
no others to decide whether it is so or not. Surely. there is 
nothing revolutionary in saying "Hands Off!" , 
A disciple, who had read his GIFFEN, answers, 'One of us has 
glorified the home trade1 even more than you, Sir. He says 
that the foreign gives us no more than an eighth of our total 
income. Those who lived in England during the Great War 
found it hard to believe this, when they were trying to sup
port life without either exports or imports. It was no conso
lation to read in MR. Mn.L that the only direct advantage of 
international trade is the imports. We all know that you can
not have the one without the other, however veiled the trans
action may sometimes be. You have told us yourself, Sir, 
that Consumption is the end and Production only the means. 
But you are always telling us that trade is of goods for goods, 
and you mention two advantages of the American trade: it 
increased the enjoyments and it increased the industry of 
Europe.' 
Said another, 'DR. SMITH, most of us feel bound to admit that 
MR. RICARDO unravelled this subject better than you did. 
He showed that trade between distant countries is not a ques
tion of mere costliness but of comparative costliness, those 
goods finding the market in which there is the greatest advan-

1 Home trade: Giffen (Robert) : Essqys 07& FinonJ:I, 1St series, 1880 (Foreign Com
petition). 
International Trade: J. S. Mill, PoliliclJl E<_, III. xvii. § 4-
Consumption and production: W..,lth 'If Nations, IV. viii. 'g8; IV. vi. '45, '411; 
IV. vii .• 65. 
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tage, not all and sundry if all and sundry are equally less 
costly. RICARDO was well worthy of you also, and went a 
little farther than you, in presenting the theory of Currency, 
partly because of the new phases of the world of business, 
partly because of insistent practical problems, caused by vi
cissitudes of politics, which you could not foresee. Yet your 
lucid statement of the elements1 was precious to us; your 
"pots and pans" and your "water-pond" still serve our turn 
for illustration in lecture rooms.' 
'RICARDO'S work, too, was not perfect,' said another. 'About 
Cost and Value, for instance, he made false starts and cor
rected himself, in the very department where, according 
to MR. JOHN MILL, he attained finality. In the matter of 
Wages in relation to Profits, RICARDO may be forgiven for 
erring, since the basis of discussion was in process of shifting 
and not yet shifted. His book was a book of theories. Yours 
bore fruit in practice. His chief practical achievement was 
the Ingot Plan of 1819, said now to have been revived in 
Britain.2 But also he did his best to recommend to us a good 
way of reducing the Public Debt, to save us from the disasters 
which you and your friend HUME are expecting from it. No 
one listened then, a,nd few will listen now. Yet the need is 
greater now. We have a million for every thousand of your 
Public Debt. You said, Sir, in the Moral Sentiments, that a 
man was happy if he was in health, was out of debt, and had 
a clear conscience. We are deep in Public Debt, and yet we 
sleep in peace, having in these latter days a fairly clear pub
lic conscience and a low death-rate. Few could be more op
timistic than you in that book on morals; you actually be
lieve, for example, that honesty is the best policy. Perhaps 

1 Homely Illustrations: W,alth of Nations, II. iii. 127, 139; IV. i. 192 . 
• Ingot Plan: Gold Standatd Act, '3th May, '90S; Currency and Bank Notes 
Act, ondJuly, 1908. 
The Debt: W,allh qf Nalions, V. iii. 4'~; cf. Hume, EssayofPulJ/iI: C",/i~ 
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you yourself were better than your fellows; your ethical book 
overflows with human kindness and goodwill. But econo
mists in your day were more inclined to panic than in ours, 
under very similar conditions of wars and revolutions. Our 
own would repeat after you that economy is the best policy, 
and implies the honesty, or cannot be perfect without it.1 

Our own would take your Saratoga jest not literally but 
seriously, and cling fondly to the belief, at once insupport
able and irrefutable by reason, that the future hides in it 
more gladness than sorrow, more comfort than terror.' 
'You may be quite right,' said the Sage, 'and sinceyou are so 
solemn, let 1M for once forget my gravity and recommend to 
my School a headline in large letters for their copybooks, to 
be read in the imperative mood as follows: "Prudent Politi
cal Economists, proscribe prognostications." , 

It is time to close the Elysian Gate; let us hope it was made 
of good honest hom, not the treacherous ivory. 
The following quotation from the original lecture of 19th 
Jan., 1926, may illustrate the dialogue. The Political 
Economy Club was founded in 1821 and is still alive. The 
meaning of the term 'Classical' as describing a School was 
discussed in the lecture, and friends from Italy rightly claimed 

• that Italy had used the phrase Classical Economists as early 
as 1803. But the ClasSical Economists of the fine Italian 
collection are of all schools; the term is used simply for 
eminent or illustrious, and not, as in the title of the lecture, 
of the followers of ADAM SMITH. 
'Inside or outside the Club we have had Malthusians proper, 
and Neo-Malthusians whom it would be unkind to call Mal
thusians improper-FRANcIS PLACE and JAMES MILL. We 
have had Ricardians unqualified,JAMES MILL and MACCUL-
• M.,.. 8 .. ,., ed.: '790, Vol. I. Part I. § iii. Propriety, p. '07; cf. p. '5' (on 
honesty). . 
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LOCH, and Ricardians qualified, J. B. SAY and NASSAU SE
NIOR. We have had by and by (though RICHARD JONES was 
really one of them) the Historical Economists, who are ac
cused of making part of ADAM SMITH into the whole and 
reasoning by induction only, so far as that is possible; but 
have had, in CLIFFE LESLIE, THOROLD ROGERS, and CUN
NINGHAM, men doing justice to the whole and reasoning occa
sionally by deduction like other folk. We have had Marxians, 
accepting the Classical Tradition just to show "what it all 
leads to,"-in their view a mad world to be righted by being 
overturned. We have had the Mathematical Economists, and 
the Marginalists with or without mathematics, called lately 
by a friend of ours the Neo-Classical' School; and we have 
their branch the Futurists, who follow BOHM'S theory of In
terest. All of them are liable to cross each other's lines, but 
all seem to have some strain of the Tradition. Most of the 
distinctive names will disappear, not necessarily when the 
men indicated have lost theU" case, but perhaps more often 
when they have so completely gained it that every one takes 
their main p,0sition for granted. This seems more especially 
true of the ' Neologians" called Final Utilitarians or Margin
alists. 
'Besides these, some of our best men have confined their la
bours mainly to one part of the field, say Currency, the Ex- . 
changes, Statistics, Taxation, using a modicum of classical 
theory, as a candle light for dark places. Such were GOSCHEN 
and GIFFEN; and they were not outside; if we may say so, 
they adopted the Classical Articles as Articles of Peace for all 
except their special subjects. Perhaps the Statisticians fall 
most easily into this habit, though one of the founders of our 
Royal Statistical Society was MALTHUS, a thorough-paced 
"Classical" economist, and he was not alone there in this 
character.' 



ADAM SMITH 
among his Books 

A Sequel /0 tIu Tables T umed 

MomSmi'" 
There are drawbacks in being counted Sage and head of a 
School, especially here, where they can all attack me at once. 
Why call me Sage? The title sits better on myoId teacher, 
'the never-to-be-forgotten DR. HUTCHESON,' as I called him 
on leaving Glasgow. 

Vielorian 

You will be surprised, Sir, to hear that for one economist 
who has heard of HUTCHESON hundreds have heard of ADAM. 
SMITH. It is not national prejudice. The English GmBoN 
spoke of youl as 'a Sage and a friend,' and as 'a master of 
moral and political wisdom.' 

..fa- Smi'" 
I praised GIBBON with equal fervour; so we are quits. 

Vie",""" 

You are still Master and Sage to an untold number of us, from 
Japan to Finland, from Capetown to Bombay. Late-comers 
to the Shades must have told you of your fame; and the 
orthodox DANTE, himself a great authority on the Shades, 
1 Gibbon, D,di., GIUi Fall, Ch. XXIV. Misull. Works, 1796, Vol. I. p. 36 
(Memoir). 
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follows the pre-Christian VIRGIL in allowing fame to last 
there. He puts the famous people, himself included, in a 
place by themselves in Elysium. 

AdmnSmiIII 

I seem to remember that with professional narrowness he 
confines the privilege chiefly to poets, though a few phil
osophers and warriors are admitted. I do not say whether he 
was right or wrong; but such as I could have found no place 
among his elect. 

Vie/QrUm 

Do you not come near to justifying him for this, Sir, in the old 
Edinburgh Review (I755)? In the closing 'Letter' of Part II 
you claim for the greatest English poets, 'a strength ofimag
ination so vast, so gigantic, and supernatural' that it disarms 
criticism. If you mean that there is nothing so divine on 
earth as the very highest poetry and art, I cordially agree, 
only wishing that you saw more of it in our SHAKESPEARE. 
The same eulogy could hardly be applied to Science. DANTE 
seems to have applied it to Philosophy. I admit that there is 
no mention of economists, and you may not be among his 
chosen few. We may certainly find you among those placed 
in VIRGIL'S elysium: 

'Inventas aut qui vitam excoluere per artes 
Qui-que sui memores alios fecere merendo.'l 

AdmnSmiIII 

How does DRYDEN render the lines? I have misgivings about 
him. 

Justifiably, for his version is not equal to that of a modern 
1 AIIIIiJ, VI. 66g, 664. CoDington, Prose trans!. of Virgil, 1888, p. "59. 
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scholar which I give yOU: 'All who by cunning inventions 
gave a grace to life and whose worthy deeds made their fel
lows think of them with love.' But you knew the original, and 
had a splendid copy of the Roman edition of 1763 in three 
folio volumes in your library. 

MamSmith 

I favoured MILTON too in spite of his blank verse; He helps 
us little on this question, though, like DANTE, he gives us 
lights as well as shades, and provides his friend LYCIDAS with 
the brightest company on this side. 

VielDrion 

I must not try to penetrate the secrets of your prison-house, or 
palace as it is more likely to be, if others choose for you .. I 
must not ask if your friends are about you? 

MamSmith 

Suppose, instead, that personal interests have rather changed 
their meaning than lost it. All the persons I knew in life have 
long been with me here, deformed, reformed, or transformed, 
as their state required. How this happens you will find out 
for yourself by and by. 

Yu:torian 

Forgive us if we retain the personal interests in their old 
form. Your admirer BAGEHOT once wrote a chapter about 
'Adam Smith as a Person.' 1 He dwelt much on your foibles 
and weaknesses in a good-natured way. Your favourite 
POPE says, 'those best can bear reproof who merit praise'; 
and you will not mind what BAGEHOT says. But we prefer to 

I Bagehot, BwgraphieaJ SIudiu, 1880. 
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think of your strength and sources of it. One source was your 
Books, and we have better means of knowing them than he 
had. 

AtlmnSmitli 

Do you me~n the books I wrote? He could hardly have left 
them out; yet I did not fill a room with them like myoid 
acquaintance JOHN CAMPBELL, if you ever heard of him. 

Y"re/orian 

Oh, yes, we have heard of him. His Political Survey of Britain 
was in your library. DANTE, VIRGIL and MILTON are there 
too. It was of your library I meant to speak, not of your 
writings. 

AtlmnSmitli 

Do you really wish to know the volumes I kept by me? 
Some of them suffered many removals, 'flittings' we call 
them in Scotland; they went from Glasgow to Edinburgh, 
Edinburgh to Kirkcaldy, to say nothing of earlier removals 
of a few of them. There were few things I loved so well, 
perhaps only my mother and David Hume. 

Yi</orian 

As the saints took pleasure in the stones of Jerusalem-you 
known the Psalm,l so your admirers take pleasure in tracking 
out your books and thinking, 'these were the very volumes he 
consulted in writing the Moral Sentiments or the Wealth of 
Natums.' And we have reasonably good proof of it in many 
cases. 

AtlmnSmitli 

I left them with the pictures to DAVID DOUGLAS, my cousin, 
called LORD RESTON. 

• Psalm ell. 14: Scotch Metrical version. 
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y..,.,.", 

They went on his death to his daughters, MRs. BANNERMAN 
getting the economic books and MRs. CUNNINGHAM the 
others.1 Your biographer RAE says that both portions still 
exist; but alas, they exist in a very divided state, owing to 
the deaths of Bannerrnans and Cunninghams. The collec
tion since REsTON'S decease was never one; and now it is 
many, too many. 

Mom Smith 

One or many, I was not confined to it. I was free to borrow 
from friends and they to borrow from me. I always obliged 
them when I could. 

Victorima 

There is a story about your reluctance to lend to Sm JOlIN 
SINCLAIR. in [778. 

Adom Smith 

He wanted to borrow MOREAU DE BEAUMONT II On European 
Finaru:es, if that be the right title. I had got that book by 
special favour ofTtJRGOT and I had just promised to lend it to 
friend DAVIDSON. When SINCLAIR. applied for it, I answered 
that I did not care to trust it as far as Thurso, but he might 
have it after DAVIDSON, the next time he was in Edinburgh. 

Vi""M 

You seem to have told your borrowers not to scribble on the 
books. You did not scribble on them yourself. We can well 
understand that you lent and borrowed inter amicos and also 

• Rae (John), Lifo 'If Ad ... Smith, t8gs, PoP. 436, 438. Cf. Catalogue of Adam 
Smith'. Library (Macmjllan • 1894), pp. Vii. seq. 
I Moreau de Beaumont, CatalDgru, p. 9. The proper title is: 'Memoires concern
ant lea Impositions et Droits en Europe,' 1768-g. Cf. Rae, pp. 343, 344-
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used the Advocates' Library, now the National one. But 
from natural human weakness we set most store on the books 
owned by yourself, and presumably handled by your own 
hands; and we have tracked out about 1,200 volumes, most 
of them bearing your very plain book-plate. With rich 
owners like the Pitt family and the Buccleuchs the book
plates are not always plain. Your young Buccleuch's copy of 
JOHN Mn.LAR'S Distinction of Ranks in Society, 1771, had as 
book-plate the family arms, and on the full calf binding a 
ducal coronet. Perhaps you had recommended it to him 
knowing what he would make ofit as a man offortune. Your 
own books in the matter of numbers were not remarkable, if 
they numbered 3,000 volumes.1 Perhaps you stopped short 
not because you had 'exceeded your fortune' but because 
you had 'satisfied your fancy.' 

MamSmiIh 

I seem to remember using words like those about other 
people. 

Victorian 

Yes, in the third chapter of the second book of your Wealth 
of Nations. 'If a person has at any time been at too great ex
pense in building, in furniture, in books or pictures, no im
prudence can be inferred from his changing his conduct.' I 
might add, 'nor from his resorting to public libraries and the 
book-shelves of his friends.' The Will sets down, as you said, 
both books and pictures. We know more about the books. 

AdmnSmitIJ 

I see you are going to judge me not only by what I wrote but 
by what I had read in preparation for the writing. 

'Rae,p. S"7. 
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Victorian 

IfI may say it, judge is hardly the right word. The man that 
reads little is not necessarily the more original; the man that 
reads much has at least the chance of being the more accu
rate. Some men both original and accurate have lived all 
their lives without a library of their own ; and we are thus de
prived of one very good means of knowing them. We do not 
know what the 'pictures' were that are set down with the 
books in your Will and Testament, whether portraits or land
scapes. For your own portrait we are satisfied with Tassie's 
medallion.1 

A.tlamSmith 

So were we, I and my friends, though I never sat for my por
trait to him or to anyone else. Kay's were taken at street 
corners. 

Vi&torian 

But we find Kay's amusing. They were at least contem
porary. 

A.tlamSmith 

Must a portrait be like because it is contemporary? Perhaps 
your century is better than mine in that particular. 

Victorian 

Must not a caricature be so far like the original that it is at 
once recognizable? It must include the known features, 
exaggerated. If we only knew how to reduce the over
loading we should have the real man. This is how you 
yourself explained the popularity of MANDEvn.LE, in your 
Moral Sentiments. A certain trace of truth must be present as 
a basis for the falsehood. 

1 C.lalo,.., xviii. seq. 'The Portraits of Adam Smith,' by John Gray. 
[29] . 
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But it is your mental portrait we seek when we look for the 
books you read. We think ourselves nearer to having it when 
we discover books which were (may I say?) taken to your 
bosom, living with you in your hous.e. . 

Adam Smith 

Are any such surviving me so long? 

¥i&forion 

We have a list of survivors, and I am going to recall some to 
your memory. I may call them your private friends. AIus
TOTLE is not too heavy nor ROUSSEAU too light. In the Edin
burgh Review,! the first of that name, in 1755. you are not 
afraid to offend writers on anatomy, medicine and even 
mathematics by saying all their subject needs is 'plain judg
ment and assiduity without demanding a great deal of talent 
or genius; the English especially, in all branches of science, 
lack system.' You are more respectful in the Moral Senti
ments, and we know you owned and studied scientific works 
yourself. Your Essays alone would show that, and the library 
displays a large number of subjects into which people would 
say you only dipped, besides those which occupied the 'one 
talent which is death to hide.' 

A.damSmith 

You may as well say frankly that my likings were beyond my 
attainments. 

Yieforion 

Your modesty puts it so. I should rather say that you read, 
furtively at home, anything and everything of intellectual in
terest that came to hand; this is a fair inference from our 

1 EdinlJurgh _. '755, CloUng Letter,~, 65. MOM' S",IinmW. 6th eel •• I. 3'~. 
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sample of your library, quite as likely to be a good sample as 
either of the other two-thirds if they ever existed. By the 
same standard your prime favourite among studies was not 
philosophy, not political economy, but literature. Itdrewyou 
to KAMES, and KAMES drew you to Edinburgh, where 1 you 
lectured on literature after leaving Oxford (1748, 1749). 
You had BLAIR among your hearers. Your first chair at Glas
gow, in which, you will remember, you did not sit comfort
ably (1750), was Logic. In the recollection of some ofus that 
chair was, as lately as the 'seventies of the 19th century, 
called the chair of Rhetoric as well as Logic, and we may 
conjecture that you took advantage of that opportunity. 
LORD BUCHAN,· however, who wrote in ANDERSON'S Bee 
about you in 1791, is not likely to be right in saying you 
yourself wrote verses. HUME'S verses are well known and are 
not ambitious.8 I could name verses written about you,' a 
1 Kames. See Rae, Ch. IV. 
'Bit, Vol. II, May 11th and June 8th, '79" Cf. Rae, Ch. XXV. 
, Hume's venes. Hill Burton, Lif. W H.",., 1~6, I. "7. 
• Caleb Colton's aputl Rae, p. 35; Addington's m Lif. W SUmo.th, I. '5' ; but the 
belt known is the couplet by Dr. Barnard, Dean of Derry, in his 'Venes to Sir 
Joshua Reynolds and Co.,' on the possibility of a man's improvement after his 
45th your. Dr. Johnson thought the Dean would bear improvement and the Dean 
shows in this poem, of nine coupleD, the way it could be done, and describes the 
Club memben, who could help him to do it. The 8th stanza runs 80: . 

'If I have thoughts and can't express 'em, 
Gibbon shall teach me how to C:iress 'em, 

In terms select and terse; 
Jones teach me modesty and Greek; 
"Smith how to think, Burke how to speak, 

And Beauclerc to converse. U 

AnnllllllUgister, 1776, pp. "3, '''4-
(In the text Gibbon is made Gibbons, and Burke Burk.) There are also venes of 
Robert Burns, in a Rhyming Epistle to one ofhis friends: 

'I send you here by Johnnie Simpson 
Two S"I{e Philosophers to glimpse on; 
Smith WIth his Sympathetic Feeling, 
And Reid to Common Sense appealing.' 

For more about the respect of Burns for Adam Smith, see M.,/Jl SIllS. in Library of . 
Philosophy (Allen and Unwin, 1930), p. ,'S. 
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very different matter. Your favourite foreign language was 
French, for the study of which your travels were presently to 
give you facilities. But even on travel you seem to have cared 
only to seize the meaning and convey it intelligibly if not 
elegantly. 

AdamSmilh 

That is all that MORELLET meant when he said I spoke 
French badly: '11 parlait fort mal notre langue.' It was 
equally true ofHUME, or the ladies of the salons where he was 
feted would not have complained that he was dumb.1 

y,,/mian 

You wrote on the Origin of Languages; the first origin of 
your own, acquired, languages rouses our curiosity. 

Adam Smith 

Please come back to my books. The 'private friendship,' as 
you call it, for some of them, means very little. Sometimes it 
was only a lifelong habit ofletting them keep their places on 
the shelves. I kept some old text-books of school and college 
in this manner. 

Yi&/mian 

We know that, Sir; we have a Eutropius of Edinburgh 1725 
descending to us in that manner: 'In usum scholarum,' in
scribed 'Adam Smith his book, May 4th, 1733 '-·naturally 
lacking 'the very plain book-plate.' A Professor, one of your 
School, sent it back to Kirkcaldy, where it has a place with 
other relics in a sort of shrine. We have note too of a Horace, 
Foulis, 1744, doubtless from Oxford. Is it the only relic 

1 Hume in Paris, ill Burton, II. 22~ year 1765. Morellet's remark on Adam 
Smith'. French is in his MimDi,1S (.821), I. 'S7. See MacCulloch'. Introduction 
to W,Glth 'If NalilJlU, • ix. ed .• 86s. 
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from Oxford ? You were seven years at Balliol, 1740 to 1746; 
and we are sure you were not doing nothing, though (you tell 
us) as little assisted by the College there as GmBoN was at 
Magdalen. You are said to have offended by reading 
HUME's Human Nature when you were a mere freshman. 
The guilty copy is now in our collection.1 You were not 
likely to buy many books yourself in those days, and it is said 
you got this one from the anonymous author, afterwards a 
hero, like yourself. 

I may parody my friend DA VIOl and say, 'Many a better man 
has been made a hero of before.' 

Yietoritm 

Some peopl,e in the 20th century are tryhtg to 'write you 
down,' detying BENTLEY, who said no one could do that but 
the author himself. They say you wrote your books out of 
other men's books. 

,MamSmith 

Which men's, pray? and which books? With such critics 
'most authors steal their works or buy.' 8 I wrote only two. 
Take them separately. How could the Moral Sentiments be 
so described? I certainly read HUTCHESON and HUME and 
KAMEs before I wrote that book, but only to find that after all 
I must take my own way, or offend, as MILTON says, in much 
higher quarters by hiding my talent. 

yo",,,,,;.,,, 

In our sample of your library, Sir, we have duly found 
HUTCHESON, and HUME, HOBBES, and BERKELEY, and many 

'cr. Rae, p. '5, date '740- Compare p. 36., date 178 •• 
I Hill Burton, Lift of HUI7l6, II. 436 on 'St. David.' A variant of the same story is 
given by Alex. Carlyle ofInveresk, Au/ob;'graphy (t860, Blackwood), p .• ,s, 
• Pope, Ess", on Cmieism, Part Ill. 
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more. We have found POLYBIUS, whose sayings on sympathy 
were read by HUME and you with the same attention, and 
contrary interpretations. The carping critics do not blame 
your book on morals so much for its debt to others as for its 
pleasing style; they say it is rather literature than philosophy. 
It is of a piece with this that your reviews in the Edinburgh Re
view oh 755 were neither of philosophical books nor of books 
on political economy. 

Adam Smith 

A!! to the reviews, remember that in 1755 I had not embarked 
on a book on either subject. In regard to the comment on the 
Moral Sentiments, it is a compliment, to which I add my own 
comment, namely, that the 'carping critics' are bound to re
fute or accept the philosophy, which is the soul of the book, 
whether its body is clothed in silk attire or in rags. 

1'"'''DrUm 

It is the other book, Sir, which is said to levy too much un
acknowledged tribute, especially on QUESNAY and his friends. 

AdamSmi'" 

Surely I gave them not a few pages of praise. 

I'"I<IDrian 

You did indeed, Sir; you gave them the whole ninth chap
ter of your IVth Book, and you said that in spite of faults 
their system of political economy was the nearest approach 
made at that time to the truth as you understood it. You did 
not hold, wi~em, that agriculture is the only productive 
industry, or I t all taxation should fall on the net produce of 
the land. in ought also that they magnified the political 
element in~. ·cal economy. But you praised their services 
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.dDAM SMITH 
to economic theory and their public services towards the bet
ter government of France. You sometimes followed them 
more closely than we like, exaggerating the productiveness of 
agriculture over manufacture, and calling labour that ends 
in services unproductive.l In our sample library we miss 
DUDLEY NORTH with his splendid summary, in 1691, of your 
Free Trade doctrines. We miss BARBON. But those French 
economists are well represented. 

Adam Smith 

I was bound to know them even in my Glasgow days. 
HOME and I were blamed for preferring French to other 
foreign languages: And it would have been still stranger if, 
on my tour with young BuccLEucH, the economists, of whom 
I met and knew so many, had not presented me with their 
works. BUCCLEUCH gave me-the Journal de l'agriculture, ten 
volumes, 1765 to 1767. 

Victorian 

Witness his arms on the copy, as well as your book-plate. The 
book was important for the history of the Sect.' We have 
found QUESNAY'S Physiocratie, 1767, crown 8vo, 'from the 
author,' handsomely bound, and MERCIER DE LA RIVIERE, 
L'Ordre Naturel, 1767. There is also MORELLET'S answer in 
1770 to GALIANI'S attack on the Physiocrats. 

AdamSmiIA 

For elementary English and even Latin, Kirkcaldy Burgh 
school served me well. Nearly all my other languages were 
learned by private study in later life-Greek, of course, I 

1 See Cannan's Introduction to his edition of the W .. lth 'II N.,ions, Vol. I. xxxi. 
and S5~ note. cr. Higgs, Ph)!Sio<rols, .8g7, pp. 'S', '33. ' 
• See Higgs, Physioerals. 18g7, p. 63. 
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learned at Glasgow under ANDREW DUNLOpl French was the 
only modern language besides my own that I could talk at 
all, and I probably talked it at least as well as ROUSSEAU 
talked English in 1766. I collected many French documents 
besides books. 

yit:/mUm 

We found, Sir, in your library a collection of French parlia
mentary papers from Bordeaux, Toulouse, Montpellier, 
Provence,-petitions and remonstrances, as well as Proceed
ings of Courts, and Chambers,-in more than six volumes, 
filling eight pages of our small-octavo catalogue.B They are 
none too many; such is the light they throw on the state of 
those parts of France in the 'fifties and 'sixties of your cen
tury. They have left traces 3 on your Wealth of Nations. You 
were hardly a book-collector; you gathered those papers for 
the sake of the use to which you might put them when read. 
The collector as such does not read his books, but shows them 
to his rivals with a chuckle. 

Adam Smith 

I not only read them, but was glad to get them in good con
dition. I was a beau in my books,-not that you could per
ceive as much from their condition now; and I did not try to 
be a beau in any other sense whatever. 

yi&lorian 

You look quite neat and trim, Sir, in your portrait so far as it 
goes. As (or your books, they had more than ordinary wear 
and tear.' rou did not bequeath them to the Nation at your 

S Catalogw, pp. 75· 0 83: tparlements, Conseils,' etc. 
1 Rae, Cbs. I. I1.~ 
I 'Traces': ,.g. III. 17, I, MacCulloch's edition; Vol. II. 4.03 of Cannan's. 
.. 'Wear and tear': e Cannan1 Introduction to W,alth Of Nations, p. xiv. Our 
author someWnea sa 'tear anel wear.' 
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death; you would as soon have asked for a peerage in your 
life. While you were on the earth, they moved backwards 
and forwards, from the High Street of Glasgow when you 
were Professor, in your confined quarters of the Old College, 
to Panmure House in the Canongate at the base of the Calton 
HilI,lwhereyoudied. The Old College in 1870 was deserted 
by the Muses and left to Vulcan and Mercury, all except one 
gateway which was carried over bodily to the NewCollege on 
Gilmorehill in the respectable West End of Glasgow. Some 
of your books, and, whether you like it or not, manuscript 
notes of your lectures, will be found in the College Library. 
I wish we could have added the little private library of the 
Moral Philosophy class of which you were once custodian.1 

It is right that some relics of your library should be kept in the 
University where you composed the Moral Sentiments. By the 
operation of your last Will and Testament the books have 
been sent flying all over the earth. There is one at Baltimore 
in the United States, in the reverent care of Johns Hopkins 
University. There are said to be one or two in Japan, well
reverenced there also, we must not say in partibus irifidelium. 
Your copy of Statius travelled to Vienna. 

AdmnSmiJIo 

Let me contradict your opinion of my modesty, and remark 
that I not only collected well-printed books where I could, 
but helped to publish them. The brothers ROBERT and AN
DREW FOULIS, whose printing became celebrat~d, owed 
something to the support given by me and my colleagues.3 

I Panmure House : see Rae, p. 9'5 ; cf. 435. 
• Rae, p. 16g, as to the library of the cl .... Professor W. R. Scott reports (in 19~o) 
that the Maeonoebie MS. described by Prof. Cannan (Lectures of 1763, p. XYI.). 
is now happily safe in the Univenity. 
• See Rob", and Andrew F..Jis and 1M Glssgow hISS, editor David Murray, publisher 
Maclebooe.1919· 
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Viefori4n 

SO did JAMES WATT. You all helped Glasgow to be what it is 
now. But as a literary man you were more concerned with 
books than with steam-engines. There is a reference in your 
Wealth of Nations to the gilding of books by bookbinders at 
Birmingham.1 You personally directed the binding of your 
Tracts, making your own list of contents in your own large 
handwriting. DEAN TUCKER'S Tracts are there, for example, 
with others in one volume, well bound, though not gilded. 
You do not quote TUCKER nor did he agree with you at all 
points; but there he is in your library, and we feel sure that 
you had read him. You do not mention all that you had read. 

A.JamSmitll 

Remember that you have not found all I had. 

Victorian 

And to those you had you do not always give full references. 
Youlossessed the full printed account of the Ayr Bank, but 
avoi the name in your text; though it has slipped into your 
index. 

MamSmitk 

BUCCLEUCH was involved in that bank. 

ViclDritm 

Such omissions do not matter, but there is one which has dis
tressed some readers from the want of an evident reason. Sir 
JAMES STEUART wrote Political Economy, a book oflarge dimen
sions and pretensions. You simply take no notice of him, and 

, WlDltll qf NIJIiJms, I. xi. Part III, Third Period, MacCulJoch, 95; Camum, Vol. I. 
'°7· Ayr Bank: .ee Wo.ltll qf Naliom, II. ii; Cannan, Vol. I. p •• g6. 
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yet he was a contemporary, who wrote quite civilly of your 
own Moral Sentiments. 

Adam Smilh 

I avoided even his tide 'Political Economy.' It was thread
bare. I had avoided 'Moral Philosophy' for a like reason in 
1759. It is wrong to suppose we had quarrelled. It is true 
that I got more light on his ideas from friendly talk than from 
his book,l which was not quite in harmony with mine. 

YItI<>ri4n 

STEUART, Sir, seems to have fared as ill with you as the young 
composer of a new opera fared with the Maestro I who 
cruelly said to him during the performance ofit, 'I have been 
listening to you for two hours; you have said nothing to me 
yet.' 

AdmnSmilh 

Well, he wrote in a style to me unpleasing, far more discur
sive than my own later style; and there was little or no at
tempt at system. 

Yiel<>ri4n 

FRANCIS HORNER, born 1778, early enough to have seen you 
in the flesh, became a disciple of yours in mature age. He 
thinks that you would have done better to have attempted no 
system or appearance of system, but given us scattered essays, 
as in fact HUME had done. The 'appearance of system' might 
apply to STEUART also. 

I Steuart, Rae 6,. C£ 5 and 253, 254: 'Without once mentioning it [S'. book], 
I flatter my>elf that any fallacious principle in it will meet with a clear and dis
tinct confutation in mine' (date 1772, to Pulteney). 
• Charleo Ha116, Lif, """ u'IIn, 18g6, p. +,3. CherubiDi to Halcvy. 
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MsmSmiIh 

I observe you are passing from my library to my doctrines. 
System or no system, what I have written I have written. 

y-,,/tJrian 

Then ARTHUR YOUNG, the traveller and the talker, who did 
so much for English agriculture, cannot have found favour 
with you, though you have not a few of his books. He went 
farther than FRANCIS HORNER 1 in hatred of system. You 
would like him for being burned in effigy for opposing restric
tions on the wool trade. 2 Your biographer tells of your efforts 
to free Ireland's wool trade, as we might well believe, from 
your Wealth of Nations, you would be sure to do.1 Finding so 
much of ARTHUR YOUNG in your library, we are surprised to 
find so little of JEREMY BENTHAM,S who agreed with you far 
more completely than ARTHUR YOUNG. He agreed with you 
so well that he convinced you that you were inconsistent in 
allowing any Usury laws. He is represented in your sample 
library by a tract on the Hard Labour Bill. 

Adam Smilll 

He gave me some hard knocks over Usury, I freely admit. 

Y-,,""ian 

You might have escaped them if you had listened to THOMAS 
REID' and his plea for freedom of Usury. You might in the 

1 MlnII1irs Qf H.",.r, ,843, Vol. I. 126. '-
• Arthur Young: lee &amfJZ.~F'IJIIU, '793. On his being burned in effigy lee his 
JluklbiogTaph. (Smith Elder,' 8)/ p. '7 ,(late '788. 
Compare W'lDlth qf Nations, • VIi., an:rRae, Chap. XXIII, date '779. 
o Bentham: lee Rae p. 4240 ' 
• Reid: .ee Dugald Stewart, Life of Adam Smith in BiogTaplUeal MlnII1irs qf Smilll, 
&hmson and Rlid, Edinburgh, r8u, quarto, p. ~.s, note: 'In an Eaay iead be
fore a literary lOeiety in Glagaw, lOme years before the publication of the WIDlIII 
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same way have escaped the hard knocks JAMES ANDERSON 
gave you on Rent, if you had listened to DAVID HUME and his 
warning in 1776, the last chance he had. You sometimes 
talk in the Wealth of Nations as if you had listened; but you 
sometimes offend, as Hurne clearly saw. HUME wrote to you 
in the letter beginning 'Euge! Belle!' 1st April, 1776: 'If you 
were here at my fireside, I should dispute some of your prin
ciples. I cannot think that the rent offarms makes any part 
of the price of the produce.' 

AdtJmSmiIh 

STEUART at least was not before me there. Nor was he before 
me on Usury; he was, in fact, the culprit attacked by REID. 

Vielm'iml 

Yes, so we gather from DUGALD STEWART. It is not claimed 
that STEUART was before you or even on a level with you any
where, but only that he did not deserve to be completely ig
nored. It can hardly be replied that he for his part ignored 
your Wealth of Nations. He died in 1780, only four years after 
its appearance. His own book, though reprinted at Dublin 
in 1770, had sold ill, and its second edition was really in the 
Collected Works which his son brought out in six volumes in 
1805. By that date, Father Time prevented both of you from 
noticing each other, you having left us in 1790. The unpleas-

qf NaIiIms, Dr. Reid disputed the expediency oflega! restrictions on the rate of in
terest, founding his opinion on some of the same considerations which were after
wards .0 forcibly .tated by Mr. Bentham. His atteotion bad probably been at
tracted to this question by a very weak defence of these restrictions in Sir James 
Steuart'. Polili&oJ &oMmy, a book which had theo been recently publiahed (1767), 
and which (though he differed widely from many ofits doctrines) he was accus
tomed, in his academical lectures, to recommend warmly to his students. It was 
indeed the only systematical work on the subject that had appeared in our lan
guagel previous to Mr. Smith'. Inquiry.' Hume'. letter is given by Hill Burton, 
Lift '1/ Hum4, Vol. II. 486. 
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ant fact is that he was first in the field, 1767, and you pos
sessed his book. Were you turned against him because he was 
'out in the '45'? 

A_Smith 

So was HAMILTON of Bang our, whose poems I edited in 1749. 

Viel4riDn 

You do not name him in your edition, nor do you include the 
verses, so popu1ar among theJacobites, on Gladsmuir, other
wise called Prestonpans. 

A_Smith 

The sale of the book might have suffered from both name and 
verses-whereas no one could object to 'Busk ye, busk ye, my 
winsome marrow.' 

Jrrelorisn 

The suppression in either case was not permanent, and we 
can well consider it an act of mercy. It would be entirely con
sistent with your character, Sir. You refused to let the poor 
Glasgowstudents payfor the full course, when you left them to 
join BUCCLEUCH inJ anuary 1764, although the poer students 1 

protested that they had had their money's worth. You were 
a bad specimen, Sir, of a hard-hearted political economist. 
We have heard of a certain pocket-book, given away in 
France; and your early biographer DUG~ STEWART hints 
at all manner of secret benefactions. You were not a good 
hater. Your censures of RICHARD PRICE show that you were 
annoyed by excessive praises of PRICE as 'Ii writer of acknow
ledged talents' and 'an able calculator,' the words used by 
JOHN HOWLETT in his Examination, 1781, of PRICE'S book, on 
the alleged decline of English PopUlation in your century. 

1 The ltudento: see Rae, pp. 169, '70; the pocket.book, Rae, p. 000. 
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Your supposed quarrel with JOHNSON is hard to reconcile 
with your gende review of his DutitJnary and your possession 
of his Shakespeare'- and Rambler. You had no great antipathy, 
but felt no attraction? You did not take to each other, that 
is all. GmBoN's remarks on JOHNSON'S [rene are more severe 
than anything of yours on JOHNSON'S work. 

Adam Smilh 

Kindly leave my virtues and come back to my library. You 
will find lowed more to DAVID than to STEUART, and you 
will find many books of DAVID in your collection if they are 
not lost, even the Natural Religion which I reluctandy refused 
to publish for him although he pressed me hard. 

¥ie/orian 

He had a wonderful insight; and one ofhis biographers, HILL 
BURTON, thinks he runs you closely for the honour of first 
founder of Political Economy in our country. But you were 
the first to become Shepherd of a Flock, as QUESNAY was the 
first in France. HUME did precisely what HORNER thought 
you ought to have done. He confined himself to separate 
Essays on the subject. The main lesson of your book, if we 
can speak of one main lesson, was perhaps the political and 
economical virtues of 'natural liberty'; and this was the 
phrase and theme of your 'never-to-be-forgotten Dr. Hut
cheson.' 

Adam Smilh 

He did not invent it, but he certainly impressed it on his 
students. 

1 Ca"'/ogru, p. 103. cr. Rae, pp. 1540 .88, 366. Gibbon on 'Irene,' D"lin .. ml Fall, 
Ch. LXVIII. p. '35, of edition 18'3, volume VIII. Adam Smith is said to have 
read an account of Hume'. Esssya on Commerce to the Glasgow Literary Society, 
'753. See Rae, 95. . 
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Yie/oriQn 

You do not fail in acknowledgments to your father HUTCHE
SON and brother Hmm; and, though ADAM FERGUSON makes 
an unkind suggestion to the contrary, you did not fail to
wards the French economists. But some in our time have 
thought you to fail towards RICHARD CANnu.ON, whom they 
regard as father of those Economists. It is true that he did 
not become the Shepherd, but they rank him with yourselfin 
power to present a system, and they, I mean our moderns, be
stow QUESNAY'S aureolel on him. You do not seem to have 
noticed his greatness, and your omission is a puzzle to some of 
us. It was not a case like DUDLEY NORTH'S. We know that 
CANl'ILLON'S book was in your library, dated 1755. 

MamSmiIh 

You provoke me to say, 'these are your gods, 0 Israel.' Had 
I not myself enough left? CANTILLON defines wealth as I do, 
not precious metals but food, goods, and comforts of life; 
and then he forgets his own definition and speaks as if a 
country in its foreign trade could be really enriched only by 
the precious metals,' these being the only indestructible 
goods.2 

Yie/oriQn 

Greater men than he have had their lapses, Sir, and the 
bigger the books the more likely the lapses. In private con
versation often, and in your books sometimes, you were hard 
to reconcile with yourself. 

• See Henry Higgs, Physiocr.ts, 1897, pe. 16, 36. 
t 'Enough left': see Rae, p. 270. Caritillon, Ls ftIlIuR du «»rrtnIrU III glnlral, 1755, 
Part III, Ch. I. pp. 310, 3'4. & to Adam Smith's contradictions in convenabon, 
s .. Carlyle, I. c. 279, and in his books, •• g. Carman'. W",lth qf NaJiDns, I. 
Introduction, xiv. on beer. 
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A.tI8m Smilk 

I did not ignore CANru.LON; I quoted him more than once, 
did I not? 

VielDrion 

You quote him more than once in your Wealth of Natio7lS, in 
one case without name, and I fear in the other caSe not very 
accurately,l setting down to him what belongs to PETrY. 
You seem to have trusted to your memory, and it sometimes 
failed you, for authors and the tides of their books, while you 
were preoccupied with your argument. The failing leans to 
virtue's side. You pass everything through your own mind 
and show it by using your own words. Some ideas seem to a 
man to grow up in his mind for the first time, when they 
really grew up earlier somewhere else. The unconscious con
tributions to your thoughts may have been made, for ex
ample, by current events like dle discovery of silver mines and 
dle inventions in agriculture and industry, which affect all 
men equally but produce dleories in thinking men who can 
put two and two together. It is not wonderful if the same 
events sometimes produce the same theories in different men, 
without any collusion. This may have happened with the 
adoption by you and dle French economists of a reckoning 
by dle circling year, the annual produce, which we find com
ing into use in the middle of your century. Nature leads to 
dlat in agriculture; and convenience leads us to treat other 
production, say mining and manufacture, in the same way. 
So natural liberty and its advantages might well occur both 
to you and odlers at the same time; you did not borrow from 
each other. 

A.tI8m Smilk 
Yes, and I confess it stung me not a litde to be charged with 
plagiarism, when this kind of coincidence was all that had 
happened. 
I'Not very accurately': Book I. viii. Cannan, Vol. I. 70,81. 
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Vi<toriIJ1I 

I remember, Sir, a passage in your Moral Sentiments where you 
deal with this subject.1 You are labouring the point that un
merited reproach causes a lingering pain which is more pun
gent than any pleasure of unmerited applause, and you say: 
'Though no man of middling good sense can derive much 
pleasure from the imputation of a laudable action which he 
has not performed, yet a wise man may suffer great pain 
from the serious imputation of a crime which he never com
mitted, including that of pretending to write what another 
wrote.' You may have remetnbered ill 1790 the pain you felt 
in 1755, when some one charged you with plagiarism and 
you produced a sort of manifesto to defend yourself. We 
gladly clear you of all appearance of evil as well as the evil 
itself in that instance. 

AdamS",;th 

It might perhaps have been well for me to have done in 1 755 
what I recommended to HUME in 1766,1 and taken no notice 
of an unjust charge. 

Vi<toriIJ1I 

Yes, you wrote to HUME: 'By endeavouring to unmask before 
the :public this hypocritical pedant, you run the risk of dis
turbmg the tranquillity of your whole life. By letting him 
alone he cannot give you a fortnight's uneasiness.'3 It is as 
if you had cried out: 'Ephraim is joined to idols; let him 
alone.' Yet you yourself were not ill-disposed to ROUSSEAU. 

I Mom/ Sm/immts. 6th eel. Vol. I. Part III. Ch. i. pp. 305 to 308. 
I Hill Burton. Lif. qf HUtIUI. Vol. II. 350; cf. p. 326 for the episode of Rousseau. 
See also u Sljo.,. rh J. J. l/ou.rmul m .A.ngul4m, 1766-1767. LouisJ. Courtois, 
Geneva, IgI r. 
• ·Uneasin ... ·: ib. p. 350. date Paris. 6th July. 1766. 
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A.damSmilh 

Did I not write about him in the Edinburgh Review when he 
was but little known in our country? I have been blamed for 
it. 

Vri;torion 

You gave him more pages of your 'Letter to the Authors' 
than you gave to anybody else, quoting his L'Inlgaliti parmi 
les Hommes of I754. You were chosen out of many others as 
spokesman of the discontented friends of that Review, dis
contented with the way in which the paper had been con
ducted. You asked the editors for certain changes, in language 
curious to us now. We get the idea that Scotland was still 
bending low before England after nearly half a century of 
Union. Inter alia you say: 'As since the Union we are apt 
to regard ourselves in some measure as the countrymen of 
those great men [BACON, BOYLE and NEWTON], it flattered 
my vanity as a Briton to observe the superiority of the 
English philosophy thus acknowledged by their rival nation 
[France],' and you rightly tell the editors that they will 
never command general attention unless they look beyond 
Scotland and even beyond England in their survey of im
portant works, doing for Europe what they had done for 
Britain, singling out performances likely to keep hold of the 
public for say forty or fifty years to come instead of a fort
night after the writing of them. You show the way by a long 
notice of ROUSSEAU'S essay, quoting passages which certainly 
did keep hold, indeed some would think helped to found 
modern socialism. 

A.dam Smilh 

You would need to tell me what that !night be. 

Vri;loriM 

It lies latent in your quotation and the words cling to the 
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memory: 'From the instant in which one man had occasion 
for the assistance of another, from the moment that he per
ceived that it could be advantageous to a single person to 
have provisions for two, equality disappeared, property was 
introduced, labour became necessary, and the vast forests of 
nature were changed into agreeable plains which must be 
watered with the sweat of mankind, and in which the world 
beheld slavery and wretchedness begin to grow up and blos
som with the harvest.' 'Thus man from being free and inde
pendent became by a multitude of new necessities subjected 
in a manner to all nature, and above all to his fellow
creatures, whose slave he is in one sense even when he be
comes their master; rich, he has occasion for their services ; 
poor, he stands in need of their assistance; and even medi
ocrity does not enable him to live without them. He is 
obliged, therefore, to endeavour to interest them in his situ
ation, and to make them find, either in reality or in appear
ance, their advantage in labouring for his.' You quote these 
passages without any more severe comment than you re
served for the kindred MANDEVILLE. Such passages made 
revolutionaries in your time and ours. It was an open secret 
that you were the writer of that letter which made them 
better known. 

Adam SmiIII 

An open secret is still a secret as long as the writer likes to 
keep it so. I do not think the Letter has been quoted against 
me. 

yJ&toritm 

Also, it was written eleven years before the trouble began 
between HUME and ROUSSEAU. Yet you may have been car
ried away by a true spirit of prophecy, and, if all stories are 
true, you held to the prophecy. You are said to have de
clared in 1782 to Professor ST. FOND of Paris, who came to see 
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ADAM SMITH 
you in Edinburgh, that ROUSSEAU'S Social Compact (1762) 
'will one day avenge all the persecutions he suffered,' Just as 
if he had been more sinned against than sinning.1 

Adam Smith 

Yes, in one respect I rank him above VOLTAIRE; instead of 
laughing at vice and folly, 'ROUSSEAU conducts the reader to 
reason and truth by the attractions of sentiment and the force 
of conviction.' VOLTAIRE stood by himself; he was 'the only 
one' ; but he had his faults like the rest of us. 

Yi&/Drion 

JAMES MACKINTOSH, if it were he that wrote the Preface to 
the second edition of that Edinburgh Review in 1818, takes 
note of that long quotation in it from ROUSSEAU and pro
fesses to see in it your preparation for your own views ofthe 
growth of society, very unlike ROUSSEAU'S. 

Adam Smith 

He might surely have observed some comments of mine on 
changes like those in France,2 made in the last edition revised 
by me of the Moral Sentiments. 

Yie/Drion 

He is far from hostile to you, Sir, though he was not one of 
the Edinburgh youth who 'lived on you.' He says of you that 
'among the inferior excellences of this great philosopher,' 'he 
manages the English language with a freer hand and with 
more native ease than any other Scottish writer.' 'He might 
be taken for an English writer not peculiarly idiomatical.' 

1 'More sinned against than sinning' : Rae, p. 372. 
• 'Chauges in France': d. Moral &nlimmls, 6th .,\., Vol. XI. 106 to 108. 
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And he thinks you got the style partly from Oxford, that is to 
say from Balliol, partly from Glasgow, that is to say from 
HUTCHESON. I dare say Oxford contributed; but how 
HUTCHESON, an Irishman, should be peculiarly well-fitted to 
teach English to a Scotchman, MACKINTOSH, though himself a 
Scot, is at no trouble to explain. He may have been think
ing of BERKELEY, BURKE, and SWIFT. 

AtImn Smith 

BLAIR, who was not grateful enough for all he got directly or 
indirectly from HUTCHESON, calls his style 'careless and 
neglected.' Remember POPE: 

'We think our fathers fools, so wise we grow. 
Our wiser sons, no doubt, will think us so.' 1 

What matters in books is not their style for its own sake, but 
their effectiveness, whether they nurse any spark of reason 
in their readers or no. & DAVID HUME wrote to HUTCHE
SON, B reason is the same everywhere, the same with us here as 
with you there. 

v-.. lmitm 

You mean, Sir, that a fine style is of no account in the eye of 
pure reason, sub specie Itternitatis. For all that, it is a great 
comfort to us here in the Wilderness, and we are glad to have 
it in your Moral Sentiments. 

AtlmnSmilll 

Observe that there is less ofit in the Wealth of Nations, to the 
latter's advantage, if a man can judge his own books. 

1 Mackintosh, Preface to 2nd ed., Edinburgh Reoinv, p. Dc. Blair, review or Hutch .. 
lon, Edinburgh Reoinv, '755. Pope, Crili<ism, Part II. 
I 'Reason the same everywhere': Hill Burton, L e., I. JIg. a: Moral &ns, 
(Library of Philosophy), Allen and Unwin, 1930, pp. 102,105. 
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Y-le",""" 

That same test of Reason, Sir, would hold not only for your 
compositions, which stand the test well, but for all your 
library, parts of which would stand it indifferently. The 
books in your library, say the minor French classics or no 
classics, would not all appeal to our reason now. When some 
soul of reason lay in them, you were the man discerningly to 
distil it out. 

A.t!omSmiIk 

What I have read I have read, including much that both 
worlds will quite willingly let die. I add again: what I have 
written I have written, with the same saving clause. 



THE MALTHUSIAD 
Fan/asia Economica 

If the tables have been turned on ADAM SMITH since his first 
edition in 1776, what of MALTHussince 17g8? He might 
seem less vulnerable as presenting a smaller surface to attack, 
a single contention instead of a system of doctrines-more 
vulnerable, on the other hand, as putting all his eggs into one 
basket. It may prove that what is obsolete in him is just the 
eg~s in the other baskets, which he could not refrain from 
filling, indeed, as a professor, was bound to fill according to 
his faculties. 
Suppose him to appear in a dream to some Young Econo
mist of our century, demanding 'Am I obsolete or am I 
not?' 
The other might answer: 
MR. MALTHUS, if we believe your earlier opponents and 
some of your later, you were obsolete from the first, or at least 
as soon as MR. GODWIN found that you were after all worth 
powder and shot, and wrote his Enquiry coru:erning Population, 
1820. 
The Shade might reply: 
We there as you here are bound to speak nothing but good 
of those who have left the world, and, though at one time I 
held GODWIN an indifferent amateur in statistical study, I 
allow that he gave me a hint from which I profited. It helped 
me to rid myself of early raw exaggerations; and by the tIme 
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he and BOOTH and COLERIDGE, to say nothing of HAzLITI', 
had said their say, I had already gone beyond them and es
caped their hands. 

2'"oung &m.omist 

Is it true that you made population increase faster than 
food? 

SIuMU 

Even in my first fine careless rapture I never made it work 
miracles. I said it was always tending to increase beyond the 
food, and trying hard to do it, and it was repressed and kept 
down by vice, and misery or the fear of misery. I used to read 
GIBBON'S volumes as they came out, and you will find the 
conjunction 'either vice or misery' in a passage dealing with 
exposure of children by poor parents.1 In my second edition 
(1803) I allowed for a third power, moral restraint, which 
saves the situation, and, whatever my critics may say, saves it 
without vice or misery. 

2'"oung E._mist 

MR. MALTHUS, if you had said all this at first, would your 
book have made such a noise in the world ? You get the credit 
of having roused civilized humanity from its visions of an 
Earthly Paradise by showing the existence of something in 
human nature fatal to all paradises. Writers before you had 
the idea of it in their brain, but you got it into other people's 
bones.s You would hardly have done so, Sir, if you had made 

1 Gibbon, Du;/iMtmd Fall, Ch. XIV. (Vol. II. and p. 100 ofed. ,8.S), describes 
Constantme's efforts to stop the practice. , 
Malthus, after passing as 9th Wrangler, writes to his father in April '788 that h. 
has begun to read Gibbon. (Malthus and his Work, .nd ed. (Unwin), '9'4, p. 
412.) 'fo Gibbon 'misery- probably meant 'misae'-poverty, one of his many 
Gallicisms j and poverty might have been the better word. for Malthus to use. 
t Stokes quoted by A. Schuster, .Hatlln, February 1925, p. 305, on the discovery 
of the ROntgen rays. 
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all your corrections in the proofS of your first essay; you 
wisely kept them for the second. 

Shmh 

My exaggeration was not intentional. I honestly did not see 
in 1798 what I saw in 1803. You speak «;If corrections. The 
introduction of moral restraint was the one important cor
rection. Corrections and additions are bound to be legion in 
every scientific inquiry. We get more and more of the truth 
as we ~o on, but all grows from the same root; there is no re
cantation offirst principles. I am prepared to hear from you 
that the process had gone on in your day as in mine. 

Toung EmunnisI 

I shall try to follow your well-known example, Sir, and be 
polite even in telling of things disagreeable. The process as 
you describe it assuredly went on within your own book in 
the successive editions of it; and I take for granted that you 
know all about your critics till the 29th of December, 1834. 
when you left us. If you had been Professor at Cambridge 
instead of Hailey bury for thirty years, lecturing not to cadets 
of the East India Company but to future professors, you 
might have founded something like a school. A3 it was, you 
reached the highly trained and learned and scientific men 
only through your books and their letters and occasional 
visits to you. Other economists, like RICARDO, got fruitful 
hints from you on Rent and less lucky ones on Wages and 
Value. You lived to see the Philosophical Radicals put you 
into their creed and calendar. You lived to see your maxiIns 
embodied for ~ood or ill in a New Poor Law, 1834. You 
helped statistiClans to draw together (in that same year) into 
a Statistical Society, and you will be glad to know that the 
said Society still exists and occasionally studies Births, Mar-
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riages and Deaths just as you would have desired. You had 
previously (1831) joined with all the talents to found the 
British Association for the Advancement of Science, which 
still remembers you in its Biological and Economic sections. 
You were no ardent politician, but you must have triumphed 
with the rest of the Whigs when the Reform Bill passed in 
1832. You will hardly care to know that in your own coun
try reform has gone farther since then, and we are a demo- . 
cracy in everything but the name. 

SIuzd. 

There was certainly comfort in these last years. But surgit 
aman aliquid; there were some signs of the times that made me 
uncomfortable. Though it hurts my own feelings I must 
mention that my checks on population were often redefined 
for me by people who used my name and authority unad
visedly, including some of the politicians to whom you have 
referred. As you know, I do not love to dwell on this sub
ject; my check was always moral restraint, and deferment of 
marriage; with them it is something different. 

1'oung Ecmunnisl 

Your own successor, Sir, RICHARD JONES, declared that the 
adjective should be dropped or altered into 'voluntary.' 

ShtuU 

I was always a little afraid of what would happen if it were 
dropped, as indeed it was by my friends PLACE and JAMES 
Mn.L and his precocious son. JAMES MILL, like me, was in 
john Company's service. You will admit that, like him, I 
fought valiantly for the Company and my college, not with
out frank criticism. I may venture to say, I was a good friend 
to my young men in that same college, and though bois-
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terous they were rarely bad, and I think we respected one 
another. 

Young &onomisl 

Everybody respected you, Sir. But the college is gone, or 
rather it is transformed into a public school, and a very good 
one. It produced some famous men, but after certain dis
turbances in India and changes of policy and plans of selec
tion at home it was doomed to go. As a matter of fact it went 
before the Company, 1855, largely because of a Report from 
your friend and champion MACAULAY. PROFESSOR MONIER 
WILUAMSl s.peaks from tradition of the delightful evening par
ties your Wlfe gave to the college, and of your own great 
amiability and charm of character. You need have no fear 
on that head. MIss MARTINEAU, MIss EDGEWORTH, MACKIN
TOSH, SYDNEY SMITH, all sang your praises. The banter of the 
last is not to be mistaken for dislike. 

Shot/, 

But to the end I was out of doors an ogre, an enemy of mar
riage and of the multitude, more especially of the labouring 
poor. 

Young &onomisl 

That was because the full consequences of your central doc
trine were not at first seen. I mean the supreme need of 
watching, supporting, and raising the general standard ofliv
ing, so that what was done fairly well in your time by the 
middle and upper classes might be done by all classes, labour
ing poor included. It was left to that 'precocious lad' of whom 
you have just spoken to say plainly that you did not close the 
door of progress ; you were the first to open it. Even Utopians 
(and they are of very different quality from those of your day) 

1 Old Haill)'bury (Constable), ,894, pp. '.98, '99. 
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are comin~ round to this view of the matter, without other
wise agreemg with you altogether. 

Shtuk 

You have made me remember the happy days I passed at 
Haileybury when 'the ogre' lived the placid life of a man of 
letters, Que voule<;-vous de moil 

Young Eeonomisl 

Votre benediction. I am narrating, not criticizing, and if you 
will forgive my youthful presumption I am going to tell in 
my own way what has happened to your cause after 1834. 
Prepare to be bewildered like any other Rip Van Winkle, 
whether in the body or out of it (for both happen). Hear the 
best news first. You have had a real victory, though you have 
founded no school, and your followers are broken up into 
groups that would puzzle you and sometimes offend. I shall 
not dwell on the class of whom even your amiability speaks 
with impatience. It is far from extinct; it may be considered 
a power, indirectly a political power; and some of your own 
admirers condone it as presenting the less dreadful of two 
ugly alternatives. They claim to have obeyed you best by 
disobeying you. With or without their assistance there has 
been, especially in your own country, a remarkable fall in the 
birth-rate and death-rate, with no such fall in marriages. I 
turn rather to your infiuence on scientific men. You have led 
DARWIN and WALLACE to give us a theory of the origin of 
species by natural selection and the struggle for existence. 
The philosopher, HERBERT SPENCER, has supported them in 
the main; and in general outline the theory has influenced all 
sorts and conditions of thoughtful men for the last sixty years. 
Like your own theory, it has needed modifications and is 
getting them. Out of it has grown a class of your followers 
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who call themselves Eugenists, faintly foreshadowed by you 
in your quotation from the Tatler about Maud the Milkmaid. 
They would peryetuate good strains of population by inherit
ance. The quality of the population rightly seems to them 
more imyortant than the quantity. You were a Utilitarian, 
Sir, but seem to remember passages in your Essay showing 
that Greatest Happiness need not mean greatest numbers, 
but might be secured by smaller numbers of higher quality. 
It is open to question whether the great men or the great 
masses should matter most to a lover of his country. 

SIuuU 

Strange that a sman man like me, sman in mental stature, 
should have got a hearing at all, still less should have left his 
mark on great men and movements. I feel, si parva lied com
ponere magnis, as SHAKESPEARE'S Henry VIII must have felt 
when told of the Great Elizabeth to come after him. 

Young &omnnisl 

Measured by influence, Sir, you are not a small man; and 
like DARWIN you have added an aqjective to the English lan
guage. You are not in Westminster Abbey, for no mere 
economists are there; but pilgrims have gone to Bath Abbey 
for your sake. 

SIuuU 

You speak of influence. Apart from the Essay, I should have 
thought to survive by a subdued influence on my dear RICAR
DO and his followers, not by any influence on science at large, 
still less by public fame. RICARDO was a very brother, and 
we might have agreed altogether ifwe had lived long enough 
together. As it was, he and his followed what I considered 
devious ways. 



THE MALTHUS/AD 

Toung Econmnisl 

Yes, I remember your solemn indictment of them in the 
QuarterlY Review, 1824; and the course of time has turned the 
tables on that 'New Political Economy.' A Classical School, 
of your type rather than theirs, might have lasted longer than 
theirs, for theirs cannot be said to have lasted very long. 

SIuzd. 

I think you will find my tables not so easy to turn as theirs. 
The observers of my rules are on the whole more than the 
breakers thereof. My warnings against partial remedies for 
excessive population are probably standing; emigration, for 
example, and a potato diet did not go to the root of the 
matter. 

Toung &01U111Iis1 

The last had a tragic exposure in an Irish Famine ten years 
after your death. But the relation of the Classical School to 
labour was in your system very much what it had been in the 
other systems, and it is just there that the change is greatest, 
and you have fared no better than RICARDO and the rest. 
You and he and all of them fell down. 

Shmh 

I was an early supporter of Factory Acts. Put that to my 
credit. 

Toung Econmnisl 

But a half-hearted repealer of the Com Laws, if you could 
be called a repealer at all. Your concessions did credit to 
your heart, but they weakened your reasoning; and you did 
not withdraw them, like your precocious young friend, when 
you found them abused. But be comforted. Your other writ
ings, books, articles, and letters, tell us much about you and 
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we value them accordingly; but we count them all minor 
alongside of the Essf1)I. You spoke of a gradual emendation. 
Travellers have corrected many of your illustrations from 
savage life, and our historians have mended your details of 
history. There was little folklore or archreology in your day; 
and medical skill is much better now. In fact, Man on the 
Earth is much better known to us than you could know him. 
Our scientific men, too, UDNY YULE, PEARL, VIRGILII, have 
even amended your Ratios, without absolute agreement, it is 
true, about the substitute. 

SIuuk 

I was quite prepared for that. My main point was a dispro
portion seen as soon as mentioned but hard to reduce to exact 
figures. In the concrete, the population of a country is always 
relative to its conditions, and it is seldom safe to make 
prophecies. 

r cnmg &rnwmisl 

You would applaud a shrewd remark made recently by a 
member of your Statistical Society, that in order to forecast 
population we must first forecast trade and production. Our 
age is grown so picked that, instead of discussing 'room and 
food' like you, it discusses the optimum, said to be a botanical 
term, here used for the number of working inhabitants just 
enough to produce sufficiency under a given standard ofliv
ing. Relatlvity is thus forced upon our discussions, for the 
standard may vary with groups within the nation. 

SIuuk 

I should have revelled in such topics. One soweth and 
another reapeth. I am glad something of my work remains, 
though its new shape makes it hard for me to recognize it. A 
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man's task is given to him from day to day, and he knows not 
which part of it will prosper. I may have wasted time over 
minor matters such as the question ofa standard of value. 

r .... g &tmmnisI 

Be not perturbed, MR. MALTHUs; your main service is so 
great that the minor matters will not be remembered against 
you, even ifnot wholly in your favour. I said you might be 
measured by the results of your work; I add, with juvenile 
audacity, that a man's greatness may also be measured by the 
mistakes he has lived down. Forgive both blame and praise. 
In the work of every economist, even in the great ADAM and 
RICARDO, there is a part that is obsolete. The weight is too 
heavy to be lifted unless by two or three together. We youths, 
whether precocious or only studious, render willing obeisance 
to those who, like yourself, have lifted more than their share 
of the weight. You will be glad to hear from me that we have 
still such leaders as you, not only in the British Isles but Over 
the Seas. 

Like Achilles in the Odyssey, the Shade retired to his meadow 
of asphodel with the long strides of a man not altogether dis
satisfied. 



DAVID RICARDO 

2'"_EeonomisI 

I hope MALTHUS is out of hearing, for I was about to say to 
you that though we think of you and him together, we defer 
more to you than to him in debate. In most of your personal 
qualities the one man was as good as the other-both of you 
thorough gentlemen. Ifhe had just a little more of the Uni
versity man's toleration and forbearance, you had a certain 
suavity and dignity due to your Spanish ancestors, as ADAM. 
SMITH had the Aberdonian grit from his father. We had a 
case like yours not long ago. I mean, we had amongst us an 
economist famed among other things for his touch of Spanish 
courtesy; and we knew how to value him.1 

1l&4rdo, 177.-18'3. For the story of his life, see Professor J. H. Hollander's 
Dtwitll&4rdo,d CmImIltyEslinuu., inJohnsHopkins UniversityStudieo, Iglo. The 
liomiIy bas been traced to Spain .(Andalusia) early in the 17th eentury, then to 
Italy (Leghorn), then to Holland (Amsterdam) early in the 18th eentury, then to 
England (London), where the econotniot's father, Abraham Ricardo, setded in 
1764 and became a broker in London, 1773. David, born tgth April, r77", was 
his third child. He was two years at school in Amsterdam. His two letters to 
Maria Edgeworth, &mmmit; Journal, September r907, give a glimpse of his early 
life. He was ~ed as a precocious boy, and entered his father's business at 
fourteen, studyrng ehernistry, geology, and Shakespesre at home. He beeame 
a Christian and manied a Quakeress in 1793. (See Hollander's Dtwitll&4rdo 
(above), pp. 21.' 24, 26, 28, 2g, 32, 33, 34.) Hobhouse (Lord Broughton), Rteolu.· 
lions tif tJ Long if,-, published 1909, Vol. 1I. 179, under date of March 2nd, 1822, 
tells the story of the fint reading of the WUJlI/llif N.1iDns as he (Hobhouse) hcard it 
from Ricardo's own lips. Compare for what follows in the text the Lttlns '" Mol
/Itu.r,January r8r6, p. r07, and Hollander (as above), p. 4r. Lttlns'" T,..",... pp. 
45,46. The Spanish courtesy belonged to F. Y. Edgeworth. 
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IlktmhJ 

You speak of qualities which all of us might be supposed to 
have In common. My supposed superiority in debate means 
only that for some kinds of argument I was better equipped 
than he; and, as you hint, he had academical training. I 
had not the learning of PROFESSOR ADAM SMITH or PROFESSOR 
THOMAS ROBERT MALTHUS. It was well for me (or I thought 
it so) that learning was not needed for the clear thinking 
demanded of me, both in business and in the public policy 
which I saw affecting my business. I certainly tried hard to 
avoid confusions and confusedness. I tried hard, whether 
using my pen or my voice, to make my meaning clear. When 
my friend failed in this, it mi~ht well be thought that he was 
taking a wider view than I, seemg more elements in the subject 
than I did, and finding it more difficult to narrow his mind 
and hold them apart for the moment-whereas I thought this 
narrowing to be necessary for the first steps of clear theory. 

Tmmg Econmnisl 

JOHN MILL spoke in his Autobiography of 'the superior 
lights of RICARDO' as against ADAM SMITH'S 'more super
ficial view' of political economy. This provoked the cry of 
'Ancient Lights,' critics finding your clearness more appar
ent than real. Some ofus speak up for you. We allow that 
you and MALTHUS are both sometimes obscure, but yours we 
contend is like the obscurity of one of our Victorian poets 
who was of Laureate rank without the tide; it is always a 
penetrable obscurity. His not always; his was rather that of 
another well-known Victorian poet who showed us that it was 
quite possible to be unintelligible without being profound. 
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m-dJ> 

You are judging my friend too harshly. As to myself, in Par
liament at least, where I could not be supposed to be airing 
a view for the first time, I think I was usually understood. 
But I never learned the command of style possessed by those 
two eminent Professors. Masters of style were rare then in 
the Stock Exchange. I am told they occur oftener now. I 
was not one of them. 

2"oung &onmnis, 

You wrote to Sm JOHN SINCLAIR. in 1814, 'The Stock Ex
change is chieBy attended by persons who are unremittin~ly 
attentive to their own business and are well acquainted With 
its details, but there are very few in number who have much 
knowledge of political economy, and consequently they pay 
little attention to finance as a subject of science.'l 

1 The Stock Exchange: see lA,IM. /0 Trow", p. 7. 
Goschen on his own book and how his University helped him: Essays tmd Addrusu 
on Ecorwmi& Subjee/s (Arnold), '905, p. 328; compase Pre£. vii: 'Gratitude for the 
training which 1 received at myoid University, whose teaching is too often de
nounced as unpractical and as Dot qualifying men for the business of life, prompts 
me to place on record that 1 have alway" attributed such ability as 1 poooesoed in 
respect of dissecting complex. monetary phenomena into their simple elements, 
and of presenting them in clear and intelligible phraseology, to the various mental 
processes through which I was put at Oxford. I "construed" commercial docu
ments; 1 subjected bills of exchange to logical scrutiny,-and looked at them as 
bearing on general laws.' 
So Professor Karl Pearson in GrIl1ll7/lQT qf Sci"'"' 18g., p. 8 note: 'Personally 1 have 
no recollection of at least go t>«:'" cent. of the facts that were ta~ht to me at school, 
but the notions of""t/wd which 1 derived from my instructor m Greek Grammar 
(the contents of which 1 have long forgotten) remained in my mind as the really 
Valuable part of my school equipment for life.' 
This is quite consistent with the chastening remark addressed to his pupils by an 
Oxford tutor who had once been a stockbroker: 'I derived a much higher Of inion 
of men's intellects from working with them on the Stock Exchange than have 
derived from reading their CSlI&y" here.' 
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lli&artIIJ 

In that respect I was among the rarities, it must be admitted 
even by myself; I paid attention to finance and not merely 
for the sake of private gain. 

Young &onomisl 

One of our public men, who wrote a brilliant and successful 
book on the Foreign Exchanges some fifty years after you, had 
been at Oxford and attributed his fresh power of dealing 
with his subject to the mental training he got there. He 
would have been the first to say that you were his superior. 

lIi&",do 

I have no doubt but that you are wrong; what I missed in 
myself seems to have been precisely what he possessed in 
large measure, '10 bello stile.' 

Young & .. amisl 

You used your pen and your voice as vigorously as any Pro
fessor, though you never even gave a lecture. You began by 
writing to the Morning Chronick, you went on to write pam
phlets; then you wrote a book. Finally, to crown all, to the 
horror of COBBE'IT, you sat in the- House, and, now and 
again, spoke in it, after cries of , Ricardo' from all sides. Now 
if MALTHUS had stood up in the House he would have been 
looked at with interest from his name and fame, but the 
members would not have deferred to him and demanded his 
opinion.1 

I Ricanlo in Parliament: Hollander, DIWid RjClJrdo, p. 53 note: To Trower, pp. 540 
59, J06, 167; to Malthus, p. 154-
Homer, Lifo by his brother, II. '43 (,8'3). 
'No glamour': To Malthus, pp. '47, '49 (1818); cr. p. '55. 
'Com labour and bullion': To Malthus, p. 88. 
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Ric",." 

Yet some of you sneer at me for getting a seat from virtue of 
my success in business. 

1< &onomisI oung . 

FRANCIS HORNER and many other perfectly honest and admir
able reformers, of your time, entered it like you under a bad 
system with the view of making it a good one. It is common 
knowledge that a very wise and careful man can use a dirty 
road without being dirtied. We have now abolished the 
Pocket Boroughs, with other dirty approaches. In your case 
it would have been worse for England if their dirtiness had 
kept you out. But I wish you had <1t least seen your con
stituents. I am told you never visited Portarlington at all. 
Yet you found time to go to JOSEPH HUME's election dinner 
at Hereford in 1821, and speak there, and to visit France, 
Switzerland and Germany. Now you might at least have 
gone to your own election dinner, as HORNER seems to have 
done. You may be compared with the men who enter the 
Church to reform it from within, or to Henry IV of France, 
to whom Paris was well worth a mass. 

Ric(Jf'" 

Public life had no glamour for me. It was not till 1819 that 
I entered the House, being before then even a Sheriff un
willingly. I preferred my shady groves at Gatcomb, and was 
always glad to leave other subjects and discuss with MALTHUs 
'corn, labour and bullion.' 

1" oung Economist 

You recurred with some zest also to Parliamentary Reform. 
JAMES MILL had introduced you to BENTHAM.l You admired 
• Bentham: lAt"'s to Maltlws p. 55. Compare lAt"'s to Trow<r, p. I (1811). 
Ballot: Elliot, I. 209 (1858).l. S. Mill: see his Autoln.g>aphy, pp. 27, 28, 54. 72, 
] 20. The mention of Ricardo s 'superior lights' is on p. 28. 
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him more than he admired you. He ought to have been 
proud of his convert, and your conversion was not far from 
complete, MR. RICARDO. You tried to do the same by MR. 
MALTHUS, but you did not succeed, nor did you expect suc
cess. Our system now includes most of the points for which 
BENTHAM contended, and your young friend, JOHN STUART 
MILL, helped us to that achievement. 

RUMdo 

He was his father's son, though I am told he gave up the 
Ballot and did not believe entirely in BENTHAM. 

1"oung Economist 

He was proud to remember that he had been taken by his 
father to see you. You were then enlightening young econo
mists without being a Professor. How did you come to learn 
the subject yourself? -

RUMdo 

Really through the study of the Wealth of Nations, with which 
I made acquaintance quite by accident. My wife and I were 
at Bath together for her benefit, and I got the book out of the 
circulating library. It made me nearly the 'man of one 
book.' I did not hold ADAM. SMITH infallible, but, when I 
tested his book in practice, I found it right in nine cases out 
of ten. Then I read the Essay of MALTHUS in its first form, 
and the economic articles in the Edinburgh Review (1808). 
One of these was a review of THOMAS SMITH on Money and 
Exchange by JAMES MILL; it roused my spirit of criticism not 
so much by being wrong, which was unlikely in MILL'S case, 
but by bein~ undecided. It was a time when a long-con
tinued prerruum on gold over paper was exciting attention, 
and making people ask what caused it. I wrote to MILL, and 
what I wrote became a letter to the Chronicle of August 1809. 
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:Young Economisl 

And from that you passed to a whole new system of political 
economy? 

Rieord. 

Not so fast. Say rather that reflection on currency and 
prices made me test my Master's theory of value as some
thing connected with prices but not identical with it, and 
needing more study than he seemed to have given to the sub
ject. Mter discussing currency and taxes and the Debt with 
MACCULLOCH and MILL, as well as Rent and the Exchanges, 
com and bullion, with MALTHUS, I put my provisional con
clusions somewhat hastily into a book, and you may be sure 
th.ey did not come at once into line as a properly arranged 
system. MACCuLLOCH, who had altered some of his own 
views, need not have been surprised that I amended some of 
mine after no long time. 

:Young Economisl 

You were at least sparing no pains to have your positions 
tested, and you seem to have consulted your friends rather 
too much than too little. 

RieDl'" 

I knew my own defects and I knew that they could help me 
to overcome them. 

:Y OWIg Economisl 

Do not think I am questioning you either from impertinent 
curiosity or from a notion of criticizing you; I only want to 
learn for my own good what to imitate in your way of life 
and what to avoid. We, with the superior wisdom that comes 
after the event, think that your friends sometimes pushed you 
along too fast. ADAM SMITH, who I hope is also out of hear-
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ing, might, on the contrary, have gained by such pushing. 
He wrote to PULTENEY! once, from Kirkcaldy, buried in the 
Wealth of Nations, that he had made himselfill 'from want of 
amusement and from thinking too much upon one thing.' 
Some people think it lawful, even praiseworthy, to wear out 
the body as Mn.TON wore out his eyesight, in the public ser
vice. But, if ADAM SMITH had practised economy there, we 
might have had greater things from him. How pathetic is 
his saying, 'I regret I have done so litde. But I meant to have 
done more.' DAVID HOME, who was far from successful in 
preserving his own health, pressed him in vain to come to 
Edinburgh; HOME not coming to him because a bad sailor, 
afraid of that short crossing by sea to Kirkcaldy. HOME's 
criticism would have served him better than MAcCuLLoCH's 
served you, Sir. But you too did not have a reverend care of 
your health, and left us at an earlier age than either ADAM 
SMITH or HUME. Let us believe with a forgotten poet that 
man is immortal till his work is done. 

Ricardo 

I may comfort myself with that idea; I certainly made no 
attempt to shorten my own life, too common an incident in 
my time. 

roung &mwmisl 

You found solace in friendship. When you thought of a new 
line of inquiry your friends were at once informed of it, even 
MALTHUS, who was the most likely to differ from you. In
deed you distinguish him by an affection you do not show to 
the oiliers. We have your letters to TROWER and MAc
CuLLOCH, though not your letters to Mn.L. You write to 

I Adam Smith to Pulteney, 5th September, '772, Rae, p. '54-
'Meant to have done more:' Dugald Stewart, Lifo of AdJJm SniiJIo, '795, p.1xxxix. 
Hume at sea: Hill Burton'. Lifo qfH .... , VoL II. p. 429 (date.othAugust, '?6g~ 
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MACCULLOCH as an intellectual exercise because he most 
nearly agreed with you, to MALTHUS who seldom quite 
agreed but was congenial, and to TROWER with less epanche
ment as BENTHAM called it. BENTHAMl meant in his own case 
that you opened your hearts to each other; but he did not 
rouse you to those delightful explosions we have in the Notes 
and sometimes in the Letters. 

Ric.,do 

I should not allow that my friend BENTHAM was ever lacking 
in feeling, but there was no lavish overflowing of it towards 
myselfin particular. Our common ground was political re
form, in which he was my tutor. 

roung &onomisl 

Did you find it easy to conjoin politics with study? What 
might we have had from you if you had been free from the 
first of them? We should not like to have lost your services on 
Commissions and Committees, but to do that work a man 
need not be in politics at all. Our WILLIAM GLADSTONE came 
nearest to the feat of being engrossed in study and engrossed 
in politics at the same time of life. In most men, even of un
usual power of intellect, statesmanship demands for success a 
certain exclusive devotion, which you, Sir, did not accord to 
it. Of English economists who have figured in Parliament, 
JOHN MILL is to some of us the standing example and constant 
warning, he being of the first class in his science, and little 
more than a passman in politics. There have been more ex
amples on the Continent; TURGOT long ago, YVES GUYOT 
and CARL MENGER recently. MILL, like yourself, Sir, im
pressed people in the House but was never, like CHARLES 

1 Bentham: LeI/irs ID MallAO', p. 55, where (line '4 from top 'on these principles' 
should read I in these particulars.' 
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TOWNSHEND, completely at home in it. HENRY FAWCEIT, 
long after your time, was statesman and economist, but not 
of Cabinet rank in the latter capacity. GOSCHEN, who had 
much in common with you, declared quite wrongly that he 
himself had no right to be called an economist at all. 

RUordD 

Can you produce any Prime Ministers? 

Toung Economist 

ROBERT PEEL was one. You saw his beginnings. He followed 
your lead, and always went farther than he intended, some
what in the fashion of Cromwell's hero. You will call him 
more statesman than economist, but he had something of the 
second in him. Ifwe have had in my own time no economist 
Prime Ministers, we have had a philosophic Lord Chancellor 
and a philosopher Premier. America had a philosopher Presi
dent, which is as good as a Philosopher King. No one of them 
all had equal success in both purswts. There might be a doubt 
in all the cases which of their two pursuits was the unsuccess
ful and which the successful. 

RUordD 

In my time we had BROUGHAM, who was a political philoso
pher, like BURKE, if I dare to rank them together. 

Toung Economist 

And young MACAULAY, for young he was in your day, Sir, 
and FRANCIS HORNER, if only he had lived to the threescore 
years and ten. 

Ricardo 

I admit your doctrine true as a rule, and it is true of me. 
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Even with more success than I had in the House I could not 
have been stretched into Cabinet rank. 

Young &onmnisI 

But it was you who brought the House to the Resumption of 
Cash Payments in 1819, and, though social and industrial 
problems have entered an entirely new phase, the questions 
of currency have not altered much. You have heard already 
that your Ingot Plan was adopted by us in 1925 after the 
reign of paper currency during a War that we called 'long,' 
though it lasted only four years and you had endured one of 
twenty. In your day the Northern parts of the Island alone 
economized in their currency by using paper, on a basis of 
other people's gold. Now all England in that particular has 
become Scotch. Sovereigns are still coined in South Africa 
and Australia, as an overt way of supporting a home industry. 
Here we no longer see them. A man can get gold bars if he 
wants to make large payments abroad. 

1IiefJTdD 

I never wished to see any other than a paper system estab
lished in this country. I wished to have no gold in circulation 
at alP I proposed that the Bank should be obliged to give 
uncoined gold or silver of standard value for notes no lower 
than £50, £60 or £600, or a total of small notes amounting 
thereunto. 

Young &onomisl 

The Resumption Act of 1819 made the limit not less than 
the price or value of 60 (standard) ounces. The Gold Stan-

'Ingot plan: See &Dnom;' Journal, 1923, p. 2g2; compare pp. 288, gOl, g02, VI. 
and Prof. Gregory'. S,/«I S/alvks, ,1<. "la/ing ID British BQll/ting, ,832 to Ig28, Vol. 
II. p. 38g. 
tMoat of us were agreed·: To Malthus, 1820, p. 1,1. 
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dard Act of 1925 made it 'in the form of bars containing 
approximately 400 ounces troy of fine (not standard) gold.' 
This is a higher flight than yours, and it was taken quite 
quietly. They bettered your instruction. Observe how often 
I quote your favourite SHAKESPEARE. 

Rkardo 

I am indeed surprised to have converted Government to my 
view after a century. In 1819, when the iron was hot, all my 
striking produced only a very imperfect reform. What of the 
other principles on which most ofus were fairly well agreed? 

:Young &munnisl 

You mean perhaps your own scheme of distribution? It has 
been necessarily altered by the Turning of the Tables, as, I 
think, you heard the other day. 

RktmJD 

I was going back in my thoughts just two steps fartIier than 
my own innovations. 

:Young Be.nomisl 

I understand then that you mean the two 'proved to demon
stration' by an adherence to which, you wrote to MALTHUS, 
'governments cannot fail to promote the welfare of the people 
who are submitted to their sway. What more clear than the 
advantages which follow from freedom of trade or the evils 
resulting from holding out any peculiar encouragement to 
population?' The lesson of MAL THUS has been learned better 
than the lesson of ADAM SMITH. Our Great War, of four 
years, brought about the creation ofa large number of small 
States, which at once, on the pretext that Defence was more 
important than Opulence, proceeded to shut their doors and 
narrow the markets for goods allover Europe. It is even 
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thought now by the older States that the doors hitherto open 
ought to be closed, or left only half open. However, there is 
no talk of this for the United States of America, which remain 
a gigantic free market inter se and prosper under it. 

RUm-do 

In regard then to my 'innovations' there will not be better 
news to tell, perhaps worse. 

1'oung Economisl 

They are, Sir, nearly all of them altered by later innovations 
of other people, but the stimulus given by yours to economic 
theory remains one of the most remarkable facts in the history 
thereo£ When young MILL said you had left nothing for 
future theorists to do in regard to Value, he was presently 
shown to be quite wrong. But those who followed him (to 
quote your SHAKESPEARE again) must need begin their inno
vations by plucking the heart out of your mystery and in 
seeming to know your stops. It was a wonderful influence 
for a member of the ·Stock Exchange to exert in the world of 
letters. If you had exerted it only in the world of Chancellors 
of the Exchequer or Governors of the Bank of England, there 
would have been less surprise. MILL might have delivered 
that encomium of his on your theories of currency without 
much extravagance. 

Rkardo 

Did you say that my Notes on Malthus had been recently 
dragged to light? 

1'oungEconomisl 

Yes; that is your last message to us. You did not yourself 
think much of those notes, and MACCULLOCH still less. But 
they tell us at least which of the subjects treated in MALTHUS' 
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Political Ecorwmy of 1820 were thought by you important, and 
which not important. A running commentary such as yours 
in the Notes IS a sort of dialogue between the critic and his 
victim. The writer, if he were more unscrupulous than you 
(say as unscrupulous as JOHNSON over the Debates), can 
always give himself the last word. 

Rkardo 

In the case of a written manuscript and still more in a 
printed book the last word is what the critic chooses to 
make so. . 

Young &onomisl 

Precisely, but I do not say it was on that principle that your 
Notes find General Gluts to be the most important heresy in , 
your friend's book. I have been wondering if you would still 
take the same view in spite of the clamour raised by pro
ducers. You think with ADAM SMITH that to extend the mar
ket is always better than to cut down production? 

Ricardo 

So I urged against MALTHUS; l agreed withJ. B. SAY that 
demand can be taken for granted and production creates its 
own market. 

Young &onomisl 

May I suggest that the economic problems of your day were 
the same as ours are now in spi te of our sensational inventions 
and discoveries? Perhaps the greatest difference from your 
world is the annihilation of time and distance. Exchanges 
and prices and stocks are now known over the whole globe 
at once; and we are nearer to our customers. We can talk to 
them in the Antipodes without leaving home. We can take 
the wings of a dove and fiy to them. ' 
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I/i&artfg 

Does this mean that the problems are different or only that 
the intervals are narrowed, so that all are now equally larger 
or equally smaller? All things and persons, you say, are 
nearer to each other, but are they different proportionally 
from what they were in my time? It would have been diffi
cult for ROTHSCHILD now to effect his coup after a victory 
unknown to the world in general but known to him. But at 
least winter and summer, day and night, and the difference 
between past, present and future have not ceased j Nature's 
problems remain, with only a quantitative difference of cal
culation to favour your new century. You ought to have 
gained greatly by that saving of time, but you and yours 
stand to each other substantially as you did before, the pre
sumption being that you all gain equally, whether by being 
made smaller as in Lilliput or taller as in Brobdingnag. All 
such changes in conditions of life are economies of living j and 
all economies of living come under the rules of economy in 
general. 

Toung &onmnisl 

I remember that you 'exchanged' horses with other travellers 
because 'it ought to be the rule of a political economist to 
save every portion oflabour which does not produce pleasure 
or gratification to some one human being.'l This was to 
generalize the economy in a manner very pleasant for your 
fellow-travellers. 

Ri&ardo 

More often the introduction of a new economy causes posi
tive distress to someone in the first instance, and I have no 
doubt it was so with your inventions and discoveries. When 

1 fh~ 'exchansrinJr' of':'>. ho ..... : See I.en". '" Mo£ullo<h. 
Sinking Fund&ncl Savmgs BanIca: To Trower, p. 15. 
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once they are there, they will be handled by the same 
economic principles as have prevailed before your day; the 
saving oflabour, avoidance of waste, provision for the future 
being the chief of them, even in the case of the Governing 
Body. I once said to TROWER that the Sinking Fund 'is the 
general savings bank of the Nation and should be encouraged 
on the same principles as encouragement is given to those 
institutions. ' 

Young Economist 

You were prepared to help in the sinking of the Debt by a 
levy-on capital to which you yourself would be a willing con
tributor. But neither the Sinking Fund nor a Capital Levy 
can now get a fair hearing. This was the note on which your 
Notes ended, and I follow your example, having no comfort 
to give you on the subject. You speak in that final Note ofa 
different Distribution as the result of the vanishing of the 
Debt. The next century may see that Redistribution, with no 
change perhaps in the form of Government, but with an 
Aristocracy of skilled labourers, in receipt of high incomes, 
paying for the unskilled unemployed, and hiring both capital 
and business talent. This would be the full consummation, 
the complete Turning of the Tables. I do not know whether 
the new aristocracy should be regarded as the truth lurking 
in all aristocracy or as the falsehood lurking in all democracy. 
It mi~ht not be worse than the old aristocracy, to which in
deed It has close resemblance. The Tables might be Turned 
again after that, in far-off days, to introduce the Millennium. 

J/je1Jltlo 

In any case, your inventions and discoveries would neither 
cause such a state of things nor prevent it. It is beyond your 
prevision as those wonders were J:>eyond mine. 
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Toung Economisl 

Yes, prevision may be the worst kind of vision, and unlike 
MALTHUS you did not attempt it.I· Sufficient unto the day are 
the economic problems thereof. Ours are sufficiently hard 
for our day. You have sharpened our tools for dealing with 
them, and we think of you with respect and gratitude. 

1 'Did not attempt it': See Notes, p. 150. The prophecy is in Malthus, Political 
Economy, ]820, p. 325: 'I should feel no doubt, for mstance, of an increase in the 
rate of profits in this country for twenty yean together, at the beginning of the 
20th century, com'pared with the twenty years which are now coming on, pro
vidod this near penod were a period of profound tranquillity and peace and abun
dant capital, and the future period were a period in which capital was scanty in 
propOrbon to the demand for it owing to a war, attended by the circumstances of 
an increasing trade, and an increasing demand for agricultural produce similar to 
those which were experienced from '793 to ,8'3.' 



J. S. MJI/L 
the Reformer 

Mill 

Am 1 not too small a man to be put to the question? 1 was 
not original, only willing and eager to learn from every
body.l 

Newcomer in Hades 

Too small a man? Would you be content with a lower place 
than COMTE, who was quite sure for his part he was a great 
man?2 Think ofTAINE and you can say, 'I was adored too 
once.' Your Logic was enough to decide him. Even before 
your Logic,JoHN STERLING spoke of you in 1840 as 'a man of 
extraordinary power and genius!' CARo~ Fox spoke of 
you as 'a very uncommon-looking person, such acuteness and 
sensibility marked in his exquisitely chiselled countenance.' 

Mill 

1 wrote my own Life very largely to show what could be 
made of an ordinary man if he were extraordinarily well 
brought up.s 1 took up intellectual labour early and lost no 
1 Willing to learn: Aulobiography, Longmans, ,873, p. ,go, where his wife is to 
share the credit for his 'greater practicality.' . 
• CornU and Positivism, Triibner, ,865 (from WestminslM RnMw) p. '30. Taine, 
Study 11/ Mill, ,866, trans1. ,870' Journals II/Caroline FI»<, rovis;;! ed., ,883, p. 6g; 
compare p. 85, date 1840. 
• Education: Aulobiography, pp. " 30, 34, 35. Compare pp. 3', 57, and Carolin. 
FI»<, pp. 94, '07· 
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time over mvolities. I had really a happy childhood, without 
adventures. I was never stolen by gipsies like your Sage. My 
father was my only schoolmaster, and I left his hands at 14, 
with a start of 25 years over my contemporaries. I kept up 
my health by temperance and much walking. There are 
many grades between Under-dog and Super-man. You mean 
only that I was no Under-dog? 

Newcamn in Hodes 

By the Dog of Egypt, who was no pnder-Dog, I do mean 
something more. Even SOCRATES was aware he was an un
usual kind of man.1 You must have had a glimmering notion 
of that sort too. 

Mill 

You are an Economist and may be thinking of my Political 
Economy. Kindly observe that economists do not reach the 
highest honours. They tell me Darwin's grandson, whose 
book surpassed my expectations,· is in Westminster Abbey. 
MALTHUS is not in that Abbey. The Sage (as YQur mends call 
him) sleeps in the Canongate, RICARDO at ChippenlIam, his 
daughters over him as guardian angels; MARx, the cosmo
politan, at Highgate; the rest among their own people. I am 
at Avignon among my Frenchmen. My Liber!y, 1859, and 
my Logic, 1843, may preserve my memory a little. 

NtweJJt/IW in Hod,. 

Pray, do not moralize among the tombs; you have passed be
yond them. Are you afraid to think what you have done 
besides these two books? . 

1 Apowgy (in Plato), pp. 20, 2'. 
I Tn. IAtllrsofJohn StuMI Mill, eel. by Hugh S. R. Elliott. 2 wis. Lonpam, '9'0. 
Vol. I. 236, date .860. 
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MiU 

No, at the close of life I did not smack my lips like HARRIET 
MARTINEAU.1 But I thought better of life than my father did, 
to whom it was 'a poor thing at the best.' A man, who does 
his utmost with his powers cannot be wasting time. 

NewctJ11In' in Hodu 

No, indeed; and to judge by fame you lost little time. You 
ruled for forty years as no other writer on your subjects. You 
did not stand or fall by one book only. All those years, we 
heard of MILL'S Logic, MILL'S Political Economy, MILL'S 

Liberty, MILL on Subjection of Women, MILL on Representative 
Government. We looked for MILL on Ethology and MILL on 
Sociology, but they never appeared, though you left us good 
sketches of them. Z 

Mill 

I sUPl?ose you have read my Political Economy. It was assailed 
even m my lifetime, and is possibly forgotten now except by 
economists like you. It used to have readers outside the 
schools and I cultivated them, as my manner was, by cheap 
editions, with results that surprised myself.8 

1 Harriet Martineau's A.utobiogr""IrJ, with memorials by Maria Weston Chapman, 3 
veil. end .d. 1877. The article in the Daily News written by benelf was printed 
on .gthJune, 1876, two days after ber death. Tbe exp...,.gon in the text iSlmplied 
in the phraseoftluit article on p. 470 of V 01 • III: 'Sbeenjoyed her sbareofthe ex
perience, tJ etc. For the contrasted view of James Mill see his son's A,utqbiography, p. 
38, and for his sou's view, Elliot, I. e. I. g" II. 36 •• Caroline Fox, pp. 114, Ig., 
·95· 
• LDgie, VI. v. Elliot, Vol. I .•• 6. 
I Cheap editions: A.ukJbiogr",,""pp, 278, 279. 
Mill on Harriet Martineau: Elliot, I. 157 (date (850). 
Emancipation of Political Economy: Elliot, II. go. ·Yours are DOW the old doc
trines." See Marshall, PriNiplu, ltsgo; Memorials, 1925, P llg, on Mill's theory 
ofva1ue 1876. 
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N~inHad.s 

In Political Economy, JEVONS, who encouraged us to call it 
Economics, led the first serious revolt against you in the 
schools. RUSKIN was a knight-errant, and not even what you 
call HARRIET MARTINEAU, a tyro. But it was ALFRED MAR
SHALL in 18go, not STANLEY JEVONS in 1871, who really de
throned you. He did more justice to you than J EVONS or 
CAIRNES; but his Preface in 18go places you, MR.. Mn.L, 
where you placed your predecessors in 1848. You emanci
pated Political Economy from them; he would emancipate 
Economics from you. The New Age has new problems, and 
the old doctrines must be recast. Yours are now the old 
doctrines. Having been in the Canon for a whole generation 
you are now in the Apocrypha, to be read for example of life 
and instruction of manners. You know the rest of the Article; 
we are not to apply you to establish any doctrine, ad dogmata 
conjirmanda. This does not infer mediocrity; your forerunners 
had the same fate, and MARsHALL will have it in due time. 
DANTE says this happens in the Fine Arts; a fortiori will it 
happen with our economic heroes. . 

MiU 

Yes, not only I but all economists become apocryphal 
writers. They write no books that remain for all time canoni
cal in the sense of the sixth article of your thirty-nine. 

N,UJtfJmI1' in Had .. 

We look to you then, confidently, for instruction of manners. 
THOMAS HILL GREEN said he would rather have been you 
than CAIu. YLE; you were 'such an extraordinarily good man. '1 

1 T. H. Green: in R. L. Nettleship's Mmroir ~ TIwmtJs Hill Gr, ... with Preface by 
Mrs. T. H. Green (Longmans, '906), p. 224. 
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Yet you thought you were made for the relatively common
place. 

MiU 

Yes, my strength lay neither in the region of ultimate aims, 
the Eternities and Immensities, nor in helping the world at 
close ~uarters to earn its daily bread, but in the intermediate 
region of moral- and political theory. I busy myself with 
what BACON called the axiomata media, the science of science, 
of the methods of science. Now, the Superman goes to first 
principles; therefore I was no superman. 

N<UJC017I#" in Hades 

You counted your study, however, of very high dignity, 
'the crown and consummation of a liberal education.' You 
stationed yourself in the middle where GoETHE puts all the 
philosophers. 

Mill 

GOETHE says elsewhere that the man in the middle- is the 
man of the world, a description which hardly fits me though 
it very well fitted GOETHE at Coblenz in 1774, between BASE
DOW, the enthusiast and LAVATER, the man of science. Your 
eulogist could justify himself, if at all, not by the subjects 
chosen but by the way they were pursued. He may have 
thought me more impartial than CARLYLE and more anxious 
to do justice to opponents. All I can say is that for the most 
part I lived the scholar's life more assiduously than most pro
fessors though I never was a professor or even had a degree. 

I Intermediate rqion: A.rdlJbUJgraph.1, p .• 89; /Jiss,,"'IiJms, Vol I. Bentham, p. 
384> ed. Parker, .859; compare Elliot, II. 333. 
St. Andrew. A<1dn:ss, .867, p. 9. 
Goethe: Willulm M.isUr, WandeIjahre II. i. '52. The othe. n:fe.ence is to 'Dil. 
W,lIkUul in: tUr MillI,' 'the Worldling, in between them.' 
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N.....,.,..inHoJu 

You came out of the scholar's life when you sat for West
minster in 1865. You escaped into it again three years after
wards. 

Mill 

I was not made for a political career oi: even for an aca
demical. 

N __ inHDlks 

This last is not so evident. Perhaps bqth are doubtful. Even 
in the House, though you were not a perfect speaker, you 
were impressive.l But like CAIu.YLE you were once a Lord 
Rector. You addressed the young men of St. Andrew's im
pressively on University education in 1867. You had long 
before helped to create the University of London. You went 
to John Austin's lectures at University College in 1828, and 
played with the idea of lecturing there yourself in 1867. 
Though not a University man, you rubbed shoulders with 
Universities. Did you also rub shoulders with mysticism? 
CAIu.YLE hailed you as a fellow-mystic in 1831, just seven
teen years before you drummed him out of the ranks of 
modem reformers-for his Past and Present (1843). Your capi
tals leave us in no doubt that you mean him. 

Mill 

He was wrong. I struggled against any approach to mrs; 
ticism. Parting from BENTHAM expressly at a later time, I 

• Roebuck to Chadwick in Elliot, II. 59; cf. I. 253. 
Uni1lel'Sity COU~: Ba~'.:1. s. Mill, p. 32 ... Lo~, .882. Elliot, II. 93. 
Carlyle: See Mill', PoliliuU &on.nn>, IV. w, Ashley , ed., P. 754-
I Bentham: UliJil4ritmism, 1863, Ch. I. AMIobiDl"aphy, p. 143; cf. UIiliItJrianism, p. 
'4· 
UDIike Bentham: Elliot, I. 103-4, and II. 222. Caroline Fox, p. 1240 Diu,,· 
laJUnu, Vol. U. 450 seq. 
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distinguished higher and lower pleasures, as PLATO hac;l done. 
I thought that Happiness, though the chief end of man, 
should be pursued not directly but indirectly. I held it better 
to be a SOCRATES dissatisfied than a fool satisfied. People 
might say I spoiled my Utilitarianism without rising above 
it. I was at one time distressed that I had worn away all my 
powers of feeling by an excess of what CAru.YLE calls 'vic
torious analysis.' But I never confused feeling or fancy with 
logic. Where logic stopped, I stopped with it. I never liked 
anyone to criticize BENTHAM but myself; and I remained a 
professed Utilitarian all my days, but a Utilitarian who, un
like BENTHAM, takes account of the whole of human nature. 
In reviewing WHEWELL I made that plain. 

NIWC011II1' in Hatks 

As much a Utilitarian as HEGEL a Lutheran.1 'Ich bin es 
und will es bleiben' (1840). We can safely leave you to deal 
with BENTHAM alone. Why do you speak of his early impres
sions as formed in the age of 'the leanest and barrenest 
men'?2 His Fragment on Government, the first-fruits of his im
pressible youth, appeared in 1776 along with the Decline and 
Fall and the Wealth of Nations. It was the age too ofEoMUND 
BURKE. If such are lean, where shall fatness be found? In 
1838 when you thus write of him, you are in revolt against 
his rule of the majority, but it was not from such men that 
he got it. You do justice to the age afterwards: 'a great age, 
an age of strong and brave men;' of whom your father was 
the last. I suppose we may call him in the conveniently am
biguous Latin 'ultimus illuminatorum.' But your fascinating 
presentments of BENTHAM and COLERIDGE were presentments 

1 Hegel: C",hil;hu d.r Philt>sophi., I. 89, ed •• 840. 
• 'Leanest and barrenest men': Diu"",/w .. , Vol. I. 35; cf. pp. 334. 378. 'An a~ 
of strong and brave men': Au",bwgraphy p. 205. 'Bentham and Coleridge': DIS
."Wi .... Vol. I. 330 ""'I. ; Aut.biogrophy. p. 243. 
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of two sides of your own nature. You were under the spell of 
COLERIDGE. Was BENTHAM, on the other hand, making you, 
like Mrs. Browning's Lucretius, 'teach a truth you could not 
learn?'l 
Beyond the field offirm belief which stopped with logic you 
allowed an area of 'imaginative conjecture.'2 You were 
always 'member for France,' though the overflowing senti
ment and openness, to say nothing of the dreaminess, sup
posed to belong to that nation, were not conspicuous in you. 
You have pointed out the defects of your Frenchmen as well 
as their excellenceS. You rose superior to your sect's aversion 
from sentiment, in the autumn of 1826;3 and recovered your 
lost feeling by means of poetry, especially the poetry of 
WORDSWORTH. Some of us can hardly forgive you for calling 
him 'the poet of unpoetical natures.' The phrase rivals 'the 
leanest and barrenest men.' What you say of SHELLEY gives 
us misgivings, not entirely removed by your you thful essay on 
Poetry. You believe that in thought and intellect, so far as 
shown in his short life, SHELLEY was a child compared with 
someone else you knew; namely the lady4 who wrote on the 
Enfranchisement of Women. 

Mill 

You doubt it only because you did not know her. 

NIUJCDIIIIT in Hades 

I remember the story. and I respect the feeling. I respect 
also the English reticence that kept it for the Autobiography. 

1 Mn. Browning: A Vision 'If PH". 
I 'Conjecture': Elliot, II. 64> date ,866. 
'Member for France': Bam, Lifo QfJ. S. Mill (,882, Longmans), p. 78. 
Defects of Frenchmen : Caroline Fox, p. 357. Elliot 1.44,74 it 
• 'Sentiment': A.mbio"dphy, p. '33; cf. pp. ,", '46 (date ,828), '49· 
'Poetry': Diss"tations, I. 63 If. (date ,833). . 
fo 'The lady': AUlobwgraphy, p. 186. DissnlDtUms, Vol. II. 4011 fF'J date 1851. 
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RICARDO kept such things for his letters. One word as to 
RICARDO. Please understand in spite of your modesty that 
you are to us the developed RICARDO. Though he was no 
opponent, you characteristically stated his positions better 
than he did himself, or with all his pains MACCULLOCH did 
for him. After doing that, you added a new element to 
political economy, for with the assistance of your honoured 
lady you wrought social philosophyl into the texture of it. 
Others had distinguished but not combined them. In your 
youthful Unsettled Qpestions you had spoken of 'the common 
mterest of all nations,' and in the Political Economy of 'the 
collective economical interests of the human race. ' You rose 
above insularity. You were no mere Formulator but a Re
former, in this as in all your subjects. 

Mill 

Your Sage dealt with all nations and spoke of them as one 
great mercantile republic. But there was something to re
form in him and even in RICARDO, whom I am accused of 
praising too highly. Like lago, I am nothing if not critical, 
and I dare to say that 'my father's Elements,' drawn up from 
notes of his Ricardian lessons, given to me in my thirteenth 
year, are out of date now.s But all true criticism involves 
construction. Few things annoy me more than the careless 
ease with which men dismiss the old political economy, and 
appeal to 'practical experience,' by which they mean what 
they have seen, heard, and misunderstood. We have all sorts 
offaIse political economy, judgments by commonsense. Yet 
I 'Social Philosophy' and reform: A.u/obiograph" p. 23. Uns,ttkd Qrustions (Parker, 
,844, but written (or projected and rejected) ,83'), p. 8" Politic.1 &onomy, V, 
xi. § '4, p. 970 (ed. Ashley, '9og) • 
• Jamcs Mill's ElemmJs 'If Politiciil Econ"",y, ,82'. A.utobiography, pp. 25, 26, 205; 
t? D'Eichthal, in Cosmopolis, 1897, p. 350, date 18so: Elliot, I. 206~ pisurta .. 
tlOllS, I. 52. M_IJI N"",rr, ,844> p. 478. Compare Elliot, II. 33'; D Eichthal, 
I.e. 350. 
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there abide 'fundamental principles put out of the reach of 
controversy, by ADAM SMITH, MALTHUs, and others.' 

N_inHtvlu 

An economist at 13! If you were not a Superman, you were 
certainly a superchild. No other could have survived that 
education, perhaps the only successful attempt ever made to 
put an old head on young shoulders. It gives us relief to find, 
up and down in your life, traces of our common humanity.l 
At seven years of age, studying the American Wax of Inde
pendence, you took the wIOng side because it was the English 
side. Fifty years later (we rejoice to hear from LEONARD 
COURTNEY) you called for muffins at the Political Economy 
Club when the supply had run short and no one else daxed 
to ask for more. You wrote tragedies as a boy, on the models 
of JOANNA BAILLIE. It was a refreshing sign of human weak
ness to sympathize with the Tractarians. We like to hear 
that your father failed to make you follow the rules of elocu
tion, and that you first leaxned to compose properly when 
you were asked to turn BENTHAM'S later manner of speech 
mto his eaxlier. We were glad you enjoyed Sartor iUsartus, 
once in type, and that you were a little softened towaxds 
lIAMn.TON when you found by VEITCH'S Lift or him that he 
had family affections. Most of all were we charmed to find 
you in love, like one of ourselves, even if you had rallied 
COMTE on it as iffor a weakness. You had humour yourself 
as well as a sense of its value.B You said to CAROLINE Fox in 
1842, 'Life is not all fun though there is a great deal offun 
in it.' And you remaxked in your shortlived diary of 1854, 

1 Like other men: AuJlJbwrr:P'r!, pp. 4, '5, '3, ,,6,. '75 (,8'4). History~ PoIiIielll 
Econo"!JI Club, p. 3.6; Bain. J. S. MiU, p. 6g. Elliot, 11. .00. ComIIIlIIII Po_ 
ism, pp. 131, ]57 . 
• Fun and humour: Caroline Fox, pp. '95,4'9. Elliot, II. 360; cf. pp. 36" 37', 
37~. Autobwgraphy, p. 'g'. Bain,.1. S. Mill, pp. 59, 60; cf. p. 333. ComIIIlIIII Posi
Iioi.nn, 1865, p. 15+ DissWlaliotu,"1. r8, 21. 
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that humour has saved many a man from madness. Like the 
rest of us, as soon as you had passed forty, you thought the 
world was more fiivolous than in your youth. It was a very 
human discovery too that your earlier writings seemed as 
strange as if written by somebody else. 

Mia 

I trust this is fiiendly irony, not spiteful sarcasm. There is 
little of irony or humour in my books, whatever may have 
peeped out in private life. SYDNEY SMITH would have said 
that my ancestry conferred precocity but no humour. Now 
it is quite true that my father was Scotch, but I assure you 
that, like CARLYLE's Teufelsdrockh, he could laugh heartily 
on occasion, if that goes for anything. 

N_inHIlIiu 

Compared wi~ ~ biographer, he. might in~e~ have been 
humorous. His biographer has wntten exqUlSltely of your
self: 'His nervous energy was so completely absorbed in his 
unremitted intellectual application as to be unavoidably un
available for establishing the co-ordination of muscular dex
terity.' No one but the biographer of JOHNSON could rival 
that passage. Risum teneatis amici? 

Mill 

I might smile at the passage without being quite sure that 
I had not written it myself. 

N_ ;" HIlIiu 

MR. MILL, you were Polonius to CARLYLE'S Hamlet; but 
even in your always sententious and serious books I can 
sometimes find the humour shining through. You yourself 
say that a little sense of it would have shown COMTE the 
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absurdity of his symbols of worship. You had it when you 
said that 'the groans of no plundered abstraction can disturb 
the sleep of the just; as long as the bread is not taken from 
any of our fellow-creatures, we care not though the whole 
English dictionary had to beg in the streets. ' You were speak
ing of Church property and supposing yourself to be asked, 
when all individuals had been compensated, 'Would you rob 
the Church?' It is delightful to find you thus, in your later 
mann~r, ~easoning from particular to particular and dis
claiming all sympathy with abstractions; all such entia 
rationis were fair game to you even in 1833. 

Mill 

I valued the school Logic,l notwithstanding. It makes men 
give precise meaning to the terms they use; I did not find 
Mathematics doing it so well. 

N_inHatiu 

Accordingly we find you saying, in" the article on BERKELEY'S 
Theory of Vision: 'Nobody is bound to prove a proposition 
which nobody can understand.' True fun is sure to Logic 
near allied in that passage. It was a jocose or else unguarded 
remark in Representative Government: 'Things left to take care 
of themselves inevitably decay.' This would have made an 
abrupt end of the doctrine of laism:-faire. You wrote to CAR
LYLE in 1833, that, though the end of that same doctrine was 
in view and without resurrection, it was not yet come, and 
you leave a good deal ofit standing in your Political Eco!IDmy. 
These obiter dicta were surely not serious. You were grimly 
jesting too, were you not, when you consoled the French 
people2 for defeat in 1870, by telling them that their principle 

1 Schoollog~c: AuII!biography, pp. 17 to '9' 
Berkeley: D"",lat.ons II., 1842, p. 93. 
Fun: See lUpm. Gaol., ab. II., pop. ed., p. 9. Cf. Elliot, I. ¥i ; PoliJiaJJ &otuJnvI 
~Ashley), p. !!50, Bk. V. Ch. XI. 

French: Elliot, II. 271. 
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of Equality would now be adopted internationally, there 
being now no dominant Power, neither France nor Germany. 
Mter the Great War just over, we might have gilded our 
pills for Germany with a like comfort, if we had thought of it. 

Mill 

The public must judge me by what I made public, not by 
my private letters. 

NIWCOtTIIf' in HOJIu 

I think I like you best in your furious moods. 1 You speak of 
Protectionism as 'an organized system of pillage of the many 
by the few.' When MANSEL supposed a Deity above Morality 
you were not content with the mild protest of Father MALE
BRANCHE against a similar idea in his day: 'S'il y avait un 
tel Dieu (sans bonte et sans sagesse) Ie vrai Dieu nous de
fendrait de l'adorer et de l'aimer.' You roundly declare that 
if the Deity is to be abov.e morality you will go to Tartarus 
rather than obey him. I know it was an echo of DRYDEN'S 
Juvenal and his hungry Greek; but you make it your own. 
Your education left a great deal unspoiled in you, MR. MILL, 
not always the features sure of the paternal approval, but 
pleasing to ordinary folk like me. 

MiU 

I called MANSEL'S book 'detestable, to me absolutely loath
some.' Was this too strong? Strong language may reveal too 
much of the writer's mind ('indecently expose' it, as SYDNEY 
SMITH once said); but it is better than irony which may, as 
by SWIFT and RABELAIS, be too easily used to conceal the 

• Furious moods: Elliot, II. 295. Malebranche, Morak, VIII. (apllli Mackintosh, 
Di""to/Um on Ethical Philosoph!> p'. ,~). Homi/lorI's Philosop"l, .865, snI "'!., .8,2, 
'2~; Mansel, 0.. "" Limits qf IUllgwus Tlwughl, .859; Elliot, 1. 2'2; Bain, J. S. 
MIU, p. Hi!!. J 
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writer's mind, for its essence is to have a double meaning, 
certain (and sometimes intended) to be missed by an unwary 
reader. You may find this kind of irony in DAVID HUla, 
among philosophers. 

N_inHodes 

Perhaps your education led you away from all that was not 
plain and serious. 

MiU 

No harm ifit had done so. The chief harm of that education 
appeared on the surface. In spite of my father's warnings I 
seem to have shown myselfin what you would call my tender 
youth, 'greatly and disagreeably self-conceited,' as I have 
frankly set down in my Autobiography.l 

N_inHodu 

You are not a Leveller, MR.. Mn.L. You would not say 
with some of our American friends 'anybody is fit for any
thing.' You do say as a matter offact, 'One person is not as 
good as another; and it is reversing all the rules of rational 
conduct to attempt to raise a political fabric on a supposition 
which is at variance with fact.' You write to BAIN, 'I am not 
anxious to bring over any but really superior intellects and 
characters to the whole of my opinions (on religion). You 
write also that 'a I?erson of high intellect should never go into 
unintellectual socIety unless he can enter it as an apostle; yet 
he is the only person with high objects who can safely enter 
it at all.' You think it right that a superior person, man or 
woman, should pass for what he or she really is, neither 
under nor overvalued. In fact you agree for once with ST. 
PAUL; of whom as a rule you think lightly with BENTHAM 
rather than favourably with OOMTE. 

1 In what sense ""nOOted: Au/obitJgr'Ph'~P • 33, •• 8; Elliot, I •• 80, .23 (,859) ; 
cf. I. '44, II. 100; to Florence Nightln e, ,867, through Mia Hden Taylor. 
Disswtations, III, 19 (Parliamentary R orm, 1859). 
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Mill 

Granted: but my state of mind in the early period was 
neither humility nor arrogance. I was aware I knew more 
than my fellows, but I knew how it had all been conveyed 
to me without any merit of mine. AJ; to the later citation, 
about high intellect, you will observe I do not say I myself 
was possessed of such. What I was even then possessed of 
was the idea of improvement and reform; and these subjects 
in England are reckoned too serious to be discussed in society. 
Hence my condemnation of sOCiety. These are to me the 
most important of subjects. All my writings bear upon them, 
even the Logic and the Political Eco1UJmy. It was never with 
me 'knowledge for its own sake' even in the Logic. I was a 
Reformer and knew I should have my cross to bear.l 

NIfWCOTTUr in Hatks 

There was certainly more Logic than Liberty in your edu
cation. Still the Logic was your own choice and (with some 
hints from BAIN) your own work. Your concern was to clear 
men's heads, as the best preparation for the coming Age that 
would demand all their power~ of thinking; and the Logic 
seemed to you what you could do best for them, as you were 
not an artist like CARLYLE. 'The majority even of those who 
are capable of receiving truth into their minds must, you say, 
have the logical side of it turned first towards them.' And 
truth must grow like a seed rather than be struck out like a 
SI?ark ~om a discussion. You had no great faith in mere 
disCUSSIon. 

MiU 
You give me credit for what I really tried in the Logic. I 
added that Poetry is higher than Logic, and the union of the 

"1 was a Reformer': Caroline Fox, p. 8g (1140); cf. PP.427,434- C£ AuIob.,pp. 
'33, '45· 
LOgical side first: Elliot,I.SS (183.),t~3]utob .• p. ,,6; cf. Caroline FOl<,p. "7. 
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two, properly handled, is Philosophy.l I was better supported 
in the writing of Liberty and yet, paradox as it seems, you will 
find more of myself there. My book on Ethology or the 
formation of character, was, as you say, never written, and 
when I projected it my counsellor·was not with me. It was 
to include national character. 

NftIJfXJ71I4rinHruks 

Yes, like 'Probable Futurity' in the Political EcoTWmy, the 
Liberty, we understand from you, was' a joint work; and we 
agree that it tells, more than any other, of yourself, and your 
heart's desire, a desire (allow me to say it), which your 
helper advanced, not created. It is indeed a classical demon
stration of the 'importance to man and society of a large 
variety of types of character and of giving full freedom to 
human nature to expand itself in innumerable and conflict
ing directions. '8 The good of the species is the chief end, but 
it can best be advanced by the development in each man of 
what is best in him. So you write to CARLYLE in 1834, and 
more authoritatively (as in a book) in 1840: 'The unlikeness 
of one person to another is not only a principle of iml?rove
ment but would seem almost to be the only principle. You 
wrote nothing stronger in the Liberty, 1859. It seems to mean 
that all progress comes from the eccentricities of individuals. 
The idea helps us to Understand your remark to CAaoLINE 
Fox about your discovery that what was right for others 
might be wrong for you. One of our later poets Sliys, there 
are inviolate caverns of the mind as there are under the sea. 

~ Po.etry. Logic, and Philosophy: Elliot, I. 55; c:f. p. q6 .(to Carlyle ,.833) .. 
Prinaples of progress : AuJobwraJ>"". pp. 25'. '53. l!.lliot, I. 92. Dimr_. II. 

7' (,?D De Tocque~e). C,!,,?line Fox. p. '95, . . 
Invrolate cave.".. etc.: William Watson. Elliot, I. 29S, to Villari, ,858; II. Sog, 

to Acollas, ,87" 
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Mill 

I had often occasion to remind both friends and critics that 
the subject of that book was not political liberty but freedom 
from the tyranny of opinion and prejudice. In England we 
have more of the polit:J.cal; in France more of the moral and 
intellectual. What I desired was the autonomy of the indi
vidual. 

Neux;mnn in Hades 

In your diary you say that the French think and the English 
do not; but this may be a 'passing word.1 In Avignon you 
corrected some first impresSIons of France. 

Mill 

You are quoting my obiter dicta and obiter scripta alongside of 
my books. Allow for differences in time and maturity and 
you will not (I think) find my books in conflict with one 
another. Letters are often a serious matter; but letters and, 
still more, conversation may err on the side of complaisance. 
This may have happened in my letters to CARLYLE, and in 
my conversations at Falmouth, where STERLING and CARo
LINE Fox had too good hopes ofme.2 But my chief end in life 
and the Cross I was to bear were never doubtful. 
Even in the Political Economy I kept in view the 'practical 
applications,' for which I confess my father's lessons had 
fitted me none too well. I had at least learned from him 
and BENTHAM to be impatient oflong-standin~ abuses. It is 
true that at the crisis of my life already mentioned I had a 
vision of disappointtnent ;-if all abuses were corrected, and 
all my reforms carried, should I be happy? And I answered, 
No. 

1 French: Elliot, II. 377; d. I. '056, '57, II. 319 • 
• Too good hopes: Elliot, I. ", .6; Caroline Fox, pp. ag, "3. 
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Nn.ur:omn in Htuhs 

Your grievances being all gone? I seem to remember a 
theory of pleasure rejected by PLATO in the Gorgias, which 
made pleasure depend on wants or discomforts removed. But 
you came triumphantly through that crisis. After reading 
MARMONTEL'S Memoirs, that self-same moment you could 
feel,! and (if! read you rightly), in order to keep hold of the 
power to feel, you resolved always to. make some other end 
than happiness the purpose of life-not the joy but some 
bringer of the joy. This IS not far from ARISTOTLE'S degrada
tion of Pleasure In an adjunct or concomitant of the strivings 
for other ends, l1T.Y.YVOP.EVOV 'T' as is said in the Ethics. It 
had a touch too of the Englishman in it, MR.. MILL. You 
wrote in your diary of 1854, 'It is characteristic of the Eng
lish that they have no trust in the attainment of any end by 
directly aiming at it.' It must have been your own character
~tic at the time of your mental awakening. 

MiU 

Please remember that in the crisis I was not thinking only of 
myself and my aspirations but of mankind in general. If all 
reforms were accomplished, and we had a world without 
poverty, 'the pleasures of life being no longer kept up by 
struggle: and privation would cease to be pleasures.' 

N_inHadu 

Dangerously near the Sage's view. There is a dictum in the 
diary hardly consistent with it or with your own craving for 

1 The chaDge, etc.: AukJbiographJl, pp. '40, '4', '42. Of. Elliot, II. 384; AukJbill
rrDPhJl' pp. '4~, '46. 
General good: Elliot, II. 38~, ,854- DismliJlions. II. 25,5' (on De Tocqueville). 
~Jacket and Trousen': Caroline Fox, p. 367. 
Chastism and pro~: Caroline Fox, 432, 434- Poli&al~, 6th ed., II, xii. 
(Ashley), 384. Elliot, I. 302, II. 359'[~6j St. Andrews adcInost, P. 34-
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solitude. 'An earthly life both pleasant and innocent can be 
had by many and might by all. What is now wanted is the 
creed of EPICURUS warmed by the additional element of an 
enthusiastic love of the general good.' So you had written in 
1840, that in the political institutions of a democracy like the 
American, a man feels that 'the common weal is his weal' ; 
and you take for granted that 'moral excellence must have a 
deeper foundation than either the calculations of self-interest 
or the emotions of self-flattery.' You had certainly some 
common ground with T. H. GREEN. It was not a very excep
tional crisis-yours of 1826, at the age of 20. It seems to have 
had a happy ending, a better understanding between you 
and men of the opposite camp. It made little change in what 
I may call your intellectual programme, your ideas of reform; 
you found yourself at the end of life with the same plans 
before you. However, you must have been pleased to find 
that some of them, to use the merry metaphor of CAROLINE 
Fox, had been promoted to jacket and trousers. 

Mill 

Even in 18.43 I allowed that the temper of the English world 
was becoming a little better. The country had learned some
thing from Chartism, that victory of the vanquished; and in 
1865, I said, there was no time in our history when improve
ment was going on in so many directions at once and meeting 
such fair consideration. You know I always held that moral 
regeneration must precede social, and that the danger of 
democracy was intellectual stagnation. Whatever BUCKLE 
may say, human intellect improves more slowly than human 
feelings. 

NeuJ<tIIrIn a. HIlIhs 

We must write you down a moderate optimist,l in spite of 

1 Optimist or pessimist? ~. I. 160 ff .• II. ,ag (Revolution). EIIiot,IL og8, 
S"9. S'O (Revolution); t:f. I. 7.2.f, '3'. II. s80. ~grllJ>lri1. pp. 'oiS. 255. 2s6. 
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your indictment of Civilization in 1825. Mter all you allow 
that in Civilization the stagnation is tempered by associations 
and societies, and clubs of all sorts, of which truly there was 
no lack in England when I left it lately. But you had another 
vision of disappointment, the dream of a limit to musical 
combinations. We might have expected you to dream rather 
of a limit to mechanical inventions, to usher in your desired 
Stationary State. For a man supposed by many to be prosaic 
and absorbed in dismal sciences, you were indeed a dreamer 
of dreams, MR. MILL, 'Probable Futurity' is always in your 
thoughts. There is a visionary element in your Liberty. You 
desire what was called in your day the Sovereignty of the 
Individual, better called by yourself Autonomy of the same. 
Like the rest of us, you have some difficulty in reconciling it 
with the encroachments of Government, which, notwith
standing, you regard as inevitable. Have we more to fear 
than to hope from coming changes? 

Mill 

In my papers on Socialism, I have acknowledged that Eng
lish Socialists are no architects of ruin. 

N,UJtOt1IW in HmJ.. 

You mean, like BURKE, that sometimes the French are so. To 
KARL MARx the necessary prelude of Revolution was the 
crowing of the Gallic Cock.1 There is a saying of Napoleon 
III, that in France reform is not possible without Revolution. 

Mill 

Quote him in full. He said, 'In France revolutions are "easy 
but reforms slow, almost impossible; in England, reforms are 

Igl, '30, '34' Political &0IIDn!)I (Ashley), p. 764- Fortnightly 1UWw, Feb. 1879. 
writt,,!, 186g (S~). <!arOline Fox, p. 357, date 1853." , 
CharbSU: FranCIS Place, Lif., p. 375. Alfred Manhall, M",.";,,Js (Edgeworth • 
reminiscences of him), p. ,I. 
1 Suggested by Burke, Regicide Peace, Worb II. 377. 4to. 1837. 
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steady and certain, but revolutions can never be accom
plished.' 

N....",..,. in HtullS 

You say yourself that Revolution was very near us in 1832, 
the days of Reform ; and it was so in the days of the Chartists 
in 1839, if we believe FRANCIS PLACE. You wrote to JOHN 
AUSTIN in 1847, that you only wished it would come, to shake 
us up and put some ideas into our heads. You wrote in your 
diary seven years later 'English working-men are never likely 
to rise until they are starving, and they are never likely to be 
starving now for generations to come.' This is a new version 
of 'panem et circenses,' 'comfort and cinemas,' as EDGEWOR.TH 
renders it. But I think that you believe, with MALTHUS, that 
a rising standard of ' comfort and cinemas' will bring the de
sire to have more of such, and you say yourself in the diary 
that improvement is sometimes thrust on the less happy by 
those who are already improved. Many of the so-called 
'upper classes' make common cause with the Socialists now. 
Formerly, at least according to TOLSTOI in 'Quefaire?, it was 
the upper classes who insisted on the distinction of classes ; 
now it IS only the Communists and immoderate Socialists who 
talk of class-consciousness. Nevertheless, you think that even 
our moderate Socialists, though they do not try to produce 
the General overturn (cuthule glnh"al) all at once, have it in 
their minds to see it done by and by. 

MiU 

The ordinary citizen is swayed by his standard of comfort, 
the reformer by his standard of excellence; both are growing. 
The new times demand a new type of statesman,l one who 

I New kind of Statesman : Elliot, II. 56. 
Rich .. and Poverty: P.liJictJJ Economy, IV. vi ••• Elliot, II •• 2. (.868, of Chad
wick). 
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will legislate for Posterity; and greater equality will be one of 
his aims. This is a mere generality, but there is no harm in 
that where the malady is general. Where there is a particular 
grievance, generality may be an insult. 

NfWComn in B.a.. 

Indeed, Sir, we all desire to see the extremes of riches and 
poverty removed, even if some eggs be broken for the ome
lette. We agree with your book that 'the best state for human 
nature is that in which, while no one. is poor, no one desires 
to. be richer.' In your enthusiasm of humanity as SEELEY 
called it, or passion for the public good as you call it, you are 
akin to MALTHUS among your classical predecessors, and to 
ALFRED MARsHALL among your successors. MARsHALL's spur 
or sting was the thought of the lowest classes oflabour ; in all 
his efforts he was trying to raise them or rather to abolish the 
conditions that killed all thought and aspiration in them. 
Your eye was rather fixed on the great army of industrial 
toilers of ordinary capacity and with an ordinary compe
tency, men not in the lowest depths of poverty but men who 
ought to be raised higher in mind, as well as in body and 
estate. In short you were the Apostle of the higher education 
of the average man. This burden of yours may have been in 
GREEN'S mind when he said you were 'Such a good man.'l 

Mill 

I can tell you at least who is not a good man; the man who 
allows a wrong to be done in his name without protest, or 
lets it go on standing when he might help to right it. 

1 'Such a good man': St. Andrews Addrea, p. 74- AUIobiogrop1!1, P. ,.6. DismttJ. 
licm, I. 336. 
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N_;" HIlIlu 

Well, you thought at the same time that in your day men's 
powers and goodness were not such as to make sweeping 
changes possible even in the political machinery. It is won
derful how free the son of JAMES Mn.L was from 'the ex
aggerations of an intellect emphatically polemical.' 

Mill 

About the time when I became a moderate Socialist, I became 
a moderate democrat.1 My ideal representative government 
would include HARE's proportional scheme with the quota 
and preferences. It would be carried on by men trained to 
govern and be governed, government being at least as hard 
a 'mystery' as any other craft, the leaders trained to lead, 
the followers to follow. The faults of representative assemblies 
are simply those of untrained politicians. The members are 
no mere delegates. 'The people ought to be the masters, and 
they are masters who must employ servants more skilful than 
themselves.' 

N,1IJIXJm8r in HIlIlu 

May I put it in this way? If any at the bottom are fit to go 
to the top, they must learn statesmanship. To make haste to 
be in power may be as ruinous as to make haste to be rich. 
He that believeth must not make haste, whether over the 
writing of a book or the making of a political constitution. 
Revolution is not the weapon for us. 

1 Modera~ democrat: A.~gr.p"" p • .'9', <!"ea '1J4.o. Elliot, II. '30 (,868). 
JUpm- Gowrnmml, V. VI., ,80,. lJism14IVms, 1,47',470, ,835; II. lit, 80, 
'1J4.o. 
'The Revolution'lCOuted: Elliot, II. 347, ,870;_ (to Chapman), I. ,60,,85" 
Political Eco.nomy not negligible; 1'.01. &on., IV. yD. 752 (~) i cf. lV. vi. • 
and.7:+9' Elliot, ~I. 55, '~6; to D Eichtbal, ,809, m CoimDpalis, April,8g7, p. So. 
Sod·hun: FortmeAlJ)llUvUw, ,879, P,P' 37~, 380. 
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Mill 

I scout 'the' Revolution, name and thing. Remember, I did 
not cease to be an economist when I became a modified So
cialist. Disregard 'economics' as you call it, and the result is 
enfeeblement. The product must increase with the number 
of those who share mit. COMTE wrongly made production 
the chief end of society. I think it is not that; I prefer a 
stationary State, secured by prudential restraint of popula
tion, and not requiring the destruction of solitudes. Solitudes 
'impassable and impenetrable' are the surroundings in which 
the best individuals best grow up. I said all this in 1848 and 
have not unsaid it. I support production and all the econo
mies of production; but I do not regard them as the whole of 
man, the chief end of life. The idea that they are so, may 
have had its use; 'while minds are coarse, they require coarse 
stimuli; and let them have them!' 

N,_ in Hades 

The phrase is stinging, and separates you from the Man
chester School. Your papers on Socialism are less severe, 
though written in 1869 when you supposed yourself more 
advanced than in 1848. 

MiU 

Even in 1848 in my first edition I was, as you rightly said, 
deliberately working for the Emancipation of Political 
Economy from the successors of RICARDOl who were making 
a wrong use of it. In my third edition I went a step farther 
than that, and (if you like) prepared the way for my modified 
Socialism. Though I tried to show in the Probable Future that 
to abolish the middleman by co-operation is to raise wages 

I Ricardians: Elliot. I. 149. 11149; d. I. 167 (to Soetbeer. 1852). Pol. Eam.. IV. 
vii. 6. p. 78g. 
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without touching the capitalist or rather the employer, with 
his profits, it was not that I had scruples against touching 
him if the common good required it. By and by THORNTON 
showed me that the employer could be touched more effec
tively than my classical teachers had believed. 

NIUI«I11IW in Hod .. 

You confessed as much in the Fortnightly Review. The account 
of the Wages FundI which you give in that article does not 
leave quite the Sanle impression as the account in your book. 
It sharpens the features of the case, as if the quota of the em
ployer's income reserved for wages was rigidly ear-marked, 
with no elasticity in it, so that the employer could never be 
squeezed up to give more, while the workman could often be 
squeezed down to ~ake less. When your mind was unruffied 
by doubts, you used general terms; we do not hear of limits 
unconditionally predetermined, but of circulating capital 
and population. It is true that you could not then foresee the 
power of Trades Unions to create the conditions which have 
raised real wages and unmistakably turned the tables. It is 
with us a question not so much of raising wages as of training 
the workmen, now that the wages are raised. Their increased 
earnings create increased responsibilities, not only the moral 
which you considered, but the economical, which were not 
perhaps equally brought home to you since the occasion was 
farther off. They should learn all the best virtues of the best 
of the present employing classes, including the provision of 
capital for future production. 

MiU 

THORNTON, I suspect, saw no farther than I did into the 
future. On my own principles of controversy, I felt bound to 

I Wages Fund: Fortnightly RMMw, May 1869. cr. Pol. Eeon., Ashley, pp. 3440 347; 
eonlra, p. 992. 
Turning of the Tables: Dialogue I. 
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state his case first of all at its best for him and its worst for me, 
In doing so I convinced myself that he had the best of it out 
and out in judgment of me, his opponent; and I frankly said 
so. 

N_inHad .. 

Your brother-economists were nearly all anxious to be con
vinced, for they saw that what was denied even by the vaguer 
theory of a Wages Fund was being accomplished de facto in 
the world outside their study, But why should you be unfair 
to yourself? Your over-scrupulous conscientiousness was a 
stumbling-block to students who tried to put your two and 
two together, 

MiU 

I may have leant over backwards. The main question is: 
Was the ruling theory true or not? Ifwe allow that it is not 
true even in the less rigid form, the other falls of itself. But 
you and others have spoken of the existence in these latter 
days of something beyond the mere power of the Unions to 
break through the supposed limits of a Wages Fund. There 
seems to be a new way of escape from the natural conse
quences of wages, unduly high in market conditions. The 
usual surplus labour is said to be duly present but without 
pulling down the rates of wages, those unemployed being 
supported largely at the public expense yet not by a Poor 
Law, 

N_"".. in Hadu 

Your own view of the relief of the able-bodiedl may be recon
ciled with the new kind ofrelief of the unemployed now; but 
you still stand by the Poor Law and the principles of 1834. 

1 Public relief of able-bodied : Pol. &on.i:V' xi. '3 (Ashley), pp. 67-69. 
'Land and Labour': Elliot, II. 3" ; cf. •• oS. 
Labour Party: Elliot, II. 45, 46, 70 (.86:!). 
One thing at a time: Elliot, I ••• 8 ('0 Villari, .859). hd.hiDgr"""" pp .• oS, .og. 
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Mill 

You will remember that in 1869, the year of my article on 
THORNTON, I was beginning to write on Socialism. 

N<UJ<fIfMT in Hades 

Yes, and in the first paper on Socialism, presumably the first 
to be written, you are a better prophet than ever the Sage 
was. Writing just after the passing of an Act extending the 
suffrage to working-men in the cities, and without the panic 
of a politician, you forecast the ultimate effects with hardly a 
word wrong. You say too in 1871, that land and labour will 
soon be the whole of politics. You knew that the time ap
pointed was long; it was twenty years before the rural la
bourers got their vote; but you saw even then that in the. 
fullness of time there would be a Labour Party in politics, 
representing the employed generally. You will care to know 
that such a party began by being the tail of the Radicals as 

. the Radicals in your day were of the Whigs. It was not 
clearly in being as a separate force till forty years after your 
prophecy-but it has now the full equipment of a separate 
party, a head, body, and tail of its own; it is said, a steady 
head, a stolid body, and a restive tail. There has been even 
an experience of government, in I 924, just a century after re
peal of the Combination Acts. There was much responsi
bility and little power. Another trial will show ifit is proof 
against the corruption, feared by you, that is in the political 
world through power and patronage. Your forecast there is 
gloomy, but you think a Labour Party would stand out 
against underhand dealing and against bureaucracy. 

Mill 

I knew how unprepared my countrymen were. I am not sur
prised that the change took forty years. A nation in deliber
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ation is like a very young man; it can think of only one thing 
at a time. . 

Newcotn4r in Hadu 

If wages earners had been really 'Wage slaves' they would 
hardly have waited forty years before voting out or thrusting 
out the slave-owner. It was clearly no such simple case as the 
unlocking of a door and the knocking-off of chains. 

Mill 

Their position was not that of slaves, but of men nominally 
and legally free who needed an education before, like othel· 
citizens, they could win to themselves the full privileges of 
liberty, and use the functions characteristic of liberty in a 
civilized country. A people are civilizedl when they 'act to
gether for common purposes in large bodies' and rely for 
their security on 'social arrangements' instead of force. 
Otherwise, as CARLYLE said, they have 'all the powers of civil
ization and none of its rules to guide them.' 

N.ux:otn4r in Hadu 

I agree. This does not come by instinct. A Roman could not 
be consul before forty years of the discipline of life. No won
der if the good time supposed to be coming for us all, comes in 
slow strides offorty years each, till the goal shall be reached. 
This is an unpalatable word for our impatient youth. 
Strange to say, forty years ago it was a group of young men 
who preached something very like it and called it Fabian, 
we may say, Cunctatorial Socialism. 

'The civilized: Dis'~Iir"s, I. ,62. Cf.ullnsqfC.,lylllo j. S. Mill (Fisher Un-
win), 'g2S. p. 55. \ 
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MiU 

That group evidently got its cues from my papers. I have in
deed in private letters dropped hints that 'changes effected 
rapidly by forcel may sometimes be more permanent than the 
slow ones. If readers wrest these sayings, it is to their own de
struction. 

N_inHtuks 

MR.. Mn.L, you were tempting the English people to put 
Violence on a level with the Vote. The public would hear, in 
June 1851, on the eve of the coup d'etat, that the Prospectus of 
the New Westminster Review was not to MR.. MIu.'s mind be
cause it had not this fiery element in it, but only 'philosophic 
reform,' now old-fashioned. You were writing by request in 
a letter meant to go beyond your correspondent, and there
fore pr~sumably in well-weighed language, giving your 
mature conviction at the age of 45. 

Mill 

It was more mature in 1872 when I answered the Inter
national Working Men's Association, scouting the Revolu
tion, name and thing, in full publicity. My ripe word is in 
favour of the progress made in the slower fashion, when we 
fasten on all the best features of our present institutions and 
improve them here and now. They may some of them im
prove themselves out of existence, by the growth of something 
better which has been grafted on them. It will long be the 
formula of moderate reformers that 'the words proposed by 
our revolutionaries to be left out stand part of our bill.' They 
stumble that run fast. There are many kinds of compromise, 
not all of them admirable, not all of them ugly. I recom-

• Fora:: Elliot, I .• 6.; cf. '3', .85'. 
Compromise:: DissnIlJIitms, r. 165. Elliot. t. S02, II. 210,378. St. Andrews, p. 15-
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mend no compromise with a generally admitted crime and 
evil. But all combinations of men imply ~ome degree of com
promise. The good kind is, for example, a concession of de
lay where ignorance is the obstacle and eventual supersession 
of an abuse will come by diffusion of knowledge to prepare 
the way before it. The ugly kind was that proposed by some 
Americans after the Civil War, by which slavery, a moral evil, 
was to be allowed in some states, forbidden in the rest. 
Sometimes we ask much, knowing we shall get at least a 
little. Pitch your claims high and .some will be granted. 
Sometimes it is wiser to pitch them low, as when GEORGE 
STEPHENSON put his claim for his engine at ten miles an hour, 
knowing that if he had said thirty, nobody would have 
treated him seriously. These questions, however, are rather 
oftactics than strategy; and I prefer to discuss strategy • 

• 
NIW<fJ11IIf' in Hadu 

Now I can better understand whyyour third paper on Social
ism pleased and displeased both parties equally. It pleased 
with its criticisms, of the other side, and displeased with its 
concessions, to the other side. You must have held the scales 
truly indeed. ' 

MiU 

Much the same, I am told, was said of my Essays on Religion. 
'I speak as to wise men; judge ye what I say.' It is an Eng
lish weakness for which we must make allowances, the love 
of compromise. When I gave way to it in dealing with the 
Greater Britain about their Infant Industries1 I had reason to 
repent, and I repented accordingly. 

1 Infant industries: Elliot, II. A7, 57, 66, 116, '97, 298. Cf. Ault>hiDgr¥hy, pp. 238. 
85,86. 
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Newc.",.,. in HDJUs 

Seeing no doubt that, like Peter Pan, the Infants had no de
sire to grow up. Nor have they done so since. 

Mill 

Even the English often make compromise a vantage-ground 
for reaction. They may exchange faIse opinions for true, in 
the case offree trade, without throwing off the habitsofmind 
that produced the falsities. The statesman must always de
liberate which is the path that at any given time he might, 
could, would or should pursue. To take only one step for
ward may be no ill compromise, but the true wisdom. We 
must, of course, see to it that there is no going "back. During 
my thirty years in the Civil Service, 1828 to 1858, I was 
learning something that told in all my political philosophy, 
namely, the necessity of compromise, and how, on paper and 
in practice, we must save the essential by sacrificing the non
essential. 

N, __ in HDJUs 

You are thinking now of another kind of infant, l' enfant ter
ribie, Socialism. In 186g, when writing those papers, you 
found it hard to forget that LOUIS BLANC and the St. Simoni
ans were no longer our oracles. After all, you learned from 
them and FOURIER and ROBERT OWEN the importance of 
association and associations. Nobody has made those so 
prominent as you in Political Economy; and you are especially 
delighted with the Co-operative Union as a voluntary effort, 
not a creation of Government. Yet you lament that small 
means 'produce no effect at all.'l You despise the day of 
small things. You seem always uncertain on which to bestow 
the larger share of your admiration, the wonderful national 

, Co-operation and 'small means': PDliliea1 &.nom)" II. xiii. .. (Ashley), p. 383. 
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character or the wonderful individual man. On -the whole 
you think more of the individual man with his inviolate 
caverns. Not CARLYL£ or RUSKIN or MATnlEw ARNOLD has 
censured English Society more severely; French Society es
capes.1 You praise individual Englishmen in the exceptional 
cases 'where an unusual" tenderness of conscience leads to a 
habitual exercise of the intellect on questions of right and 
wrong.' The English as a body are blamed for not wearing 
their heart upon their sleeve. You yourself can hardly be 
said to have done so till after your death, even at Falmouth. 
P~rhaps you looked at the English a little more favourably 
when you were a little way off from them at Avignon in the 
later years of your life. Your friend CARLYLE thought better 
of them than you: 'Stupidest in speech, wisest in action.' 
You question that? Well, if they are inarticulate over every
day affairs, how could they intelligibly utter their deepest 
thoughts if they ever tried? But they might, as CARLYLE 
says, be wise in action. 

MiU 

I do question that, both ways. They are not entirely stupid 
in applying principles, but they take the principles at second 
hand. I admit, with reservations, that they are wise in action, 
slow but sure. In 1869, I wrote that I knew they would do 
nothing rashly. I have personal reasons for kn6wing they are 
often just and generous, unexpectedly, and choose a man for 
Parliament even ifhe will not speak down to them and flatter 
them.s I was elected at Westminster in 1865, on what many 
superior people thought an absurdly eccentric programme. 

1 S0c!e!y: .A.ull?bwlf'"l1/Jhy, p. 58 If. ;.conIra, p .• 6 •• 
StupIdity: Elliot, If. 357, 374 (Diary). 
• In Parliament: .A.uJobwgrap"" pp .• 8.-284; C£ .63, .66, '7-, '74- Elliot, II . 
• 2-26; c£ (on Butiat), •• a, 345. 
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N_inHatlu 

Yes, you were brave enough to tell an· unpalatable truth to a 
public meeting of working-men, GEORGE ODGER at the head 
of them; and to their honour they applauded you for it; and 
you sat for Westminster in spite of that incident and your ad
vanced programme. 

MiU 

It was, I think, a fair and moderate programme. My own 
mind had been gradually prepared for the principles on 
which its details were founded. Even in 1830, I looked for
ward to a future which should unite 'the best qualities of 
the critical with the best qualities of the organic periods' 
to use the St. Simonian distinction, and though I thought 
France led the way I was far from confining consideration 
to French schemes. So later in the papers on Socialism 
my several arguments apply to all countries of our state of 
civilization. I think less than most of my friends of the 
differences of Race. But I admit that the French are led 
away by phrases. Their economists are more numerous than 
ours but less profound, and even in BASTIAT with all his 
merits prejudices come out. In our own country and every
where else the great democratic changes must for sureness 
and permanence be preceded by a change of heart in em
ployers and employed; both must learn public spirit. I be
lieve that common men in all countries have the capacity for 
that, and can learn to dig or weave for their country as 
readily as they now learn to fight for it. The hindrance is 
more in institutions than in human nature.1 

• Human nature and institutions: Aulohiograph.1, pp, 2S2, 23S. Hallam, ConsIitu
Iional His/Qry popuJarised, .869, Ch. IX. 364- (]f. Disnrl4lion.s, II, 47. Elliot II. 
278• ' 
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NIW<t1t7IIT in HaJu 

So said WILLIAM GODWIN. One might answer that those in
stitutions were themselves created, aided, and abetted by hu
man nature. But GODWIN was thinking of laws and govern
ments, you more of 'social arrangements,' bad schools, bad 
fashions, bad habits and traditions. Your oracle gets its inter
pretation from your essay on Liberty. Now, in spite of these 
hindrances, or rather in order to do away with them, is there 
a seed of public spirit left in us? A friend reminds me that 
HALLAM, writing in 1827, speaks as if it existed under the 
Long Parliament but not at the time of writing. He says the 
Triennial Bill of 1640 was to secure that 'so long as a sense 
of public spirit should exist in the nation (and beyond that time 
it IS vain to think of libeTD» no prince could be free from re
straint for more than three years,' a time too short for much 
mischief. In our own day and country it is not the monarchs 
that endanger liberty; they sometimes have the inward 
spiritual grace, as well as the outward visible sign due from 
them ex officio. Their main fault is their expensiveness. 

Mill 

You are getting more out of HALLAM'S words than he put 
into them. We are not in the 17th century. The Triennial 
Bill might be security enough for a population of six millions, 
and not for one of thirty. The smaller the circle (and six are 
a small circle), the keener the interest in public affairs, for 
they approach more nearly to private affalI'S. Now it is pri
vate affairs that provoke the untaught interest of the ordinary 
man. When we reach the greater circle, we laboriously ac
quire an interest in it by education. Some do not acquire it 
at all. 
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Neux;omw in Had .. 

You mean that public spirit is an enlarged private zeal. I 
have read something like this in BURKE, and in ADAM. 
SMITH'S Moral Sentiments! we hear of an 'enlarged benevo
lence.' But as to the drawback of greater numbers, our popu
lation was much more than thirty millions when I left, and 
yet a great many of your reforms, MR. MILL, had donned 
Jacket and trousers. Observe, there is only partial success, no 
embarrassing finality to revive your feelings of 1826. But 
perhaps you are disappointed whether you win or lose. 

Mill 

Disappointed? No, I should stalk offlike MALTHUS with long 
strides. I am become a fool in glorying, you have compelled 
me. I wrote in 1861, that when the organic or constructive 
movement really began my speculations on constitutional 
government might prove of some value. I was quite pre
pared for a very slow progress. 2 Though I never entirely des
paired of my country or the world, I sometimes talked as if, 
instead of coming with a thunder-clap, reform advanced at 
the pace of geological periods, none of them so short as forty 
years. In private conversation and letters I may have spoken 
differently. 

N.UJC017I#' in Had ... 

Yes, in a private letter to an American friend in 1869, you 
wrote that 'the emancipation of women and co-operative 

: Moral SmJimmts. grd ~. 1'. g64-
Rate of progress : Elliot. I. '46. 

The chief essential changes: Elliot. II. '7' •• 86. 
Position of women : Elliot. II. ,~ ,867; to Florence Nightingale. through Miss 
Helen Taylor. C£ Elliot. I. 208 (,858); A../o!Jiogra#!1. p. '9'; Caroline Fox, p. 
34 (,8g8). 
Ballot: Elliot. I .• '0 ('~58). cr. Sul>j,dUm 'If W ...... P: ,8 •• eel. ,870; do p. '05 
ff. ; Pol. &m. .• XI. 9. J!.uiot.lI. "0; do 365. Repr.,mla/iw Gowmm.nl, XVIII.'40' 
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production are the two great changes that will regenerate so
ciety,' and in your diary of I 854, that 'a slight change in edu
cation would make the world totally different.' We have 
taken one step at least towards regeneration out of these 
three, namely, the first of them. 

Mill 

Is the position of women reformed? For man or woman po
litical power is the only security against oppression. Have 
they obtained it? 

NIUJ&OtTUr in Hadu 

Reform moves faster than geological changes. Women vote 
for Parliament, and at least in the Commons, sit in Parlia-. 
ment. They take part in Government. You speak of 'the 
Toryism of sex.' We may have something of this left. But we 
have the Ballot, which you disliked; and we cannot tell with 
certainty how the women vote. ARAGO defined the Tory as 
the fixed point from which to measure progress. Nobody 
wears the name of Tory now; but it is believed that many 
women, even after their emancipation, are content to mark 
time. 

MiU 

In spite of my father, I did not on reflection like the Ballot, 
nor did I like the idea of payment of members, which I am 
told has been adopted. But emancipation means more than 
the vote, or I wrote my Essay on Liberty in vain. It means 
'the free direction and disposal oftheir own faculties.' 

NIUKI1rII4T in Hadu 

Something has been done for this, MR. MILL. Let me begin 
with the humbler achievements. You favoured the Factory 
Acts, though you say little about them in your Political Econ
omy and make much of the invidious classification of women 
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with children under those Acts. Both women, and children 
are better protected now. Higher careers are open to women. 
We have women doctors, lawyers, justices, mayors, presidents 
of great societies, and professors at colleges, where in almost 
all cases now they take degrees on the same footing as men, 
They are getting advantage from the open competitions for 
the Civil Service of which you so heartily approved. 

Mill 

The open career will not of itself regenerate Society. The, 
higher education is needful for women precisely as for men; 
but they may make it tell in ways of their own. 

X_om..- in Hadu 

You described the introduction of Industrial Partnershipsl as 
the other change which would immediately regenerate So
ciety. You thought the world would be ripe for such before it 
could be at all ready for Socialism. The legal obstacles have 
been removed as you desired, but this reform is not yet in 
jacket and trousers; it is, let us say, in the jacket but not yet 
in the trousers, while, all the time, it is becoming more clear 
that the Tables are Turned on the employers. The 'labour
ing classes' have greater power both in Parliament and out of 
it than in your day. All the greater is their jealousy of real or 
fancied assailants of their independence. The House of Lords 
is hardly to be counted an assailant now, for though it has 
not been thoroughly reformed in the way you desired, it has 
been bridled by the Parliament Act OfIgI I. Our democracy 
starts With one great advantage: all parties recognize that our 
judges are not corrupt, an opinion with which in spite of your 
youthful speeches in debating societies I feel sure you would 

~~partnership: Elliot, I. 193, 11.1gB, 199. DismIaliom, II. 21.5. Debating 
'::;OC1ety: See EeMDIftKS, March 1925, sPeech of 1825, ed. Prof. I...as:ki. 
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agree. It is not the law but the old prejudices that are the 
difficulty. There would be more of your industrial partner
ships ifthe employers gave to the representatives of the em
ployed the same confidences as are given to shareholders' 
representatives in an ordinary company. When the em
ployed are made sure that there is no hiding or covering up, 
the plan of partnership is said to answer well even now. At 
first and a little time afterwards plans of this sort will need 
more intellect than is usually the share of ordinary men, em
ployers or employed. The partners need not have the play
fully imagined disinterestedness of tlie shepherds in the first 
book of PLATO'S Republic, or Ezekiel xxxiv. 2, who fattened. 
the sheep entirely for the sheep's advantage. But neither will 
they see in all profits unpaid labour, as of eggs on the break
fast-table, certainly not produced for the producer's benefit. 
They will find that business ability is wanted even in the 
pOUltry-yard before the hens yield profit to their employer. 
Still, in those industrial partnerships at least, the hen is un
mistakably mistress of the situation. She hatches and markets 
her own eggs and there is no exploitation for alien breakfast
tables. The scheme as yet wants men who are forward by 
nature, or forwarded by education; we must provide educa
tioni for both the bright and the dull, education in a broad 
sense, embracing morals and public spirit. 

Mill 

Yes, in both employers and employed there must be a moral 
education, and also the intellectual education in the ele
ments, call it mere instruction, ought to be better than in 
my time. It was wretched then except in Scodand. But the 
'sourde animosity' of the employed towards the employers 

I Education: I>imrIaIit!m,II. 000 II'. iCWms 'If LU_, '1145). 
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will not disappear till the first become partners of the second, 
and they must be educated to that end. 

N<W<011I# in Hd .. 

In spite of many drawbacks, education is better now. Citi
zens generally, 'labourers' in the broad sense or the narrow, 
are better instructed now than in your time, and likely to do 
better justice to new opportunities in spite of the newness. 
The success of co-operation in shopkeeping has brought out a 
latent business quality in not a few of the 'horny-handed sons 
of toil.' You deplored the depredations of the middleman on 
the wages of the workman, far worse, you said, than any de
predations of the capitalist.1 They have been checked all 
over the country for five millions of co-operators. This does 
not mean that we are very near your industrial millennium. 
The pace is set for co-operation,_ both productive and dis
tributive, by the world outside with its competitive markets. 
A world where co-operation rules alone without leaning on 
competition has been tried in Russia unsuccessfully. At pres
ent co-operation, like the Labour Party in 1924, is kept in 
power by the disagreements of other parties. It will be long 
before we are able to dispense with the rewards and punish
ments of competition. Hired managers may not obstruct ex
periments but they are not likely to push them. Without ex
periments, as you often tell us, there is no progress.2 After 
you JEVONS set greatest store by experiments, especially in 
legislation; he would try a measure locally on a small scale 
before applying it to the whole kingdom. 

1 Wages and the middleman: Pol. &on.1Ashley), IV. vii. 789. 
• Experiments: SO<:i4Jism, III. 517, 518. evons, Con/mlfJOrarJl &vimJ, Feb. ,880. 
Social .ervice.: Prof, CIa'!., &.nomic ]ouma/, March '927, pp. 8 If. 
Currency: Di,mltUlOlIS", • 4'. 
London government: ";iliot, I. '85 (,860); <onIra, p •• 83, II. ,83,386 (1854). 
A..",bio,.."""" pp •• 86, .87. 
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Mia 

This seems better than tentative legislation for the whole 
kingdom at once. 

Neweomn in Hatiu 

Yet we have had a burst of the latter sort at the beginning of 
this century-acts for Social Services, Insurance, Pensions, 
Industrial Schools for example, and especially Public Health 
Acts relating to hospitals, maternity and child welfare. These, 
or at least the Public Health Acts, seem likely to stay; the 
provision for the unemployed seems to have been worse ad
ministered. All such measures help the poor more than the 
rich; they therefore raised real wages at a time when nominal 
wages ceased to rise. So at least it has been ingeniously 
argued. 

Mia 

It might have been difficult to try such experiments on a 
small scale; and you will remember I did not recommend it 
without exceptions. 

NI1IJe01rI6 in Hatiu 

No, I remember you would not allow unlimited liberty of 
'currency juggling.' We have reformed that indifferently 
well with us. Though the jugglers are always with us, the 
balance of opinion is against them, even in Birmingham. The 
War carried us into a paper currency; six years of Peace car
ried us back again to solid ground (1925). 

Mill 

If there are rocks ahead, there are also steps ahead. Sad to 
say, it is seldom my London that takes them, more often the 
North of England and the Midlands. But my London was 
probably sound on the Currency. 
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NItIJCDt7ItT in Hodu 

You may like to hear of the fortunes of your London in other 
connections. You and your friends desired one municipal 
government for London, not that you loved centralization, 
but you thought the English bias was unfairly allowed to tell 
against it even when the merits of the case were in its favour. 
It is a general term, no more terrible than the Church and 
your other 'plundered abstractions.' In London I do not 
think it was the unfamiliar name but the too familiar thing 
that was disliked; the people preferred to administer the Poor 
Law in their small localities, and they hated central boards 
because these interfered with old liberties of action. Some
times, it is true, a familiar ill name like Socialism makes
them start. 

Mill 

You were right in saying 'you and your friends'; others 
shared with me the desire for a government of London that 
should do better than the Metropolitan Board of Works of 
1855. 

In your day, Sir, all London outside the sacred City lay under 
Vestries. You thought in 1869 that one large body would 
excite the jealousy of Parliament itself, from common false 
notions of the power ofthe Paris Commune. But if you had 
reached the years not of Methuselah but only of BENTHAM 
you would have found your idea carried out and even your 
reservations and safeguards in effect adopted. The Conserva
tives theInselves adopted and passed a general scheme of 
County Councils for all Britain, in 1888. London outside -
the walls of the City was glorified as one County by itself, to 
the exclusion of the enveloping Middlesex and the rest. To 
relieve the 'centralization' we received from the same Con
servatives in 1899, a group of Borough Councils doing the 
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work of the abolished vestries, missed but not wanted, as 
Temple Bar by the omnibus drivers. It was, as you had 
planned, one Municipality, so framed as to allow a chastened 
local activity; and the incubation of the idea has been shorter 
than you expected. 

Mill 

It is to be hoped that those who live in these later days will 
remember their known and unknown benefactors. 

N.weomer in Had .. 

Yes, Sir, it has been on the whole a real benefaction. It has 
in many ways rejuvenated Greater London, and roused a 
civic patriotism rivalling that of the Old City in the days of 
JOHN Mn.TON. It has made this greater area a better dwell
ing-place for human beings. I cannot say there is no com
plaining in our streets, but the streets themselves are better; 
and provision of better houses for humble citizens has at least 
made a beginning. There is a cautious municipal Socialism 
that falls in very well with your views. It is not at all con
fined to London, but exists, say, in Manchester, Glasgow, 
Huddersfield, and Birmingham. There are parallels overseas. 
Even the great centralizers, political Socialists, far from being 
jealous of municipal, are proud to point to it as a forerunner. 
You might prefer to say that the great cities are playing a 
part like that of your favourite federalism.l 

MiU-

I recommended that for France, especially as giving a good 
opportunity for social experiments. She would then have 
been one, but not indivisible. There was something of the 
sort before the Revolution. 

'Federalism: Elliot, I. 820; C£ 848, II. 294- En.glamlIlllllIrrlaml(I868),pp. 12, 
GO, R!I, 86, 32, 35-
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NIUJe017lIr in Hadu 

It seems strange to some ofus that you did not recommend it 
for Ireland. You thought we were very bad governors ofIre
land; you would have reversed the standing policy, and given 
the land to the men that tilled it, as during the French War 
GENERAL HOCHE would have done ifhis expedition had suc
ceeded, and his landing in 1796 had been followed by con
quest. The Irish peasant would have become as the French 
is now, or as we have allowed the cultivator to be in some 
parts ofIndia. But you thought the independence ofIreiand 
neither possible nor desirable. You may be surprised to hear 
that Southern Ireland has now an independence, qualified by 
'the personality' of a common monarch, and by a federal 
union, of both of which you then thought little. Yet it was 
understood quite in your own manner as a step towards 
'Universal Peace, grounded on federal institutions.' You 
suggested a Loan scheme for the buying out of the Landlords. 
It was adopted by a Conservative Government. A coalition 
between Conservatives and Liberals went farther and granted 
'Home Rule' in 1922, after a great war and in presence ofa 
great crisis in Irish affairs. The incubation lasted thirty-six 
years, and but for the War and the Crisis !night have been 
going on still, though the War, that eventually hastened, at 
first delayed Home Rule. We cannot blame you for believing 
in what now seem half-measures. We have had the special 
assistance of big political events. 

MiU 

Do not suppose that I thought Peasant Proprietorshipl a 
general panacea. I wrote in all editions of my Political Econ-

• Peasant Proprietorship: Poli/ieal ~. IV. vii. 4 (Ashley). p. 76 •• Au/Qbio. 
araMJ. p. '35' 
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om)" that it was pedantic to suppose agricultural improve
ment would come in the same way into all countries alike. 
But I thought Ireland needed the French system, while the 
plan oflandlord and tenant seemed to fit ourselves as we then 
were. I put this Irish proposal forward as the thin end of the 
wedge, in the years of Famine, 1846, 1847; but no man re
garded. Few had even heard of such a creature as 'l 'pea
sant proprietor.' I have had my way now, but not at all 
according to any vision of mine in the final scene. 

N"""""", in Hoda 

You desired Proportional Representation1 for all representa
tive systems, to secure representation of minorities and there
by mitigate a little the tyranny of majorities, which is as 
odious to you in politics as in Society. The Irish Free State 
adopted it for its Lower House. You were generous in ac
knowledgments to MR. THOMAS HARE, and you were some
times sanguine about the prospects of the scheme at large. It 
has not been entirely untried, but in Britain it is not yet in 
jacket and trousers, only in large blue books and certain Uni
versities. Its period may prove to be geological. It is at least 
an excellent topic for young men's debating societies. 

MiU 

Pray be serious. Without that safeguard, democracies are 
imperfect. My comfort is that the idea usually attracts the 

1 Proportional Representation: lUpnmallJliw GowmmmI, Ch. VII. Elliot, I. 2'5 If., 
esp ••• ,. AuIohiograph;l, p. '59. 
Double Government in India: &prumlllliDI Govrmmml, Ch. XVIII. Caroline 
Fox, Pr' 920• 
The Colonies': &pr",nl4liD1 eovtmmml, XVIII. '33, AuIoiiogr.p/>y, p. 2,6. 
Int"",!ational Understand.ing: Dissmali""fJ III. '53 (on non-intervennon). 
Caroline Fox, p. 42" Elliot,I. '38; cf. 11. '94, '96. 
Not for lE.eace at ~y price' : Elliot, I. 29-2 ; cf. 133. 
Parbes: Rlpfumtatiw Govrmmml, VII. 56 Dote. 
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best men, and sometimes the best politicians. They recog
nize that in an ideal democracy minorities are outvoted but 
not suppressed. 

N_inHatks 

Another experiment may surprise you as much as Home 
Rule in Ireland. You seem to have expected failure in the 
Government of India when your East India Company lost 
hold of it. There is actually an experiment going on now in 
the Self-Government oflndia, a Dyarchy. As a Radical, you 
must approve ofit, and as a servant of the Company under
standing the matter from the inside of its office you liked the 
Double Government, of Crown and Company. At present 
the Double Government is of Crown and Country. An ad
mirer of yours, MR. JOHN MORLEY, has the credit of the first 
steps towards it. It is still on its trial. 

MiU 

What of Greater England, the dependencies overseas? 

N_inHtJJlu 

These 'dependencies' no longer 'depend'; they are children 
that have all grown up, without much help or hindrance 
from us for the most part. They are no longer Colonies but. 
Dominions; and your forecasts were justified. You regarded 
the spiritual bond between us and them as 'a step towards 
universal peace and general friendly co-operation among 
nations.' They are 'a group of nations forming the British 
Commonwealth of Nations' as is said in the Irish Oath of 
Allegiance (1922) . You stood out for DURHAM and his claims 
for Canada, in 1837. You had aspirations after an inter
national understanding. Since the Great War of the 20th 
century, we have seen the beginnings ofa League of Nations, 
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which js already drawing on its jacket and trousers. We re
member that you wrote to BARCLAY Fox in 1840 on 'the 
bestial antipathies between nations,' and to CLIFFE LEsLIE in 
1860: 'that there may one day be a kind ofloose federation 
among the countries of Europe, and a common tribunal to 
decide their differences, is likely enough.' This and a little 
more has happened, though the Philosopher President who 
set it agoing failed to carry his own country with him. Not
withstanding occasional shyness of the United States, it js as 
true now as in your day that we deal more frankly with them 
than with any other nation. 'The ostensible causes of our dis
agreements are always the real ones.' 

Mill 

In their great struggle I sided with BRIGHT and COBDEN in 
their support. As you know I am not an advocate of Peace at 
any price. 

NIWCOTTIIr in Hadu 

You went farther than BRIGHT and COBDEN in many matters. 
You would not have bound yourself, as COBDEN did, to go no 
farther than ADAM SMITH in Land Reform.1 The land was 
not made by the landlords and should, you said, belong to 
the State. You have given us many household words in phil
osophy and politics. Among the political are the 'stupid 
party,' and the 'unearned increment.' The 'stupid party' has 
disappeared with the Tories. The other phrase js still with us. 
You applied it to rural as well as urban incomes. Agriculture 
since you left us has for the most part had dull times and no 

1 The Land: Elliot, II. 109. 
Unearned increment: Elliot, II .• 64, 3'g, g'4; cf. 3'5, 340, g90. 
Not too rut: Elliot, II., Appendix B. 
D.eath ~ti .. : Elliot, II. g,.~: cf. 307, Pol. &on." V. ii .. g. AshIey,.pp. 806, 808. 
Fmal utihty: P.l. &on., II. 11. § 40 •• 8. Palgr. DU:I., uncle J. S. Mill, p. 76 •. 
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increment. The problem of city property, where speaking 
broadly there have been no dull times, has occupied us very 
often. HENRY GEORGE came to us forty years ago from Cali
fornia to preach the redemption of all peoples by the nation
alizing of all lands. He went in the same direction as you, but 
would have us go very much faster. The idea is still in pro
cess of incubation. We are more severe taxers of all rich 
people, especially after their death. Our great achievement, 
quite acceptable to you, Sir, is a Death Duty, making the 
heirs of a multi-millionnaire (of over two millions) give up 40 
per cent. to the Exchequer, and lesser fortunes in less (but 
still fiscally profitable) proportions. The result is a certain 
diminution of overgrown properties. But the unearned in~ 
crement in its own right remains substantially where it was, 
in spite of a promising measure begun and dropped just be
fore the War. It must be said that Taxation as a whole body 
and system is better understood and better adjusted in our 
day than in yours. The improvement has been assisted by an 
economic principle called Final or Marginal Utility, hardly 
discoverable in your Political Economy, Sir, though EDGE
WORTH'S microscope found a trace of it. jEVONS and MAR
SHALL made it prominent in theirs. In our Income Tax as in 
those Death Duties we may be said to exempt necessaries as 
you prescribe; and we apply the progressive scale which you 
deprecated, declaring it a punishment of industry and thrift. 
You desired retention of the House Duty, to catch something 
of the unearned increment; we have lately, they say, abol
ished it altogether. You desired to contrive a tax on expendi
ture. It has been tried, not very happily, elsewhere; we have 
not adopted it. 

MiU 

You mean that some of my ideas have heen carried out in 
substance, none in detail. 
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N_inHad., 

It is the substance that matters. There are few more success
ful reformers than yourseI£ Even your 'Malthusian heresy,' 
with details altered, is now almost an orthodoxy.l I do not 
know that co-operation has taken particular care of the mat
ter as you fondly expected, but the civilized world in general 
shows signs of attention to it. It was not always of sufficient 
concern to the finer wits of your own day; your own father, 
'advanced' as he was, did not at first show the way. 

Mill 

For common delicacy forbear. I have never defended him; 
I have denounced those who follow his example. 

NIW<071IIf' in Had .. 

Oh, MR. MILL. I shall most certainly forbear. You were the 
eldest of the nine, and were safe in any case. If, as some here
tics do vainly talk, Credit is Capital, surely Youth and Tal
ents might easily seem to your father to be so, and therefore 
to justifY him, with more cause than the Vicar of Wakefield, 
in refusing to remain single and only talk of population. You, 
yourself, Sir, did not seize every occasion for showing the 
way. You say nothing of the subject at St. Andrews, when 
pressing the young men to study Political Economy. Perhaps 
the warnings ofMALTHUS were included in your allusion to 
the unfeeling laws of Nature that will break even the right
eous neck when disregarded. Your University programme, 

1 Malthusianism: Pol. &on., I. x., II. xii., xiii., esp. 375 note. Bain,}. S. Mill, pp. 
61, 89, 16 •• Elliot, I. 14'1; cf. .69. II. "7. J!u/Qbiogr.,,"" p. 3. St. AndreWs 
ACldress,.pp. 69, 70, cf. I', 16. Hone'. Trialt, 1817, III. 37 (Hone and Ellen
borough). 
Univeraity .eats and voles: Elliot, I •• go. RtPrullllalWl GowmmmJ, Ch. VIII. 7', 
7S,etc. 
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like the old Arts programme of the Scotch Universities, 
would include classical literature, philosophy and the out
lines of science. It was not heretical for those days; it may be 
so now. You were perhaps tbinking of your own ready ac
quisition of Latin and Greek in your teens; you never will be
lieve yourself precocious and abnormal; and you ask, 'Is the 
human capacity to learn measured by the capacity of Eton 
and Westminster to teach?' Even the poor Scotch student 
learns a saving amount of your subject, retrieving the back
wardness of his teens during his four years of college, where 
he cultivates philosophy on a little oatmeal. Our Pundits at 
the Universities take a more modest view of human powers, 
and, to use your own metaphor, have for the .. most part given 
up the attempt to make both coat and trousers. Even in the 
new provincial foundations, Manchester, Leeds, Bristol, 
special studies, nearly or wholly professional, are allowed to 
begin earlier than you would have liked. 

MiU 

I warned the lads that 'Too narrow a view of the possibilities 
of education narrows our conceptions of the future of man
kind.' 

NtwC01IIIf' in Htuhs 

It may mollifY you to hear that we give University graduates 
an extra vote, thereby carrying out, I admit, somewhat 
feebly, a favourite idea of your own. A better atonement is 
the general influence of the provincial institutions themselves, 
spread far more widely over the country now than in your 
day and enabling every poor man that has the will to get 
something in the shape of 'higher education.' I do not think 
you would repeat the doctrine of your article on Civilization, 
that the advance of the masses crushes intellectual energy. 
You will allow that DE TOCQ.UEVILLE'S forecast of a stag-
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nant unifonn America has hardly been justified there. Both 
there and here the types of men and districts remain varied, 
unlike each other and thereby stimulating each other, demo
cratic as they are. 

Mill 

You are beginning to sing the praises of the Present. The 
Past and the Absent are always m t4e wrong. But your de
fence means only that we are no worse than our ancestors. 

Newt:....,. in Hades 

Still, Sir, you are the last man to undervalue new opportuni
ties and new machinery, whether for material progress or in
tellectual. Since you put this Present on its defence, I submit 
that materially we are much better than you were in the 
'forties, and spiritually a litde better, even though that com
eth not of observation, like high wages, and electric lighting. 
It is perhaps significant that good music has larger audiences 
than in your day, and cheap literature of a good sort has a 
large circulation or the publishers would not publish it; also 
that with us, and still more in America, any and every lec
turer even on profound subjects finds hearers. 

Mill 

COBDEN wrote to FRANCIS PLACE! in 1846, 'You have lived 
through by far the most eventful seventy years in the world's 
history.' He was no doubt excited by the victory ofRepea1; 
but could anyone looking back now over seventy years say as 
much? 

N_inHadu 

You remember that, when the ChJ~ent in Bedlam said to the 
visitor 'I am the Emperor of . a,' his keeper whispered, 

• Cobden to Place: Lif. qf P",", by WaJIaJ,!. 396.' 
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'They all say that, Sir.' What was it that PLACE had seen? 
COBDEN'S words are: 'Bless yourself that you live in times 
when reform bills, steamboats, railroads, {lenny postage, and 
free trade, to say nothing of the ratification of civil and re
ligious liberties' (in which you have helped), 'have been 
possible facts.' 

Mill 

There is no one to match the praiser of his own time for exag
geration. I am told that COBDEN added, 'The fifty years dur
ing which you have been an observer of public events have 
been more fertile in great and enduring mcidents than any 
five centuries I could select.' Ifhe did not set much store by' 
the Reformation and Renaissance, he might have remem
bered the Discovery of America, without which much of his 
own occupation were gone. 

NnJJ<Dff/ff in HtJdu 

Yes, they all say that; and I shall try not to glory in having 
lived seventy years aftl!r FRANCIS PLACE and fifty after you, 
Sir. But we have not been behind our ancestors in material 
improvements and inventions. It is the age of the aeroplane. 
Science has found out the secrets of heights and depths un
conquered in your day. Both Poles have been visited and 
there are no longer any solitudes. 

Mill 

So much the worse, to my thinking. 
N __ in HtJdu 

Let me go on and you will be better pleased. Medical skill is 
better. We are nearly as successful now in curing as in killing. 
& for our political achievements in the world at large, we 
have more than doubled last century's number of popular 
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governments in Europe. We have a new plan for training 
backward peoples elsewhe(e for self-government. They be
come 'mandatory states' instead of subjects. 

Mill 

Could we not train our workmen for Copartnership on this 
plan,-the employer to regard his factory as mandated terri
tory, the employed, on reaching matUrity, to choose as their 
Ruler and Governor the man among them who had the best 
head for business?-It W;lS a good idea. 

NeweomninHadu 

It was an idea 'new under the sun,' produced under that 
brilliant novelty the League of Nations, which is champion of 
the minorities and weaker Powers. In our own country po
litical liberty has gone from strength to strength, I confess 
with too little regard for your particular clients the minori
ties. The autonomy of the individual, ifno better off, is no 
worse off. When all is said, I admit that we are unprofitable 
servants; it was no glory to do all this with so much unused 
power to have done more. But is not this neglect chargeable 
against every Present Time, so long as all men are mortal? 

Mill 

You have said little of the spirit, intellect, patriotism, scien
tific study, leaders of thought, poets and artists. We were 
hungry for great men1 of all sorts in my time, and I joined in 

1 Great men: Elliot, I. 34 (183'), 40 (.833); to Carlyle, II. 3840, Diary, .854-
Dwrr/Qlions, I. 97 (.835). 
Gibbon, D,e/in, and Fall, Cb. LXVI, towards end: 'some spark of~om may be 
produced by the collision of advene servitude, J in the case of Platonists unSfU 
Aristotelians. (und~ Byz~tine Empire, 'Sth cent.). 
De Tocqueville: Dcssrr/Qlunu, II. So; cf. I. 98. 
Solitude and public employment: Mackenzieo""",Eve1yn •• 665 •• 667. 
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CARLYLE'S laments. It seemed to me (in that year of Re
form) that the world was becoming 'a dead Hat.' I thought I 
should lose all interest in the world if there were not two or 
three persons of such high quality that they redeemed it from 
total barrenness. There were few such in my own day. But I 
was not iUways so despondent, at least in my Books. Per
haps I was most so in my youth. 

N<WtDtn1r in Had .. 

We judge you, Sir, by the words of your own publications, 
your ripe considered judgments on any matter. In remi
niscences and letters we often too plainly recognize the spur 
of the moment, or the curb of ill-health. No man is heroic at 
all moments. The public sees the hero in his heroic moments, 
which are, say, a tenth of the whole. Your valet sees you in 
the other nine, and makes the most of the observations which 
bring you down to his own level. Your correspondents were 
of higher quality than the valet; but still your dicta to them 
are your apocrypha, not your canonical scripture. Please 
believe that I have been questioning you not in the manner 
of an astute counsel lying at the catch, but as an inquiring 
spirit seeking light, in a wholly deferential manner. 

Mill 

CARLYLE'S Heroes did not get my ripe considered word in 
their favour. They might help the world perhaps if there 
were always two of them together as rivals, to checkmate 
each other and undo the bad effects of autocracy, but this 
seldom happens. 

N_inHadI. 

It is GIBBON'S notion, of dividing the allegiance of those who 
rush to slavery. Your DE TOCQ.UEVILLE thought that demo
cracies did not of themselves bring forward the best men. 
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Perhaps the best men do their work without being 'brought 
forward.' While we were waiting for them, they may have 
been silently doing the things we wanted. What says GUIZOT 
quoted by you? 'Things in England are greater than the men 
accomplishing them.' Some men, called small, were in fact 
accomplishing the things. So said MOMMSEN of R~publican 
Rome: 'Ordinary men, extraordinary deeds.' In spite of 
CARLYLE it may turn out that in politics, now all-democratic, 
th~ superman is a superstition and superfluity. We should 
surely be well served by citizens otherwise 'ordinary' if they 
had your passion for public service and at the same time your 
devotion to personal liberty, the free growth of each man's 
talents. This means for men like you an embarrassing alter
nation of ' solitude and public employment,' an old dilemma. 
Duty called you to both, MR. Mn.L. In which of them did 
you find your Greater Happiness? 

But the lover of SolitUde had already regained it. 
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